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Abstract
In the past decade, great research effort was inspired by the need to realise
active optical functionalities in silicon, in order to develop the full potential
of silicon as a photonic platform. In this thesis we explore the possibility of
achieving tunable delay and optical gain in silicon, taking advantage of the
unique dispersion capabilities of photonic crystals.
To achieve tunable optical delay, we adopt a wavelength conversion and
group velocity dispersion approach in a miniaturised engineered slow light
photonic crystal waveguide. Our scheme is equivalent to a two-step indi-
rect photonic transition, involving an alteration of both the frequency and
momentum of an optical pulse, where the former is modified by the adia-
batic tuning possibilities enabled by slow light. We apply this concept in a
demonstration of continuous tunability of the delay of pulses, and exploit
the ultrafast nature of the tuning process to demonstrate manipulation of a
single pulse in a train of two pulses.
In order to address the propagation loss intrinsic to slow light structures,
with a prospect for improving the performance of the tunable delay device,
we also investigate the nonlinear effect of stimulated Raman scattering as a
means of introducing optical gain in silicon. We study the influence of slow-
down factors and pump-induced losses on the evolution of a signal beam
along the waveguide, as well as the role of linear propagation loss and mode
profile changes typical of realistic photonic crystal structures. We then de-
scribe the work conducted for the experimental demonstration of such effect
and its enhancement due to slow light.
Finally, as the Raman nonlinearity may become useful also in photonic
crystal nanocavities, which confine light in very small volumes, we discuss
the design and realisation of structures which satisfy the basic requirements
on the resonant modes needed for improving Raman scattering.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
In today’s communication networks, optical fibres allow for fast transmission
of data, but since all the components for signal manipulation operate in
the electronic domain, optical to electrical (O/E) and electrical to optical
(E/O) conversions at the input and output of each electronic component are
required. As data transmission rates are ever-increasing [1], the latency, cost
and power consumption of O/E and E/O switching become prohibitive [2].
Performing part of the signal processing operations in the optical domain
[3, 4], thereby complementing electronics with photonics, has the potential
for eliminating these conversion inefficiencies [5, 6], making next-generation
information networks even faster.
One of the most promising platforms for large scale integration of opto-
electronic systems is silicon [7–9], which can rely on the mature and reliable
CMOS processing technology and has very advantageous optical properties:
silicon is transparent in the near- and mid-infrared and the availability of
high quality silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafers, with the associated high in-
dex contrast between silicon and silica, allows for strong optical confinement
within the silicon core, and thus for miniaturisation of photonic devices [10].
While passive optical components such as waveguides, resonators, grat-
ing couplers and arrayed waveguide gratings are well established, achieving
active functionalities in silicon is more challenging. This is due to the fact
that silicon is an indirect band gap semiconductor, and thus cannot emit
light in traditional ways, and the crystalline structure suppresses second-
order nonlinear processes such as the electro-optic or Pockels effect, which
is usually employed in other materials to modulate light [7].
In addition to the three main functionalities required for all-optical sig-
nal processing — light emission, modulation and detection — other basic
building blocks are also needed. One of these is the tunable optical de-
lay line, a device that temporarily stores optical data streams and adjusts
their arrival times. Such a device could be employed in a great variety of
applications requiring time domain operation, including optical buffers and
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memories, optical packet switches at network nodes, data synchronization,
time division multiplexing and optical calculation of the convolution inte-
gral [11, 12]. At present, the most practical solution of tunable delay for
laboratory demonstrations of optical packet switches is based on the use
of fibre delay lines of different lengths combined with optical switches [13].
However, this bulky solution becomes impractical when scaling to realistic
size networks, and can generate only discrete delays, whereas fine and con-
tinuous tuning of the delay in a miniaturised device would be preferred for
real applications.
Different schemes have been proposed for generating tunable delays in
integrated systems, mainly involving tuning chains of coupled microres-
onators [14–16] or trapping and releasing optical pulses in few resonators
by varying their coupling with an adjacent waveguide [17,18]. However, the
former case requires the non-trivial ability to precisely align the resonant
frequencies of many cavities and to tune them uniformly; in the latter, the
maximum achievable delay is limited by the photon lifetime in the cavities.
An alternative approach to realising tunable delay is based on wavelength
conversion and dispersion [19–21]: if an input signal is shifted in wavelength
and coupled into a dispersive medium, it will propagate at a different speed
with respect to an unshifted pulse, and therefore will experience a different
delay. Usually wavelength conversion in silicon is achieved by means of
nonlinear optical effects requiring large amounts of power and a minimum
travelling distance, and often relying on phase-matching conditions [22].
A simpler process is wavelength conversion due to adiabatic tuning of an
optical resonator [23], a well known phenomenon in classical physics, but
relatively new in photonics, as it requires tuning of the system within the
photon lifetime, which was not possible to achieve before the advent of slow
light waveguides [24,25] and high quality factor nanocavities [26,27].
This project aims to develop a miniaturised continuously tunable optical
delay line based on adiabatic wavelength conversion and dispersion in silicon.
Our device will be based on photonic crystals, a very versatile platform
allowing fine control of the dispersion properties of waveguides in the form
of engineered slow light structures [28]. Our goal is well summarised by
the schematic of Fig. 1.1, where an input light pulse entering a photonic
crystal waveguide is dynamically changed in wavelength (or colour) due to a
control pulse, and then propagates through a waveguide section of controlled
dispersion. The study for the realisation of such dynamic delay line will be
discussed in detail in Chapter 3 of this thesis, following a brief review on
some basic concepts about photonic crystals and recent progress on slow
light waveguides, which will be presented in Chapter 2.
Slow light photonic crystal waveguides, however, are inherently limited
by increased propagation loss [29–31], as represented in Fig. 1.1 by the
lowering of the pulse height as we proceed towards the output. We will
therefore explore the possibility of including a gain effect for compensation
2
Figure 1.1: Schematic of a tunable delay line based on adiabatic wavelength con-
version and group velocity dispersion in an engineered slow light photonic crystal
waveguide.
of out-of-plane scattering losses. In particular, we will study stimulated
Raman scattering, a third-order nonlinear optical process occurring when
an input pump is scattered at different frequencies due to the interaction
with the vibrational modes of the scattering medium [32].
Raman scattering has been successfully employed to achieve light ampli-
fication [33–35] and also lasing [36–38] in silicon channel waveguides. The
slow light effect offered by the unique dispersion properties of photonic crys-
tal waveguides increases light-matter interaction and thus enhances optical
nonlinearities [39]. For the particular case of stimulated Raman scattering,
such enhancement was theoretically demonstrated [40], and some promising
experimental results on enhancement of spontaneous scattering have been
reported [41, 42], but the demonstration of improvement due to slow light
in a pump-probe experiment of stimulated scattering is still missing.
As the observation of nonlinear effects in compact silicon waveguides
requires the fabrication of structures for efficient in- and out-coupling of
light, we will begin in Chapter 4 by describing the integration of inverse taper
spot-size converters with photonic crystal devices. We will then proceed in
Chapter 5 by discussing the role of realistic propagation loss and mode profile
effects on the amplification of an optical signal through stimulated Raman
scattering; we will also present experimental results on both spontaneous
and stimulated Raman scattering from the fabricated structures, with a
focus on loss compensation.
The overall goal of this project is therefore summarised in Fig. 1.2: a loss-
compensated photonic crystal tunable delay line, where loss compensation
is achieved through the nonlinear effect of stimulated Raman scattering by
the addition of a pump signal (represented in green), and efficient coupling
3
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Figure 1.2: Schematic describing the aim of this project: a loss-compensated
tunable delay line. With respect to Fig. 1.2, the output pulse does not decrease in
intensity while propagating through the waveguide. Loss compensation is achieved
by addition of a pump signal (green) which amplifies the probe signal through
stimulated Raman scattering. Efficient in-coupling is achieved by integrating an
inverse taper spot-size converter (on the left).
is mediated by inverse taper spot-size converters.
Finally, slow light waveguides are not the only structures able to generate
high optical intensities: photonic crystal nanocavities can confine and hold
light in very small volumes, and therefore they are also suitable for enhanc-
ing the Raman nonlinearity [43]. Useful application of Raman scattering
in silicon optical nanocavities, however, requires first of all the realisation
of structures supporting two resonant modes at a very specific frequency
spacing: an example of such structures has been proposed numerically [44],
but fabrication tolerances cause the resonances to shift in real devices, and
to our knowledge there has been no experimental demonstration of a pho-
tonic crystal cavity exhibiting two modes at the correct frequency spacing
for Raman scattering in silicon. In Chapter 6 we will show both numerically
and experimentally how the position of the holes can be employed as a tun-
ing parameter to adjust a cavity’s resonances to the desired spacing in the
1550 nm wavelength range.
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Chapter 2
Photonic crystals and slow
light: background
Photonic crystals have emerged in the past few decades as an exciting tool
to control light in an integrated format [45], opening a wide range of new
possibilities in fields from telecommunications and optical signal processing,
to biosensing and quantum computing, simply by playing on the geometry
of their structure. One of the most promising features enabled by pho-
tonic crystals is slow light, which generates from the resonant interaction
of photons with the periodic pattern defined in a dielectric, at an operating
wavelength that only depends on the lattice constant of the pattern, instead
of being set by a material resonance such as in electromagnetically-induced
transparency in atomic vapours [46] or coherent population oscillation in
semiconductors [47, 48]. By definition, slow light allows to delay and tem-
porarily store optical signals, but is also accompanied by strong light-matter
interaction, which is beneficial for reducing the size, and ultimately the op-
erating power, of both linear and nonlinear devices.
This chapter begins by introducing some fundamental concepts concern-
ing photonic crystals in general and slow light waveguides in particular, the
platform on which the topics of tunable delay and stimulated Raman scat-
tering discussed in the following chapters are based. We then proceed by
describing the typical fabrication process of a photonic crystal waveguide
and the measurement technique used to characterise slow light.
2.1 Photonic crystals and photonic crystal wave-
guides
The dynamics of electromagnetic fields are governed by Maxwell’s equations,
which in a dielectric medium with dielectric function ε(r) can be solved
to determine the electric and magnetic fields, E and H respectively. The
stationary solutions of the system may be determined by expressing the
5
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Figure 2.1: Example schematics of (a) one-, (b) two-, and (c) three-dimensional
photonic crystals. (a) A multilayer film. (b) A square lattice of dielectric columns.
(c) A woodpile crystal.
fields in the form of harmonic modes, i.e. as the product of a spatial pattern
or mode profile with a complex exponential:
E(r, t) = E(r) e−iωt,
H(r, t) = H(r) e−iωt,
with ω the angular frequency. Knowing ε(r) one can solve Maxwell’s equa-
tions, which can be written in the form of an eigenvalue problem, to deter-
mine the spatial mode profiles H(r) (the system’s eigenfunctions) and the
corresponding frequencies ω (the eigenvalues).
Photonic crystals, in particular, are characterised by discrete periodic
changes of ε(r) in one, two or three dimensions (Fig. 2.1), with a period
a of the order of the optical wavelength in the material. Such a periodic
modulation acts on photons in close analogy to the way an atomic crys-
talline potential acts on electrons: the discrete periodicity of ε(r) in one
direction results in a dependence of H(r) in that direction that is a plane
wave modulated by a function uk(r) periodic on the lattice [45]:
Hk(r) = e
i(k·r)uk(r) , (2.1)
where k is the wavevector. In analogy with solid state physics, the modes
in the form (2.1) are known as Bloch states, and are classified by the value
of k. All the information about Hk(r) is given by k and uk(r).
Due to the periodicity, the eigenvalue problem may be restricted to a
single unit cell of the photonic crystal, leading to a discrete spectrum of
frequencies (eigenvalues) ωn(k) labelled by a band index n, for each k. Being
k a continuous parameter, each band ωn(k) also varies continuously with k,
defining the band structure, or dispersion diagram, of the photonic crystal.
The periodicity and symmetries of the photonic crystal in real space result
in the band structure ωn(k) to have the same periodicity and symmetries
in the reciprocal k-space, so that the band diagram needs to be calculated
only in a limited region, known as the first (irreducible) Brillouin zone (Fig.
2.2, left inset).
6
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Figure 2.2: Two-dimensional photonic band structure for a triangular lattice of
air holes in dielectric, with ε = 8.24 and r = 0.286a. The left inset shows the first
Brillouin zone, with the irreducible Brillouin zone highlighted in green. The right
inset shows a cross-sectional view of the photonic crystal structure.
In practice, the band structure and mode profiles are calculated numer-
ically, for instance through use of MIT Photonic Band (MPB) [49], a free
software package that applies a plane wave expansion method to solve the
eigenvalue problem: the unknown function uk(r), periodic on the crystal
lattice, is expanded in a Fourier series. The eigenvalue problem therefore
turns into a set of linear equations for the unknown Fourier coefficients,
which are solved with an iterative method.
An example of photonic band diagram calculated with MPB is shown in
Fig. 2.2 for a two-dimensional photonic crystal: a triangular lattice of air
holes in dielectric. The red curves represent the modes of the transverse-
electric (TE) polarisation, i.e. with the electric field confined to the plane
of symmetry and the magnetic field normal to the plane, whereas the blue
curves are the modes of the transverse-magnetic (TM) polarisation, i.e. with
the magnetic field lying on the plane and the electric field perpendicular to
the plane. As can be seen from Fig. 2.2, the TE band diagram of this
type of crystal is characterised by a frequency region in which no mode can
propagate in plane inside the structure, regardless of the wavevector. This
region of forbidden frequencies is called a photonic band gap, in analogy
with solid state physics.
In fact, the band gap is a region where there are no extended states,
i.e. modes of the form (2.1) with purely real k: the modes have complex
wavevector instead, and they decay exponentially due to the imaginary part
of k. These evanescent states cannot be excited in a perfect infinite crystal,
but they may be sustained by the presence of a defect: such modes decay
exponentially away from the defect, where periodicity is restored, and are
therefore localised to the defect itself. In the triangular lattice of Fig. 2.2,
7
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Figure 2.3: Two-dimensional band structure of a W1 waveguide, formed by re-
moving a row of holes from the triangular lattice of air holes of Fig. 2.2 (ε = 8.24,
r = 0.286a), plotted versus the wavevector component along the defect. Two defect
modes (red) appear inside the band gap. The inset shows a cross-sectional view of
the photonic crystal waveguide.
for instance, a point defect may be created by removing a single hole, or by
replacing it with one of different size, shape or dielectric constant, therefore
creating an optical cavity which traps light in the plane.
A line defect, obtained for example by the removal of an entire row of
holes in a triangular lattice (Fig. 2.3, inset), creates an optical waveguide
(called a W1 waveguide): light cannot penetrate on the sides of the defect
due to the band gap, but it can propagate along the line defect. As period-
icity is still preserved in the direction of the waveguide, we can still define
a wavevector k in this direction and plot a waveguide band diagram, as
shown in Fig. 2.3. The continuous regions are the result of projecting the
(TE) band structure of the infinite crystal on the waveguide k axis, and any
combination of wavevector and frequency in these regions corresponds to an
allowed extended state of the crystal. Light in these states can leak through
the sides of the waveguide and therefore cannot be guided. The presence of
the defect, however, introduces new discrete bands (red curves in Fig. 2.3)
inside the band gap, which correspond to guided modes.
Now, the band diagram computed for a two-dimensional photonic crys-
tal applies in three dimensions only to a structure of infinite extent in the
third direction z, and only for light propagating in the plane. Light can be
localised in all three directions through use of a three-dimensional photonic
crystal (Fig. 2.1c), which is the true optical equivalent of an atomic crystal.
These type of structures, however, are difficult to fabricate. A widely used
alternative is given by photonic crystal slabs, which approximate many de-
sirable properties of more complicated three-dimensional photonic crystals,
but are much easier to fabricate. A photonic crystal slab consists of a high
8
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Figure 2.4: (a) Three-dimensional band structure of a W1 slab waveguide (ε =
12.11, r = 0.286a). The dark shaded region indicates the light cone. (b-f) Hz field
cross-sections of the even (b-e) and odd (f) modes, calculated at the points marked
by black dots in (a). (g) Schematic of the slab photonic crystal waveguide.
index layer with finite thickness in which the periodic pattern is defined,
as shown in Fig. 2.4g. Confinement in the vertical direction is achieved by
means of index guiding, i.e. total internal reflection. The band structure
of a slab photonic crystal waveguide differs from that of a two-dimensional
structure in that it presents a light cone, indicated by the dark shaded region
of Fig. 2.4a. The points inside the light cone represent states where light
is incident at the interface between the dielectric and the surrounding low
index background at an angle lower than the critical angle for total internal
reflection. The lowest boundary of the light cone is called the light line. To
be guided, a waveguide mode must lie inside the band gap, or it will leak
through the sides of the waveguide, and below the light line, or it will leak
in the background.
Finally, a word on the field profiles. Since the TE modes have just one
component of the magnetic field, they can be visualised by plotting Hz in
the z = 0 plane (Figs. 2.4b-f). The usual convention is to classify them in
even and odd modes as to whether Hz has even or odd symmetry in the
y-direction, respectively. The lowest mode appearing in the band gap of a
W1 waveguide is even (Figs. 2.4b-e), whereas the second mode is odd (Fig.
2.4f). Even modes are generally easier to excite than odd modes.
2.2 Slow light in photonic crystal waveguides
Another important information that may be deduced from the band dia-
gram ω(k) of a photonic crystal waveguide is the group velocity vg of light,
that is, the speed at which the electromagnetic energy travels through the
waveguide. The group velocity is given by the local slope of the dispersion
9
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curve:
vg =
∂ω
∂k
.
Equivalently, the speed of light may be expressed in terms of group index
ng = c/vg.
As can be seen from Fig. 2.4a, the group velocity becomes zero at the
edge of the Brillouin zone k = pi/a. This is due to the fact that light prop-
agating along the waveguide is coherently backscattered at each unit cell of
the crystal [39,50]; at the band edge, the forward- and backward-propagating
waves agree in phase and amplitude and form a standing wave, i.e. an in-
terference pattern with zero group velocity. The slow light regime of the
waveguide occurs just before the band edge, where the slope of the disper-
sion curve is low but non-zero: here the forward- and backward- propagating
waves are not exactly in phase any more, and the resulting interference pat-
tern moves slowly in the forward direction.
The use of slow light in photonic crystal waveguides is of great interest
because it allows to increase light-matter interactions simply by playing
on the geometrical properties of the structure, with potential benefit for
a number of applications [24]. Linear effects, such as phase sensitivity to
refractive index changes, scale with the group index of light [50,51], allowing
to reduce the size, and consequently the operating power, of devices such as
switches [52], modulators [53–56] and wavelength converters [57]. Nonlinear
effects are also enhanced due to slow light [40, 58–62], as an optical pulse
entering a slow light waveguide is compressed in space in the propagation
direction, and therefore becomes more intense [24].
The band edge slow light of a basic W1 waveguide (Fig. 2.4a) is not ideal
to work with from a practical point of view [39]. First of all, the group ve-
locity dispersion is large, due to the parabolic nature of the dispersion curve
ω(k) near the band edge; for many applications it is instead desirable to
reduce the group velocity dispersion to a minimum over a broad bandwidth.
Secondly, the slow light regime occurs in vicinity of the mode cut-off, which
in a real device may vary locally due to fabrication tolerances [63], resulting
in extremely large propagation loss [30]. To avoid these issues, engineered
slow light photonic crystal waveguides have been investigated, in which a
controlled slow light region away from the band edge may be generated by
suitably acting on the geometry of the crystal [64], for example by changing
the size [65] or position [28, 66] of the first rows of holes adjacent to the
waveguide, or by chirping the waveguide properties [67].
Most of these dispersion engineering techniques rely on the fact that
the photonic crystal W1 waveguide supports not only gap-guided modes,
but also index-guided ones [45], due to the central part of the waveguide
having higher average refractive index than the surrounding lattice. The
even guided mode in the band gap is actually a combination of these two
types, resulting from an anti-crossing between a gap-guided mode and a
10
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of anti-crossing occurring in a W1 photonic crystal wave-
guide. The fundamental index-guided mode (lowest red curve) is folded back at
the edge of the first Brillouin zone and couples to a gap-guided mode (blue). The
dotted lines illustrate hypothetical non-interacting modes. The two modes split
at the crossing point, forming an hybrid band in which the field profile gradually
evolves from an index-guided to a gap-guided profile (Figs. 2.4b-e).
folded index-guided mode [45,68,69], as shown in Fig. 2.5. The local shape—
and thus group velocity — of the final mode is determined by the interaction
between the two original modes, which in turn depends on the geometry of
the crystal: at low k the mode behaves as an index-guided mode and its
energy is concentrated inside the waveguide core (Fig. 2.4b), whereas when
entering the slow light regime at higher k the mode penetrates in the crystal
cladding (Figs. 2.4d-e). Therefore, the mode properties in the index-guided
regime mainly depend on the first row of holes, but in the slow light regime
they are also influenced by the second row.
Figure 2.6 shows how the position of the first two rows of holes may be
changed to engineer the slow light dispersion curve, as reported by Li et al.
in Ref. [28], where s1 and s2 indicate the displacements of the first and
second row of holes, respectively, relative to the unmodified lattice. Shifting
the first row of holes outwards (s1 negative) makes the waveguide wider and
increases the effective index of the mode in the entire k-range, lowering it
in frequency, whereas shifting the second row inwards (s2 positive) has the
opposite effect, but is felt only at high wavevectors. By combining these
two effects, a controlled region of the dispersion curve may be obtained, in
which the group index is high and almost constant. A similar effect can be
achieved by varying the radius of the first two rows of holes [65], but this
is technologically more difficult to control in an accurate and reproducible
manner.
The preservation of a useful bandwidth with low group velocity disper-
sion, even at high group index, is generally regarded as an advantage of
slow light waveguides with respect to optical cavities [50], which are also
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Figure 2.6: Engineered slow light waveguides as proposed in Ref. [28], with hole
radius r = 0.286a. (a) Schematic design of the engineered W1 waveguide: the first
and second rows of holes are displaced symmetrically about the waveguide axis.
The displacements relative to the unmodified lattice (red lines) are expressed by s1
and s2, where shifts toward the waveguide centre are defined to be positive. (b)
Dispersion curves and (c) group indices for the fundamental mode of engineered W1
waveguides. The mode of a W1 waveguide (black) is also presented for comparison.
extensively studied for enhancing optical fields: a good bandwidth allows
for processing of shorter signals, and makes the device less sensitive to tem-
perature and fabrication fluctuations, which is a great challenge for optical
cavities. The available bandwidth, however, does decrease for higher group
indices, which is clear from Figs. 2.6b-c. This delay-bandwidth product lim-
itation is unavoidable in static devices, but in principle it may be overcome
by adiabatically tuning a photonic crystal structure after insertion of a light
pulse [70].
Propagation loss is also an important aspect that cannot be neglected
when discussing slow light devices, as all the exciting advantages of slow light
waveguides become pointless if only a tiny fraction of light is transmitted
through the structure. Photonic crystal waveguides are intrinsically lossless,
because the modes of interest lie inside the band gap and below the light
line. All the loss in practical devices is due to fabrication imperfections,
such as side-wall roughness and disorder in the position and size of the
holes, which have also a direct influence on the very dispersion properties
of the waveguide, especially in the slow light region [71]. The effect of
disorder is amplified by the high index contrast between the silicon and the
air cladding, leading to out-of-plane loss and backscattering loss [31, 72].
The former arises from scattering of light into radiation modes above the
light line and scales as ng [72, 73]; the latter is due to coupling into the
12
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Figure 2.7: Propagation loss as a function of group index for a waveguide designed
to exhibit a constant group index of ng ∼ 27 over a ∆λ ∼ 10 nm wavelength range
(a = 410 nm, r = 0.27a, s1 = −52 nm, s2 = 0 (from [31]. Reprinted with
permission).
backward-propagating mode and scales as n2g [29, 74].
Now, as the state of the art fabrication technology already yields very
good quality photonic crystal devices, with a record 2 dB/cm loss demon-
strated the fast regime back in 2007 [75], great debate was generated in re-
cent years on whether the quadratic dependence of backscattering on group
index represents a major limitation to the usefulness of slow light. It is now
well understood that the mode shape variation with group index (Figs. 2.4b-
e) plays a significant role in determining the loss [31]: both out-of-plane and
backscattering loss contributions are weighted by terms containing the mode
shape, as this determines how much light is available for scattering on the
side-wall of the holes. Engineered slow light waveguides of the type discussed
in Ref. [28] (Fig. 2.6) turn out to successfully suppress the backscattering
component and exhibit a linear dependence of loss on group index up to
the region of constant ng [31], as shown in Fig. 2.7. After this point, how-
ever, backscattering and multiple scattering become dominant [71], the loss
rapidly increases and it is not advantageous to further slow down light. For
this reason, we will always operate in the linear regime, which does not usu-
ally extend to very high ng (a linear dependence up to ng ∼ 60 has been
recently demonstrated in Ref. [76]).
Finally, the shape of the mode profile is to be taken into account also
in determining the coupling efficiency of light into a slow mode: in the fast
index-guided regime, the field profile is similar to that of a nanowire (Fig.
2.4b), and therefore easy to excite, but in the slow light regime the field pro-
file is different and penetrates beyond the first row of holes (Figs. 2.4d-e),
causing mode mismatch with that of an access ridge waveguide. This mis-
match can be partially addressed by playing on the geometry of the photonic
crystal waveguide termination [78]. More importantly, however, the coupling
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Figure 2.8: Interface between two photonic crystal waveguides supporting slow
(W1) and fast (W′) Bloch modes at the same frequencies [77]. (a) Schematic design
of the interface: the period of W′ is elongated along the propagation direction,
with a′ > a. (b) Dispersion diagram of the fundamental guided Bloch modes of the
waveguides.
issues in the slow light regime are due to the fact that the slow mode is the
result of the interference between a forward- and a backward-propagating
wave, but at the boundary with a ridge waveguide only the forward compo-
nent is excited [50]. An interface or transition region is therefore needed for
the slow mode to be successfully excited. This may be achieved by introduc-
ing a taper to adiabatically change the group index [79,80] or, more simply,
by introducing a short section of a fast photonic crystal waveguide, where
coupling is mediated by the evanescent components of the field at the inter-
face with the slow light waveguide [81]. Such a fast section may be created
by locally lowering the guided mode in the band diagram, for example by
reducing the hole size [82] or by increasing the period (by ∼7.2 percent) in
the propagation direction [77] (Fig. 2.8). The latter approach results in very
short (few periods long) fast couplers for efficient injection at moderately
high group indices (ng < 100) [77], and it is the solution generally adopted
in our research group and in the work of this thesis.
To conclude, when compared to standard W1 waveguides, dispersion en-
gineered structures not only can display a region of high group index with
low dispersion, but they also exhibit lower propagation loss than aW1 for the
same group index [31], which has allowed for useful application of slow light
in the experimental demonstration of optical modulation [55], delay [83],
wavelength conversion [57], self-phase modulation [62, 66], third-harmonic
generation [59] and four-wave mixing [60, 61]. However, the considerations
above on propagation loss, coupling efficiency, and even the dispersion en-
gineering method itself, warn us of the importance of the mode shape in
determining many key features of slow light photonic crystal waveguides,
which should not be neglected when attempting to quantify the benefit of
slowing down on nonlinear effects, as we shall discuss more in detail for
14
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Figure 2.9: (a-b) Schematics of zero-dispersion slow light waveguides obtained
(a) by varying the size of the first two rows of holes adjacent the waveguide (as in
Ref. [65]), and (b) by shifting the third row of holes along the propagation direction
(as in Ref. [66]). (c) SEM image of a dispersion-compensated slow light structure
consisting of two coupled waveguides (from [85] c© 2010 IEEE). (d) Schematic of the
dispersion curve of a photonic crystal coupled waveguide exhibiting an inflection
point: the curve is gradually chirped towards higher frequencies due to chirping
of the hole radius; the dashed line indicated the frequency of the incident light
(from [86]. Reprinted with permission).
Raman scattering in Chapter 5.
2.2.1 Other examples of slow light photonic crystals
The type of slow light waveguides described in the previous section is only
one example of what are also called zero-dispersion waveguides: the disper-
sion of the basic W1 waveguide is flattened by playing on the coupling be-
tween two modes, which is varied simply by introducing small modifications
to the first rows of holes. Early examples of this type of approach involved
narrowing the waveguide width (W0.x) to improve the dispersion [69, 84]
but, in real devices, narrower waveguides are usually associated with higher
scattering loss [74], as the optical mode has greater overlap with the air
holes.
As already mentioned, the most common approaches to flatten the mode
dispersion rely on the alteration of the first rows of holes by changing their
radius [65,87] (Fig. 2.9a) or position, either along the normal [28] (Fig. 2.6a)
or the longitudinal [66,88] (Fig. 2.9b) direction. These three mechanisms all
achieve similar delay-bandwidth products [89], but for practical applications
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the holes position can be controlled more accurately [30] than the radius [90],
because the hole size is influenced by many parameters during the fabrication
process.
Other examples, mainly numerical, of zero-dispersion techniques that
have been proposed in the literature involve introducing high-index pillars
inside the holes [91], or infiltrating them with liquid [92] or other dielec-
tric material [93]. Some authors proposed breaking the symmetry of the
waveguide [94,95] so that the dispersion can be controlled through an anti-
crossing of the even mode with the odd mode. Other proposals involve alter-
ing the basic lattice itself, for instance by using elliptical [96] or even ring-
shaped [97] holes, or by changing the lattice from triangular to oblique [98].
A second type of approach to suppress higher-order dispersion in slow
light devices is that of dispersion-compensated structures: instead of de-
signing the waveguide with a flattened dispersion curve, a dispersive slow
light waveguide is followed by one with opposite dispersion, so that the two
compensate each other. The transition from one waveguide type to the
other is not abrupt but smooth, and it is obtained by chirping one of the
design parameters — usually the hole radius — along the device, resulting
in a gradual shift of the band diagram [99, 100]. Dispersion-compensated
devices usually do not consist of a single waveguide, but of two parallel
waveguides, coupled to each other. In some early studies, the two parallel
waveguides were designed to exhibit opposite dispersion [101–103], but one
important requirement was for the waveguides to match exactly their band
edges, making the final device very sensitive to fabrication tolerances.
A more established design makes use of two identical coupled waveguides
(Fig. 2.9c): the resulting even super-mode exhibits an inflection point in the
dispersion curve, providing slow light [104] (Fig. 2.9d, left). This method of
dispersion engineering is again based on the interaction of two modes, but
in this case the two original modes belong to two separate waveguides. By
chirping of the hole radius along the propagation direction, the inflection
point is gradually shifted in frequency (Fig. 2.9d, middle and right), broad-
ening the slow light condition [67,86], and different wavelengths are therefore
slowed down in different regions of the device. This type of structure has
been very successfully employed to demonstrate tunable slow light devices by
introducing an additional thermally-controlled variable chirp [85, 105, 106],
as we will discuss in more detail in Chapter 3.
The design of chirped photonic crystal coupled waveguides, however,
is more complicated than for the simple zero-dispersion structures, as it
requires optimisation of many parameters. In addition, while this approach
is very suitable for delay devices, it cannot be employed for enhancement of
nonlinear effects: the structure itself is bigger than a single W1 waveguide
and, due to the initial dispersion, which is then later recovered, an optical
pulse is broadened, rather than compressed, in space. In fact, suppression
of optical nonlinearities has been highlighted as a positive feature of these
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Figure 2.10: Examples of CROWs (from [107]). (a) Schematic of a generic CROW.
(b) Design of a CROW based on width-modulated cavities. (Reprinted by permis-
sion from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature Photonics [107], copyright 2008.)
devices [25], which is desirable when employing slow light structures for
linear applications.
Finally, the third type of approach that has been proposed for achieving
structural slow light in photonic crystals is the use of a sequence of coupled
cavities (coupled resonators optical waveguide, CROW, Fig. 2.10): as light
propagates through the structure, it is localised at each cavity, introducing
a time delay [108]. Numerous works have reported studies on the dispersion
of these slow light waveguides, both theoretical/numerical [109–112] and
experimental [113–116]. The most impressive demonstrations of CROWs
in photonic crystals are probably those reported by Notomi and co-workers
(Fig. 2.10b), who realised large arrays of up to 100 [107] and 200 [117]
ultrahigh-Q cavities, which were also employed to demonstrate enhancement
of nonlinear effects such as four-wave mixing [117].
One issue of CROWs in photonic crystals, however, is that the regular
spacing of the cavities introduces a second periodicity on the lattice, cor-
responding to an additional folding of the bands in the k-space, and as a
consequence light can easily couple to the radiation modes above the light
line [25]. More importantly, the precise control of both the inter-cavity
coupling and the optical resonances of each cavity (which should be iden-
tical) at the same time is a huge challenge in photonic crystals, once again
due to disorder and non-idealities introduced during the fabrication pro-
cess [118]: even in some of the best reported results [107], oscillations in
the transmission band on the order of 20–30 dB are unavoidable. This
type of slow light structures is therefore probably more suited for use with
ring resonators [119–122], where the control of individual resonances is more
straightforward and reliable [123] than in photonic crystals.
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Figure 2.11: Schematic of the standard fabrication steps for photonic crystal wave-
guides. (a) The SOI substrate. (b) The e-beam resist ZEP is spun on the sample.
(c) The photonic crystal pattern is defined on the ZEP layer through e-beam writ-
ing. (d) The pattern is transferred from the ZEP mask to the silicon layer through
the dry-etch process RIE. (e) The ZEP mask is removed. (f) The silica layer is re-
moved by wet-etch in HF solution, releasing the silicon photonic crystal membrane.
2.3 Standard fabrication of photonic crystals
The realisation of the sub-micrometric features of photonic crystals requires
high-precision processing techniques. The standard fabrication process of
a photonic crystal waveguide, shown schematically in Fig. 2.11, consists of
three fundamental steps: first, a resist mask is defined on the chip by means
of electron-beam (e-beam) lithography; the mask pattern is then transferred
to the silicon through a dry-etching process; finally, the photonic crystal
membrane is released by wet-etch. These steps, which are described in more
detail in the following, define a fabrication recipe for silicon photonic crystals
that is well established within the research group [124]. Any modification
or additional step that was especially developed for the work of this thesis
is described where appropriate in the following chapters.
Our samples are fabricated on SOITEC silicon-on-insulator (SOI) wafer
(Fig. 2.11a), consisting of a 220 nm-thick silicon layer on top of a 2 µm-thick
silica layer on silicon substrate. After sample cleaning, a ∼350 nm-thick layer
of ZEP-520A resist is spun and baked 10 min at 180◦C (Fig. 2.11b). ZEP-
520A is a high-resolution e-beam resist, used to realise the soft mask in
which the photonic crystal pattern is first defined. It is a positive resist,
meaning that the features to be removed (i.e. the holes) are the ones to be
exposed.
The exposure takes place in a modified LEO Gemini 1530 SEM with
Raith Elphy Plus pattern generator, at the maximum acceleration voltage
setting of 30 kV. In the design pattern the hole radius is reduced by 20 nm
with respect to the target radius, to correct for broadening of the electron
beam diameter due to forward scattering of electrons throughout the re-
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Figure 2.12: SEM images of silicon photonic crystal waveguides. (a) Example of
a particularly bad stitching error; in standard devices such imperfections are not
so obvious under SEM inspection. (b) A membraned photonic crystal.
sist thickness. Another non-ideality, known as the proximity effect, occurs
when beam electrons penetrate the silicon underlying the resist and undergo
backscattering, therefore returning into the resist and enlarging the exposed
region; as a consequence, the energy received by one feature of the pattern
is affected by electrons scattering from other features nearby. This effect is
taken into account by running a correction software on the photonic crystal
pattern. Finally, when the pattern area is bigger than the scanning area of
the electron beam, known as the writefield (100 µm × 100 µm used in this
work), the pattern is written through sequential exposure of adjacent areas
by shifting step-by-step the sample stage. Since these mechanical shifts have
finite resolution, positioning errors, also called stitching errors, may occur
(Fig. 2.12a). If the photonic crystal is shorter than the writefield size, it will
not be affected by stitching.
After exposure, the resist is developed in Xylene at 23◦C for 45 s, then
rinsed in IPA. The developer removes the exposed areas, leaving the photonic
crystal pattern defined in the ZEP mask (Fig. 2.11c).
The pattern is then transferred from the resist on the underlying silicon
layer by means of reactive ion etching (RIE), a dry-etch process in which
ions and free radicals generated in a radio frequency (RF) plasma remove
the exposed areas of silicon, while the remaining areas are protected by
the ZEP mask. The etching is the combination of the physical damage of
the accelerated ions (which is anisotropic) with the chemical action of the
reactive neutral radicals (which is isotropic). Our RIE process is performed
with a SF6:CHF3 1:1 gas mix at a pressure of 5× 10
−2 mBar; the plasma is
sustained for 2 min at an RF power of 19 W. As a result, the silicon layer
not covered by ZEP is completely etched (Fig. 2.11d). The ZEP layer is
then removed with solvents, leaving the silicon photonic crystal visible (Fig.
2.11e).
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Figure 2.13: Schematic of the free-space Mach-Zehnder interferometric setup used
to measure group index and transmission curves in slow light photonic crystal
waveguides.
As a last step, the oxide layer beneath the photonic crystal is selectively
removed by soaking the sample in dilute hydrofluoric (HF) acid (1:10 with
water) for 15 to 17 min, releasing a silicon membrane (Fig. 2.11f and Fig.
2.12b). To protect the access waveguides from the HF, a 1.8 µm-thick layer
of S1818 resist (Shipley) is spun on the sample prior to the HF step, and
windows are opened above the photonic crystal regions by UV exposure and
development in MF319 for 40 s. The S1818 mask is then removed with
acetone and the sample cleaned in piranha solution (H2SO4:H2O2 3:1) for
5 min. Finally, the sample is cleaved manually to a total length of a few
millimetres.
2.4 Characterisation: transmission and group in-
dex curves
The measurement of group index curves in photonic crystal waveguides is
performed using a Fourier transform spectral interferometry setup, which
at the same time can be used for transmission measurements. A schematic
of our free-space end-fire coupling setup is shown in Fig. 2.13. Just as the
fabrication steps in section 2.3, the following briefly describes a measurement
technique that is well established within the research group [125].
The setup consists of a Mach-Zehnder interferometer (MZI): light in
the ∼1550 nm wavelength range from an amplified spontaneous emission
(ASE) broadband source is separated into a sample arm and a reference
arm, through a 3 dB fibre splitter. In the sample arm, light is TE-polarised
by a polarisation beam splitter (PBS) and coupled in and out of the sample
by means of two aspheric lenses mounted onto stages with three transla-
tional degrees of freedom. The output light is then coupled into a second
fibre splitter, where it recombines with that coming from the reference arm.
One of the outputs of the fibre splitter feeds light into an infrared (IR) de-
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Figure 2.14: (a-b) Spectra of the MZI output measured for (a) a blank waveguide
and (b) a photonic crystal waveguide on the same chip. (c) Group index (blue) and
transmission (black) of the photonic crystal waveguide. The transmission is nor-
malised to the blank waveguide. The interferograms of (a-b) and the transmission
curve of (c) have been filtered numerically to remove Fabry-Perot fringes.
tector connected to an oscilloscope and is used to optimise the optical setup
alignment, whereas the other output is connected to an optical spectrum
analyser (OSA).
The wavelength spectrum measured by the OSA exhibits fringes (Figs.
2.14a-b) due to constructive and destructive interference between light com-
ing from the two arms of the interferometer, with a fringe period inversely
proportional to the difference in their optical path lengths. This means that
the fringe spacing in the interferogram is constant if the sample waveguide
has no dispersion, for example in the case of a blank strip waveguide (Fig.
2.14a), but they converge when entering the slow light regime of a photonic
crystal waveguide (Fig. 2.14b), because the optical path of the sample arm
becomes progressively longer.
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Here we briefly describe how the group index ng is extracted from the
measured interferogram, but more details can be found in Ref. [125]. The
output interferogram can be expresses as
I(ω) = S(ω) +R(ω) +
√
S(ω)R(ω)
[
eiΦ(ω)−iωτ + c.c.
]
,
where S(ω) and R(ω) are the spectral densities of the sample and reference
outputs, respectively, which are measured separately by blocking one arm
or the other. The sample output S(ω) can also be used to calculate the
waveguide transmission (Fig. 2.14c, black curve), by normalising it to the
same output of a blank waveguide on the same chip, or to the fibre-to-fibre
spectrum of the sample arm. The delay τ is set by a delay stage in the
reference arm and is initially chosen to give about 1 fringe/nm or less in the
interferogram of a blank waveguide, and in such a way that the reference arm
is always the shortest: thus the slow light always increases the difference in
path length and always results in denser fringes. Once set, τ is kept constant
for all the measurements on the same sample.
The information on the dispersion is contained in the phase difference
term Φ(ω) = ΦS(ω) − ΦR(ω), which is extracted from I(ω) by subtracting
the non-interfering terms S(ω) and R(ω), then Fourier transforming and
filtering one of the crossed terms, and transforming it back to frequency
domain. Finally, the term Φ(ω) − ωτ is differentiated with respect to ω
to obtain the difference in group delay ∆τg between the two arms, which
is related to the group index ng as ng = ∆τgc/L, with L the length of
the slow light region, i.e. the length of the photonic crystal without the fast
coupling sections. In the calculation, the delay contributions from the access
waveguides and every other element of the optical setup are accounted for
by subtracting the data from a calibration measurement taken on the blank
waveguide, which sets the zero delay. An example of measured group index
curve is shown in Fig. 2.14c, blue curve.
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Chapter 3
Tunable optical delay in slow
light waveguides
Controlling the timing of optical signal pulses represents an important step
towards the realisation of all-optical signal processing systems, with a va-
riety of potential applications requiring time domain operation, including
accurate synchronisation for bit-level interleaving and switching, time divi-
sion multiplexing, optical calculation of the convolution integral and even
optical buffering [11, 12]. Many different approaches for achieving tunable
optical delay have been proposed in the literature, involving both linear
and nonlinear effects in optical fibres, photonic crystals and coupled cav-
ities systems. Each configuration has its own benefits and drawbacks in
terms of maximum achievable delay, operating wavelength and speed, pulse
distortion and complexity.
In this chapter we will review some of the main results reported to-date
in the area of tunable optical delay lines and propose a new design based
on wavelength conversion and dispersion in engineered slow light photonic
crystal waveguides. We will then apply such design in an experimental
demonstration of continuous fine tuning of the output timing of a signal,
and demonstrate the ultrafast temporal manipulation of a single bit in a
train of two pulses.
3.1 State of the art
A tunable optical delay line is a device in which the output time of an
incoming optical data signal may be tuned between a minimum t1 and a
maximum t2, depending on an external control signal. The generic schematic
of a black-box tunable delay line is shown in Fig 3.1.
The performance of the device is first of all characterised by the maxi-
mum tunable delay, or storage time, that can be applied to a signal: this is
indicated by ∆t in Fig. 3.1, and it refers to a change in propagation time of
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Figure 3.1: Schematic of a generic tunable delay line.
the data signal through the delay line due to a change in the control input.
Depending on the application, one may be more interested in the absolute
value of ∆t or on the delay referred to the signal pulse duration ∆t/T0, a de-
lay expressed as number of bits. Another important feature is the available
bandwidth with low second-order dispersion, which determines the shortest
pulse duration that may be transmitted with low distortion, and is therefore
related to the sustainable bit rate. Finally, a tunable delay line might also
be characterised by a hold-off time, a time interval after loading data during
which the device cannot accept any new incoming signal. The hold-off time
also limits the rate at which bits/packets may be loaded into the device.
The simplest way to generate variable optical delay is to make the sig-
nal propagate through paths of different lengths. Such a scheme has been
demonstrated using optical fibres combined with optical switches to achieve
buffering capability in some experiments [13, 126], but it can generate only
a finite set of discrete time delays. Investigation about the development
of optical delay lines that are continuously tunable has been boosted by
the great research effort undertaken in the past decade in the area of slow
light [12]. Many demonstrations have been reported of tunable delay re-
sulting from direct modulation of the group velocity, relying for instance
on electromagnetically-induced transparency in atomic media [127], opti-
cal parametric amplification [128] and stimulated Brillouin [129, 130] and
Raman [131] scattering in optical fibres. Fibre-based tunable delay lines,
however, are extremely bulky and not suitable for integration of optoelec-
tronic devices.
Tunable delay has been demonstrated using stimulated scattering also
in SOI waveguides [132] and semiconductor optical amplifiers [133,134], but
here we will mainly focus on examples of miniaturised devices in which
slow light is achieved through a structural resonance, rather than a material
resonance. As we have introduced in Chapter 2 for the case of photonic
crystal waveguides, engineered devices offer great controllability over the
group velocity of light, but static structures simply reduce the group velocity
by a fixed amount, resulting in a fixed delay. In order to realise a variable
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Figure 3.2: Tuning of a photonic crystal group index dispersion curve (in semi-
logarithmic scale), as reported by Vlasov et al. (from [53]. Reprinted by permission
from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nature [53], copyright 2005).
delay line we need to tune the material parameters with an external control.
Integrated tunable delay lines may be divided in two main categories [12]:
those in which the group velocity remains constant while signals propagate
through them, and those in which the group velocity may be dynamically
changed in time. In the following, we will review some of the main examples
reported in the literature for each of the two types. We will then discuss
a third category of solutions, which falls in between the first two, based on
wavelength conversion and dispersion.
3.1.1 Time-independent tunable delay lines
With the expression time-independent tunable delay lines we refer to those
structures whose parameters do not vary during the time interval in which
an optical signal propagates into them. The optical delay is controlled by
varying these parameters when no signal is present, or the tuning mechanism
is much slower than the bit propagation time.
In a photonic crystal waveguide the simplest way to vary the group ve-
locity is to change the refractive index of the slab material. This causes
the whole band diagram to shift, due to the scaling properties of photonic
crystals [45], the relative frequency shift ∆ω/ω being equal to the relative
refractive index change ∆n/n. Therefore, signal frequencies corresponding
to slow modes before the tuning, may correspond to fast modes after the
band diagram shift. Such a tuning of the group velocity was experimentally
demonstrated by Vlasov et al. [53] in a silicon W1 photonic crystal wave-
guide, in which the refractive index of silicon was varied by the thermo-optic
effect. This resulted in tuning of the group index from 20 to 60 (Fig. 3.2),
demonstrating the possibility of actively influencing slow light.
Experimental observation of true time shifts of optical signal pulses in
an engineered photonic crystal was first reported by Baba et al. [105]. The
proposed structure was a silicon photonic crystal coupled waveguide [67]
(Fig. 2.9c), where chirping of the hole radius along the propagation direction
allowed for high group index to be achieved (Fig. 2.9d) over a bandwidth
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Figure 3.3: (a) Schematic of the reconfigurable reflective CROW delay line re-
ported by Melloni et al. [16]. (b) Schematic of an all-pass type microring array
(left) and the delay envelope spectrum (right) resulting from detuning of the rings’
resonant wavelengths [135]. (c) Schematic of a balanced SCISSOR tunable delay
line [136] (left) and delay spectra (right, from [137]. Reprinted with permission)
for: (I) all rings aligned, (II) red- and blue-shifted rings, (III) complete device. In
all the types of structures, the resonance of the rings is controlled thermally by
integration of heaters.
wide enough to accommodate ∼3.3 ps-long pulses. By illuminating a 250 µm-
long sample with a laser spot, a refractive index profile was created along
the waveguide, therefore adding also a thermally variable chirp to the fixed
chirp determined by the radius. This allowed for tuning of the delay up to
23 ps (∼7 pulse-widths). This figure was improved in more recent works by
the same authors [85,106], demonstrating a 72 ps tunable delay for 2 ps-long
pulses in a 400 µm-long waveguide [106], which was then applied as a delay
scanner in an optical correlator with a 2 kHz scanning frequency.
A number of other experimental demonstrations of on-chip tunable de-
lay are based on ring resonators, arranged in various configurations and
realised in different materials. Melloni et al. [16] employed a 6-rings silicon
oxynitride coupled resonator optical waveguide (CROW) in reflective con-
figuration (Fig. 3.3a) and achieved continuously tunable delay of up to 8 bits
(320 ps) at 25 Gb/s. Higher bandwidths and greater fabrication tolerance
can be achieved adopting an all-pass filter configuration [135,138–140] (Fig.
3.3b). Tunable delays of 7.3 bits [135] and 8.2 bits [140] have been demon-
strated at 40 Gb/s using this configuration. One disadvantage is the high
number of rings that need to be tuned simultaneously (50 in Ref. [135] and
32 in Refs. [139,140]), whereas in the reflective CROW [16] only few of rings
need to be tuned at any one time. A variation of the all-pass filter configu-
ration is the balanced side-coupled integrated spaced sequence of resonators
(SCISSOR) [136] (Fig. 3.3c), a promising concept offering good bandwidth
while requiring a reasonable number of rings, but to-date less than 2 bits
delay was experimentally demonstrated at 10 Gb/s [137]. Schemes based on
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the use of one ring only have also been proposed [141,142], but suffer from
very low bandwidth and high losses.
All of these devices (except for [142]) are based on thermo-optic tuning,
which is too slow to be useful in many applications [143]: the tuning time
reported by Melloni et al. [16] is about 150 µs, whereas Vlasov et al. [53]
report tuning times of the order of hundreds of nanoseconds. Even if this
is remarkable for the thermo-optic effect in silicon, much faster tuning may
be achieved by the free-carrier plasma effect [143], that is, the change in
refractive index associated with a change in the carrier concentration [144],
due to either optical or electrical pumping. However, if the whole structure
or most of it is to be tuned, as in many of the reviewed works, including the
photonic crystal examples by Vlasov et al. [53] and Baba et al. [105], a high
carrier concentration would dramatically increase also propagation loss due
to free-carrier absorption [144]. In summary, the ideal tunable device would
be realised in silicon to allow for compactness and ease of integration, and
it would rely on a fast tuning mechanism such as the free-carrier plasma
effect; the tuning region should also be as small as possible, to reduce power
consumption and minimise optical loss.
Finally, time-independent tunable delay lines in general are limited by
the delay-bandwidth product [12,145,146]: the larger the group delay achiev-
able through an optical resonance, the narrower the bandwidth within which
the delay occurs. Thus, for a fixed device length, the delay can be increased
only by decreasing the bandwidth — and thus the bit rate — and vice-versa.
The delay-bandwidth product constraint can be overcome by use of dynamic
structures.
3.1.2 Time-dependent tunable delay lines
We will now consider dynamic tunable delay lines, structures whose prop-
erties are modulated while an optical signal is stored inside them. Dynamic
structures are not fundamentally limited by a delay-bandwidth product [12],
because they rely on the adiabatic modulation of the light spectrum.
Extensive numerical investigation of adiabatic modulation in photonic
crystals was performed by Yanik and Fan [15, 70, 147, 148]. The idea is to
start with a system whose initial bandwidth is large enough to accommo-
date an incident pulse (Fig. 3.4a, left). Once the pulse has entered the
photonic crystal, the refractive index is tuned uniformly and adiabatically:
a uniform modulation, preserving periodicity, conserves the k components,
and so the system can be described in terms of a time-varying band struc-
ture; if the tuning is adiabatic, no scattering of light to other bands occurs,
and the frequency of each k component of the signal pulse itself follows the
band diagram. By dynamically tilting the dispersion curve, the pulse can
be spectrally compressed (Fig. 3.4a, right) and its group velocity greatly re-
duced, overcoming the delay-bandwidth product limit. The reverse releases
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Figure 3.4: (a) General condition for stopping a light pulse: adiabatic transition
from a large-bandwidth state used to accommodate an incident light pulse (left), to
a narrow-bandwidth state used to hold the pulse (right) (from [15] c© 2006 IEEE).
(b) The device fabricated by Xu et al., consisting of two ring resonators coupled
to an access waveguide (from [17]. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Pub-
lishers Ltd: Nature Physics [17], copyright 2007). (c) Schematic of the structure
proposed by Upham et al., consisting of a photonic crystal cavity coupled to an ac-
cess waveguide, and a mirror (from [18]. Reprinted with permission). (d) Schematic
of the three-rings device demonstrated by Elshaari et al. [150].
the pulse again.
In practice, however, the achievable relative refractive index shift in si-
licon is very small, of the order of 10−3–10−4 [143], and therefore one needs
to design structures in which the spectral feature is sensitive to these small
variations. For example, the structure investigated by Fan et al. consists of
a waveguide laterally coupled on both sides to two kinds of cavities, whereas
Khurgin proposed the use of a CROW, in which the slope of the dispersion
curve is changed through adiabatic zone folding [14]. A third example is
given by engineered slow light photonic crystal waveguides: very recently
Beggs et al. [149] applied the dispersion-tilting concept to demonstrate ex-
perimentally the adiabatic spectral compression of a light pulse.
One issue of a tunable delay line based on the adiabatic change of the
dispersion curve slope is the poor storage density [12, 14], due to the fact
that an optical signal entering the line at relatively high group velocity is not
compressed in space when slowed down, which is instead true for static slow
light devices [24]. In addition, fabrication of a great number of cavities —
up to 100 — as proposed by Fan requires precise alignment and it is not
straightforward to achieve in practice [107].
The adiabatic tuning principle, however, has been applied in some exper-
imental demonstrations overcoming the traditional delay-bandwidth prod-
uct through trapping and releasing of light pulses in only few resonators. In
such schemes, the system is initially kept in a low-Q condition favouring in-
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coupling of light, and after loading of a signal pulse it is switched to a high-Q
condition through ultrafast (that is, within the cavity photon lifetime) re-
fractive index tuning due to free-carriers injection. This functionality is
usually achieved by breaking the coupling to an access waveguide, and the
signal pulse can be trapped for a time interval longer than the lifetime of the
low-Q static system, therefore breaking the delay-bandwidth product limit.
A second ultrafast tuning event restores the system in a low-Q condition,
releasing the trapped pulse.
Such an approach was first demonstrated by Xu et al. [17] in a com-
pact structure consisting of two ring resonators (Fig. 3.4b). Tuning was
accomplished by injecting free carriers in the same region where light was
stored, inducing very high loss and limiting the maximum achievable delay
to less than 100 ps for a 14 ps pulse. Two very elegant alternatives were
proposed, minimising the overlap of the tuning region with the storage re-
gion. The first solution was implemented by Upham et al. [18, 151] in a
photonic crystal cavity-waveguide-mirror system (Fig. 3.4c) whose Q-factor
depends on whether constructive or destructive interference occurs between
light outputting the cavity and light reflected back from the mirror. The
phase difference between the two beam paths is controlled by changing the
refractive index of silicon in the waveguide section between the cavity and
the mirror. So the overall Q-factor can be controlled without acting directly
on the cavity, where most of the light is stored. The second solution was
reported by Elshaari et al. [150] in a ring resonator system similar to that
of Xu et al., but with the addition of a third ring to act as an input gate
(Fig. 3.4d), which is to be tuned to trap light in the other two rings.
Note, however, that in such trap-and-release schemes once a pulse has
been loaded no other pulse can be accepted until the release of the first one.
Therefore, the maximum storage time defining the performance of the device
represents also its intrinsic limitation on the hold-off time. Furthermore, it is
still challenging to experimentally achieve a good balance between the initial
low-Q condition (bandwidth) for pulse loading and the high-Q condition for
pulse storage [150,151].
3.2 Tunable delay based on wavelength conversion
and dispersion
An alternative approach for realising tunable delays is based on wavelength
conversion and group velocity dispersion [19]: the input signal is shifted
in frequency and then injected into a dispersive medium, where different
frequencies propagate at different speed. The shifted signal will therefore
accumulate a delay with respect to an unshifted one. The achievable delay
is proportional to the wavelength shift and the group velocity dispersion and
length of the dispersive medium [152]. The signal wavelength can then be
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Figure 3.5: Examples of wavelength conversion processes in silicon. (a) Schematic
of four-wave mixing: two pump photons are converted to a signal photon and an
idler photon (from [22]. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature [22], copyright 2006). (b-c) Adiabatic wavelength conversion in a photonic
crystal cavity (from [23]. Copyright 2006 by The American Physical Society) con-
sisting of four missing air holes in a triangular lattice (b); the refractive index of the
gray region is tuned. (c) FDTD calculations of wavelength spectra before (blue)
and after (red) index tuning.
reconverted to its original value in a subsequent wavelength conversion step.
Several demonstrations of continuously tunable delay based on this tech-
nique have been reported, mainly using optical fibres as a dispersive medium,
allowing for very high optical delays — up to few microseconds [153–155] —
to be observed. Despite the large achievable delays, however, these solutions
are extremely bulky, and not suitable for device integration. We may there-
fore investigate the possibility of realising a tunable delay line based on
wavelength conversion and dispersion in more compact photonic structures
such as silicon photonic crystals.
3.2.1 Wavelength conversion in silicon waveguides
Wavelength conversion in silicon may be achieved with various effects. One
important example is four-wave mixing [156], a third-order nonlinear pro-
cess in which two pump photons are converted into a signal and idler pho-
tons (Fig. 3.5a). The information carried by the signal can therefore be
transferred also to the idler. Efficient conversion over a wavelength range
of several tens of nanometres in a SOI channel waveguide was reported
by Foster et al. [22]. Conversion efficiency and tunability range, however,
come at a price: the need for very powerful pumps (11 W peak power
in [22]), a minimum light travelling distance (6 to 17 mm in [22]), and phase-
matching. At more realistic (continuous-wave) pump powers of around
100 mW, even in low-loss silicon nanowires the best conversion efficiencies
range from −40 dB [61] to less than −10 dB [157], depending also on the
waveguide length (almost 2 cm in Ref. [157]), whereas the best reported
value to-date for slow light photonic crystals is −24 dB at ng ∼ 30 [61].
Different authors have therefore explored the possibility of realising wave-
length conversion i) with high efficiency, ii) for weak light and iii) in compact
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photonic structures. Winn et al. [158] showed theoretically that simultane-
ous spatial and temporal modulation of the refractive index promotes inter-
band indirect transitions of photons, by imparting frequency and wavevector
shifts. These transitions can be interpreted as the optical analogue to elec-
tronic indirect transitions in a semiconductor, in which the absorption of
a photon and a phonon causes an electron to change both its energy and
momentum. Refractive index tuning of this kind, however, is not trivial to
accomplish [159], and to-date the only experimental demonstration has been
very recently reported by Lira et al. in a slotted waveguide [160].
A simpler wavelength conversion effect is instead based on adiabatic
tuning, the same mechanism explored by Fan et al. [15] for dynamically
stopping a light pulse (section 3.1.2). The results of Fan et al. suggest
the possibility of dynamically controlling the wavelength of light through
adiabatic tuning of the dispersion curve, but explicit numerical investigation
of such controllability was first reported by Notomi et al. [23] for a photonic
crystal cavity (Fig. 3.5b). The authors showed that if the resonant frequency
of the cavity is tuned while light is stored into it, the wavelength of the light
follows the changes in the cavity resonant wavelength (Fig. 3.5c). In fact,
adiabatic wavelength conversion is the optical equivalent of the tuning of
a classical resonator [75]: by plucking the string of a guitar, we generate a
sound at a certain frequency, but if we slide the finger along the string before
the sound dies away, the tone of the sound changes, following the resonant
frequency of the string.
When compared to four-wave mixing, which typically allows for conver-
sion efficiencies of less than −20 dB and over long waveguides, the adiabatic
wavelength conversion has the big advantage of an efficiency close to unity,
providing that losses from other sources are negligible [23]; furthermore, it
does not depend on the initial light intensity nor on phase-matching condi-
tions, and occurs over lengths on the order of the physical length of a light
pulse. When compared to inter-band indirect photonic transitions [158,160],
adiabatic tuning involves only one photonic state and the wavelength shift
is proportional to the magnitude of the refractive index shift, not to the fre-
quency of the modulation [146]. The tuning should maintain the structure
periodicity in order to conserve the wavevector, and it should be adiabatic
to avoid coupling to other modes [15].
Modulation of the material properties in the presence of photons requires
the use of high-Q cavities or slow light media to hold the light during the tun-
ing process. Adiabatic wavelength conversion was first observed by Preble
et al. [161] in a silicon ring resonator and by Tanabe et al. [162] in a photonic
crystal cavity. It was then experimentally demonstrated also in the slow light
regime of a silicon W1 photonic crystal waveguide by Kampfrath et al. [57]:
a probe light pulse travelling through the waveguide is blue-shifted when the
silicon refractive index is changed by illuminating the material with a pump
pulse. This is shown in Fig. 3.6, where the output spectrum of the probe
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Figure 3.6: Ultrafast adiabatic frequency shifting as reported by Kampfrath et al.
(from [57]. Copyright 2010 by The American Physical Society). (a) Experimentally
determined and (b) calculated intensity spectra of a W1 waveguide response to a
1.3 ps-long input probe pulse at center frequency ωc/2pi = 202 THz, for different
pump-probe delays τ . (c) Measured and calculated output spectra at τ = −4 ps
and 1 ps.
pulse is reported as a function of the pump-probe delay τ . If the probe ar-
rives before the pump (τ < −4 ps), it propagates in the unshifted waveguide.
If the probe arrives after the pump (τ > 1 ps), its frequency falls in the band
gap of the blue-shifted band diagram and is reflected. Around τ = −1 ps
pump and probe have maximum overlap, and the probe spectrum is adia-
batically blue-shifted by 0.39 THz. With respect to configurations based on
nanocavities, the use of slow light waveguide modes increases the conversion
efficiency to more than 80%. This is due to the fact that in a waveguide
the probe pulse propagates through the tuned region rather than being held
inside it, and is therefore affected by free-carrier absorption only in the time
necessary for wavelength conversion.
On-the-fly wavelength conversion in a silicon photonic crystal waveguide
was also reported by Upham et al., [163], but the probe pulse was not prop-
agating in a slow mode; as a result, the observed frequency shift was less
than the induced refractive index change, due to the probe not being fully
contained within the tuning spot during the entire index change. This high-
lights the importance of the use of slow light for this type of effect.
3.3 Photonic crystal tunable delay line: working
principle and design considerations
For our purpose of achieving tunable optical delay in integrated format,
the scheme based on adiabatic wavelength conversion and dispersion is very
promising. The relative frequency shift achievable through adiabatic tun-
ing, proportional to the relative index change, is only a few nanometres in
the 1550 nm range. This is sufficient if the dispersion of the waveguide is
designed appropriately, through use of the tools for dispersion engineering
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Figure 3.7: Working principle of a tunable delay line based on wavelength con-
version and dispersion. (a) Schematic of the device: an input probe pulse (red) at
frequency ωin enters the tuning region of the waveguide (outlined in yellow), where
it is adiabatically blue-shifted through the generation of free carriers by an ultra-
fast pump pulse; the probe pulse at the new frequency ωout (blue) travels faster in
the untuned delay section (outlined in blue) (picture courtesy of Dr. C. Reardon).
(b-c) Calculated dispersion (b) and group index curve (c) of an untuned (red) pho-
tonic crystal waveguide of refractive index n = 3.48, period a = 416 nm, thickness
h = 220 nm, radius r = 120 nm and shifts s1 = −46 nm and s2 = 28 nm. The
dispersion of the tuned waveguide, with ∆n = −7× 10−3, is indicated in blue. The
dots and arrows indicate the two-step adiabatic transition of the probe from slow
to fast light.
described in section 2.2.
As shown in Fig. 3.7a, the proposed structure for achieving tunable op-
tical delay is a single engineered slow light waveguide described by the red
dispersion curve of Figs. 3.7b-c; the waveguide acts as a delay medium and,
in its initial section, also as a frequency conversion component. As an input
probe pulse at frequency ωin enters the structure in the slow light regime,
the first section of the waveguide (yellow box in Fig. 3.7a) is illuminated with
a pump pulse, generating free carriers and hence blue-shifting the waveguide
mode (blue curve in Figs. 3.7b-c). This causes the probe pulse to experience
a change of refractive index dn/dt in time, and therefore it is blue-shifted
to a new frequency ωout through adiabatic tuning, whereas the wavevector
k is conserved [163]. The probe propagates then through the waveguide and
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enters the untuned region (blue box in Fig. 3.7a), where its new frequency
corresponds to a faster mode: the experienced change of refractive index
dn/dx in space, at the interface between the tuned and the untuned region,
corresponds to a change in the pulse wavevector k, with conservation of
frequency ω [163].
The overall adiabatic conversion from the slow to the fast state can be
viewed also as a form of intra-band indirect photonic transition, since it
involves a change in both the frequency and the wavevector of the probe
pulse. Unlike the photonic indirect transitions discussed in section 3.2.1
(which are the true optical equivalent to indirect transitions of electrons),
however, the frequency and wavevector transformations are performed here
in two separate steps. Our approach can be thought of as the analogue of an
electron experiencing a dynamic variation of the crystalline atomic potential
(which is equivalent to the refractive index in photonic crystals), and allows
us to adopt an index tuning profile that is much easier to achieve than
the complicated index modulation implemented in Ref. [160]. Furthermore,
in the case of a true photonic indirect transition, the achievable frequency
shift is limited by the modulation speed (10 GHz achieved experimentally in
[160]), and is therefore much smaller than that obtainable through adiabatic
tuning (390 GHz demonstrated in [57]).
Our scheme for achieving tunable delay is still limited by the delay-
bandwidth product in the dispersive section of the waveguide, just as time-
independent configurations; however, unlike the solutions discussed in sec-
tion 3.1.1, it necessitates tuning of only a small portion of the waveguide —
the tuning region needs to be only as long as the probe pulse — rather than
the whole structure, thus limiting the power consumption and the loss from
free-carrier absorption. If longer delays are needed for the same frequency
shift, we simply need a longer static delay section (blue box in Fig. 3.7a),
with no extra penalty arising from the tuning process, as the tuning region
remains exactly the same; in a scheme where instead the entire structure is
to be tuned, increasing the waveguide length for longer delays incurs in even
higher carrier-induced loss and energy requirements. These are advantages
of separating the tuning section from the delay section, as also implemented
in the trap-release schemes by Upham et al. [18] and Elshaari et al. [150]
(Figs. 3.4c-d).
The choice of the waveguide design to be used as a delay line must take
into account realistic wavelength shifts achievable with adiabatic tuning, as
well as constraints given by propagation loss and group velocity dispersion.
In the following we assume a wavelength shift of 3 nm, as reported by
Kampfrath et al. in Ref. [57] (Fig. 3.6).
Linear propagation loss imposes a constraint on the maximum length of
the waveguide and therefore limits the maximum achievable delay. Figure
3.8a shows an indication of the propagation loss for the design of Fig. 3.7.
The loss is obtained here through use of a freely available code [31] developed
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Figure 3.8: (a) Calculated linear loss as a function of group index for the waveguide
design of Fig. 3.7. (b) Calculated group index curve (black) and group velocity
dispersion parameter (blue) as a function of wavelength for the same waveguide.
by D. M. Beggs and S. A. Schulz, which implements a theoretical model well
matching experimental results, as reported by O’Faolain et al. in Ref. [31].
According to the theoretical prediction, for a group index ng,in = 63 at
wavelength λin = 1575.25 nm we may expect the linear loss to be α ∼
190 dB/cm. If we choose to keep the overall loss under a threshold of 10 dB,
the maximum length of the device will be limited to Lloss = 526 µm.
The group velocity dispersion must also be considered, since it causes a
pulse of finite bandwidth to distort while propagating through the device.
For a given waveguide length, the minimum pulse duration T0,min that can
propagate with acceptable distortion is given by [164]:
T0,min =
√
L |β2,max|, (3.1)
where |β2,max| is the maximum (absolute) value of the group velocity dis-
persion parameter [164] in the 3 nm wavelength range of interest, that is,
between 1572.25 and 1575.25 nm:
β2 =
∂2k
∂ω2
=
1
c
∂ng
∂ω
.
For the design of Fig. 3.7, the dispersion parameter β2 is shown in Fig. 3.8b
(blue curve), and we have |β2,max| ∼ 87.4 ps
2/mm at ng = 56. Therefore,
through use of Eq. (3.1) we obtain that the minimum pulse duration that
can propagate in a waveguide of length Lloss is T0,min = 6.8 ps.
The device length, together with the group index difference ∆ng between
the original and the blue-shifted signals, gives us the maximum delay ∆tmax
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Figure 3.9: Fast-light coupling sections are included at the writefield boundaries of
a long (i.e. longer than one writefield) photonic crystal waveguide [76], to minimise
the optical loss from stitching errors.
achievable for the chosen design:
∆tmax =
Lloss
c
∆ng.
A wavelength shift of 3 nm corresponds here to a change of group index from
ng,in = 63 to ng,out = 23.1, thus ∆tmax = 69.9 ps, or 10.3 pulse-widths.
The same band structure allows for further reduction of the minimum
time duration T0,min of the signal, provided that the length of the device
is also decreased, according to Eq. (3.1). A shorter length results also in
a smaller delay which, however, we can set to a standard value of 8 pulse-
widths (that is, one byte). Our band structure can then support a 5.2 ps-long
pulse over a length L = 316 µm.
The effective rate at which signal pulses may be sent into the delay line
will be ultimately determined by the carrier lifetime in the tuning section:
once a pulse has been wavelength-shifted due to carriers injection, before
sending a new pulse we need the carriers to recombine to bring the system
back to its initial state. Carrier lifetimes in bulk silicon are very long, on the
order of microseconds [165–167], but much lower values of a few hundreds of
picoseconds have been reported for nanowire-based photonic devices [168],
and even lower for photonic crystal structures [169, 170], due to favourable
surface recombination processes and carrier diffusion [171]. However, this
limitation of effective bit rate is solely related to the wavelength conversion
mechanism, not to the band structure of the photonic crystal waveguide,
and is determined by the available technology.
3.4 Demonstration of tunable delay
The slow light photonic crystal waveguide design described in the previ-
ous section was fabricated on SOI wafer through e-beam lithography and
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Figure 3.10: (a) Microscope image of the fabricated slow light photonic crystal
waveguide. (b) Measured transmission (blue) and group index curve (black); the
simulated group index curve (red), shifted in wavelength, is also reported for com-
parison. (c) Experimental (black) and theoretical (red) estimate of propagation
loss for this particular design.
RIE dry-etch, and membraned in a dilute HF solution, as detailed in sec-
tion 2.3. The e-beam writing was performed using a writefield of 100 µm ×
100 µm, and therefore waveguides of greater length are inevitably affected
by stitching errors (Fig. 2.12), on the order of 30–50 nm. To minimise the
optical effect of stitching errors, short waveguide sections with elongated pe-
riod along the propagation direction are used at the writefield boundaries,
as schematically shown in Fig. 3.9. Such regions operate in the fast-light
regime, which is much less sensitive to the effects of stitching errors [76],
and are the same as the fast-light interfaces used to efficiently couple light
into slow modes (see section 2.2).
Figure 3.10a shows a microscope picture of the fabricated waveguide, of
length 300 µm (excluding the fast-light coupling and stitching sections). The
first 80 µm of the waveguide are used as the tuning section where adiabatic
wavelength conversion takes place, whereas the remaining 220 µm-long sec-
tion acts as the dispersive medium. According to Eq. (3.1) and accounting
for the highest calculated dispersion |β2,max| ∼ 87.4 ps
2/mm, we estimate
the minimum pulse duration that can propagate through the 220 µm-long
delay section to be 4.38 ps. The transmission and group index curve of the
waveguide were characterised using the setup described in section 2.4, and
are shown in Fig. 3.10b; the calculated curve from Fig. 3.8b is repeated here
(shifted in wavelength) for comparison. Note that we are mostly interested
in the shape of the group index curve, rather than its exact wavelength: the
operating wavelength of the final fabricated device differs from the simulated
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Figure 3.11: (a) Schematic of the setup used for the characterisation of the tunable
delay line [172]. An input broadband probe pulse enters the device from left, and
the resulting output is detected via interference with a reference pulse. The arrival
of a pump laser pulse makes the optical properties of the device time dependent.
The timing between the probe and the pump pulses is controlled via a mechanical
stage. (b) Schematic of the delay line used to generate a train of two input probe
pulses for demonstrating manipulation at the single bit level.
curve — and may vary for different waveguides on the same chip — due to
many factors, including the real refractive index of silicon, and the actual
slab thickness and hole radius. The propagation loss was also estimated, by
comparing the transmission of the 300 µm-long waveguide to that of wave-
guides of shorter lengths (80, 150 and 220 µm) on the same chip, and is
shown in Fig. 3.10c. The experimental curve follows a trend similar to the
group index curve itself, which becomes more clear when comparing Fig.
3.10c to Fig. 3.10b: the loss increases steadily up to the local maximum of
the group index ng ∼ 75 at 1565 nm; then, as the group index decreases,
the loss is also reduced, before increasing abruptly due to backscattering
becoming the dominant loss mechanism (see also section 2.2). This trend
explains the loop appearing in the loss curve when plotted as a function of
the group index, as in Fig. 3.10c.
The tunable delay experiments were performed by our collaborators from
the NanoOptics group of the FOM Institute AMOLF, Amsterdam, through
use of a spectral interferometry setup, shown schematically in Fig. 3.11a.
A Ti:sapphire laser of centre wavelength 810 nm, duration 100 fs FWHMI
and repetition rate 80 MHz generates the pump pulses, which are focussed
onto the sample surface using cylindrical lenses; a slit in the far-field ensures
the homogeneous excitation of the tuning region and prevents the delay re-
gion from being illuminated. The pump energy absorbed inside the silicon
is estimated as ∼2.5% of the incident pump energy, and can be varied up
to a maximum of ∼50 pJ. The free-carrier lifetime was measured as 200 ps.
Pulses from the Ti:sapphire laser are also passed in an optical parametric
oscillator to generate synchronised broadband probe pulses of centre wave-
length 1550 nm and duration 180 fs FWHMI. Part of the input probe pulse
is coupled into the waveguide, whereas the remaining part travels through
a reference path, and the two recombine and interfere at the output. The
intensity spectra of the reference pulse, of the waveguide output pulse, and
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Figure 3.12: Response of the tunable delay line to an input probe pulse of centre
wavelength 1563 nm and duration 4.7 ps. (a) Intensity spectrum and (c) arrival
time of the output signal for different pump-probe delays τ . The black dotted
curves indicate the peak position of Gaussian fits to the data, for each τ . (b) and
(d) show wavelength spectra and arrival times along the τ -cuts indicated by white
dashed lines in (a) and (c), respectively. Red curves (τ = −40 ps) correspond to
the untuned probe pulse; blue curves (τ = −9.3 ps) correspond to the tuned probe
pulse. The tuned pulse is blue-shifted by 2.9 nm and exits 11.2 ps earlier than its
unpumped counterpart. Grey circles are Gaussian fits.
of their superimposition are measured with an OSA (resolution 0.1 nm) and
are used to retrieve the complex-valued output electric field in the frequency
domain [173]. The probe energy is maintained at low levels (∼10 pJ) to avoid
nonlinear effects. The measurement is repeated varying the timing between
the pump and the probe pulses, which is set by a mechanical stage.
From these measurements we can characterise the time-dependent linear
transfer function of the waveguide over the 60–70 nm bandwidth of the
probe, which in turn allows us to determine the linear response of the system
to any input probe pulse whose bandwidth is contained within the measured
spectrum. A detailed description of this measurement technique is reported
in Ref. [172]. The information on the delay of the waveguide output pulse
with respect to the reference pulse is contained in their phase difference,
which can be extracted in a similar way to what described in section 2.4 for
the case of group index measurement.
The response of our tunable delay line to an input probe pulse of du-
ration 4.7 ps FWHMI and centre wavelength 1563 nm, with an absorbed
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Figure 3.13: Continuous tunability of the delay. (a-c) Wavelength spectra and
(d-f) arrival times of 4.7 ps-long probe pulses for absorbed pump energies 0 (un-
pumped), 17, 33 and 47 pJ. The input centre wavelength varies from 1562 nm
(a,d), to 1563 nm (b,e) and 1564 nm (c,f). Frequency shifts and delay values are
summarised in Fig. 3.14.
pump energy of ∼47 pJ, is shown in Fig. 3.12. Figure 3.12a shows the out-
put wavelength spectra for different pump-probe delays τ . For τ < −20 ps
the signal pulse travels through the tuning region before the arrival of the
pump, and exits the waveguide untuned, as also indicated by the red spec-
trum of Fig. 3.12b. The ∼0.2 nm blue-shift of the central wavelength results
from spectral filtering due to higher propagation loss at longer, slower wave-
lengths. The transmission through the waveguide at this wavelength (Fig.
3.10b) was measured as -3 dB, due to the ∼100 dB/cm propagation loss in
the slow light regime (Fig. 3.10c). For τ > 0 ps the probe arrives after the
pump and is rejected, as the free carriers are still present inside the tuning
region. At τ = −9.3 ps the probe and pump pulses have maximum overlap
in the tuning region, and the probe is adiabatically blue-shifted by 2.9 nm to
a new centre wavelength of 1559.9 nm (Fig. 3.12b, blue line). The transmis-
sion of the converted pulse was -6.5 dB; accounting for −1.5 dB due to the
∼50 dB/cm linear loss in the fast light regime, we estimated the efficiency
of the adiabatic conversion to be around -5 dB.
Figure 3.12c shows the probe pulse arrival time for different pump-probe
delays τ , and demonstrates the operating principle of the tunable delay
line. The untuned pulse (red curve of Fig. 3.12d) propagates through the
waveguide with a group index ng,in = 39 and exits with a delay of 32.3 ps
with respect to the reference pulse. The blue-shifted pulse (blue curve of Fig.
3.12d), however, travels faster, at a group index ng,out = 17, and exits 11.2 ps
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earlier than the unconverted pulse. Therefore, the observed wavelength
conversion translates in the time domain into a ∼2.4 pulse-widths change of
delay.
The wavelength conversion process does not alter the spectral content
of the signal, save for the frequency conversion: the widths of the red and
blue pulses in Fig. 3.12b are the same in the wavelength domain. In the
time domain, however, the higher group velocity dispersion at the original
wavelength (Fig. 3.8b) causes the slow red pulse to be wider than the tuned
pulse. Such broadening could be addressed by adding suitably engineered
waveguide sections to operate dispersion compensation.
Note that our approach based on tuning of the signal rather than of the
waveguide helps to balance the losses of tuned and untuned pulses. The
converted pulse is subject to free-carrier absorption in the tuning section,
but travels in a low-loss fast mode through the delay section. On the other
hand, the unconverted pulse propagates in the lossier slow light regime, but
does not suffer from conversion losses.
Finally, a fraction of the pumped pulse remains unconverted or partially
converted, as can be seen from the residual peak around 1562 nm in the
blue curve of Fig. 3.12b. This is light that was not contained in the tuning
region during the entire pumping time: for example, the head and tail of
the signal which, respectively, exit and enter the tuning region while the
conversion is taking place, and therefore do not experience the full variation
of refractive index in time. The interference between the converted and
the partially converted light in the frequency domain translates into the
presence of modulation fringes in the blue pulse of Fig. 3.12d in the time
domain. Full conversion could be achieved by increasing the length of the
tuning region or by compressing the input signal pulse by making it slower,
but the present configuration is a good compromise between the amount of
converted light with energy requirements, loss and dispersion.
The delays in our structure can be tuned continuously by adjusting the
pump power, as demonstrated in Fig. 3.13. Figures 3.13a-c show the spectral
response of the delay line to input probe pulses of duration 4.7 ps FWHMI
and centre wavelengths 1562, 1563 and 1564 nm, for different absorbed pump
energies. The corresponding outputs in the time domain are shown in Figs.
3.13d-f. The measured frequency shifts and tunable delays as a function
of absorbed pump energies are summarised in Fig. 3.14. As can be seen
from Fig. 3.14a, the frequency shift depends linearly on the absorbed pump
energy and is independent of the input signal wavelength, as expected: the
refractive index change causing the frequency shift is proportional to the
density of generated free carriers, which in turn is proportional to the pump
energy [144]. By fitting the data of Fig. 3.14a we obtain a frequency shift
of ∼7.7 GHz/pJ. The amount of tunable delay for varying pump energy,
instead, depends on the group index dispersion, and is therefore different
for different input wavelengths (Fig. 3.14b). The highest tunable delay is
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Figure 3.14: (a) Measured frequency shifts and (b) tunable delays as a function
of absorbed pump energy for input probe wavelengths 1562, 1563 and 1564 nm.
Circles correspond to the peak position of the pulses in Fig. 3.13. Lines are linear
fits to the data. The frequency shift is directly proportional to the absorbed pump
energy.
achieved here for input wavelength 1564 nm (ng,in ∼ 75) and absorbed pump
energy 47 pJ, and is equal to 22.2 ps, or 4.7 pulse-widths.
3.5 Manipulation at single bit level
In section 3.4 we have applied the wavelength conversion and dispersion
approach to implement a two-step photonic indirect transition and demon-
strate the dynamic delay of optical pulses and its fine tunability. We will
now focus on the ultrafast nature of the controlling mechanism (the genera-
tion of free carriers by the 100 fs pump pulse), in contrast to the quasi-static
thermo-optic structures discussed in section 3.1.1, and apply its potential
by operating on individual pulses in a pulse stream.
The experiment was performed in the same way as described in sec-
tion 3.4, but using two broadband probe pulses of equal amplitude separated
by 30 ps. Such a pulse train was generated through use of a beam splitter
and a delay arm, as schematically shown in Fig. 3.11b. The response of the
system to two probe pulses of centre wavelength 1563 nm, duration 4.7 ps,
and 30 ps apart was then determined from the measured transfer function,
and is shown in Fig. 3.15 for different values of the pump-probe delay τ . The
absorbed pump energy was estimated as 33 pJ. For τ = −60 ps both pulses
travel through the tuning region unpumped (Fig. 3.15b), and exit from the
delay section still separated by 30 ps (Fig. 3.15f). The modulation fringes in
the wavelength spectrum result from the interference between the two pulses
in the time domain. As discussed previously, the pulses are broadened in the
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Figure 3.15: Response of the tunable delay line to a train of two input probe
pulses of centre wavelength 1563 nm and duration 4.7 ps, with 30 ps separation.
(a) Intensity spectrum and (e) arrival time of the output for different pump-probe
delays τ . (b-d) and (f-h) show wavelength spectra and arrival times along τ -cuts
indicated by white dashed lines in (a) and (c), respectively. Red curves (τ = −60 ps)
correspond to the untuned probe pulses: both pulses exit at the original wavelength
and still separated by 30 ps. Cyan curves (τ = −41 ps) correspond to the second
probe pulse being blue-shifted and exiting the waveguide only 21 ps after the first
pulse. Blue curves (τ = −11 ps) correspond to the first probe pulse being tuned;
the second pulse is rejected due to the hold-off time of the device.
time domain due to the group velocity dispersion in the slow light regime;
the peak intensity of the second pulse is lower than that of the first one due
to smaller cross-correlation with the reference pulse.
For τ = −41 ps the pump pulse arrives when the second probe pulse is
inside the tuning region. As can be seen from Figs. 3.15c,g, the first pulse is
not altered and exits the waveguide in the ground state, whereas the second
pulse is blue-shifted and travels faster in the delay section, catching up with
the first pulse: the separation between the two pulses is now only 21 ps.
The second pulse is therefore manipulated independently of the first.
At τ = −10 ps, the pump operates on the first pulse of the train (Figs.
3.15d,h). The second pulse in this case is rejected, as the free carriers have
not yet dissipated. The ∼200 ps free-carrier lifetime is in fact the major
limitation on the device hold-off time, but note that no special care was
taken on the sample to reduce it. The carrier lifetime could be reduced
by sweeping out the carriers through integration of a reverse-biased pn-
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junction [56], or by appropriate treatment of the silicon slab [170,174,175].
Also note that while this limitation on the hold-off time is technological,
in principle the device can operate bit-by-bit on individual pulses, or even
on multiple bits at the time. In the case of the trap-and-release schemes
discussed in section 3.1.2, the hold-off time will still be limited by their
very own performance (the maximum delay) even without carrier lifetime
constraints.
Finally and importantly, the adiabatic wavelength conversion, which is
the core of our tuning process, can be achieved also by electrical carrier
injection, as demonstrated by Tanabe et al. for the case of a photonic crystal
nanocavity [176]. Thus the external pump laser is not a necessity, and the
scheme is compatible with integration of optoelectronic devices.
3.6 Summary
A fine control of optical pulses in the time domain is a desirable feature
for various types of applications in the all-optical signal processing frame-
work, and a great research effort has been undertaken in recent years to
develop such functionality, particularly in the area of slow light. Many slow
light tunable delay lines have been demonstrated in the literature, based on
different effects and implemented in a variety of platforms, but in this chap-
ter we have focussed our attention on silicon integrated devices based on
structural slow light. We have distinguished between time-independent and
time-dependent delay lines: the former are quasi-static, relying on the slow
thermo-optic effect, and require tuning of most of the structure; the latter
are dynamic, relying on ultrafast tuning, and the main examples consist of
trap-and-release schemes in optical microresonators.
We have introduced the concept of a silicon integrated tunable delay line
based on a two-step photonic indirect transition, i.e. involving a change in
both frequency and momentum of an optical signal pulse, implemented in
the form of a wavelength conversion and group velocity dispersion approach.
Wavelength conversion is achieved through adiabatic tuning, whereas a con-
trolled dispersion is introduced through use of photonic crystal waveguide
dispersion engineering. We have then applied this concept in a proof of prin-
ciple experiment and demonstrated fine tuning of the delay up to 22.2 ps
for a 4.7 ps-long pulse in a 300 µm-long device. We have also demonstrated
the potential of the ultrafast approach by manipulating a single pulse in a
train of two pulses only 30 ps apart. Table 3.1 compares our results with
some of the literature works discussed in section 3.1.
Our approach has the advantage of being scalable and flexible, as only
a small part of the waveguide needs to be tuned, and greater delays may be
achieved by increasing the length of the delay section, which remains static.
The main constraint on the bit rate is given by the hold-off time, which is
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limited by the 200 ps free-carrier lifetime, but there are various techniques
that may be implemented to improve this figure, as discussed in section 3.5.
The maximum delay is related to the length of the static delay section, and is
mainly limited by the tolerable propagation loss. If the loss could be reduced
further, either by playing on the waveguide design [31] or by introducing
optical gain, greater delays could be achieved. For example, assuming a loss
α = ng dB/cm (that is, reducing the simulated loss to about a third for Fig.
3.8a), the design of Fig. 3.8b would allow for a 209 ps delay, corresponding to
18.7 pulse-widths for a dispersion-limited 11.16 ps-long pulse over a length
of 1.4 mm and with a 3 nm blue-shift from λin = 1575.7 nm (ng = 70)
to λout = 1572.7 nm (ng = 26). One possible way to introduce optical
gain in silicon and therefore compensate for the propagation loss relies on
stimulated Raman scattering, as we will discuss in Chapter 5.
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Table 3.1: Summary of figures of merit for the reviewed methods for achieving tunable optical delay.
Delay line Configuration Max Pulse Tunable Device Tuning Tuning Complexity
tunable duration delay length mechanism region
delay or bit rate (bits)
Baba et al. chirped PhC 23 ps ∼3.3 ps ∼7 250 µm thermo- whole fabrication of
[105] coupled wg optic wg different r
Adachi et al. chirped PhC 74 ps ∼3.4 ps ∼22 280 µm thermo- whole fabrication of
[85] coupled wg optic wg different r
Ishikura et al. chirped PhC 72 ps ∼2 ps ∼36 400 µm thermo- whole fabrication of
[106] coupled wg optic wg different r
Melloni et al. reflective 320 ps 25 Gb/s 8 ∼7 mm thermo- 1 to 6 no
[16] CROW optic rings
Shinobu et al. all-pass filter 184 ps 40 Gb/s ∼7.3 1.06 mm thermo- up to tuning of
[135] CROW optic 50 rings many rings
Fontaine et al. all-pass filter 205 ps 40 Gb/s ∼8.2 ∼2 cm thermo- up to tuning of
[140] CROW optic 32 rings many rings
Cardenas et al. SCISSOR 133 ps 10 Gb/s ∼1.33 250 µm thermo- 8 rings no
[137] optic
Xu et al. 2 rings 97 ps 14 ps ∼7 ∼36 µm carrier 2 rings no
[17] dynamic injection
Elshaari et al. 3 rings ∼300 ps ∼5 ps ∼60 ∼174 µm carrier 2 rings no
[150] dynamic injection
This work λ conversion 22.2 ps 4.7 ps 4.7 300 µm carrier 80 µm no
& dispersion injection
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Chapter 4
Efficient light injection:
inverse taper couplers
The experimental study of nonlinear effects such as stimulated Raman scat-
tering in silicon waveguides requires the ability to couple sufficient pump
power into the fabricated structures.
In this chapter we will explore the possibility of using well-known in-
verse taper spot-size converters to efficiently couple light into silicon. After
reviewing the working principle of these structures, we will describe the chal-
lenges posed by their integration with photonic crystals and by the operating
wavelength of the Raman signal, and how the solution to these issues led to
the development of a reliable fabrication recipe.
4.1 Working principle and simulations
The erbium doped fibre amplifier (EDFA) that we use as a pump source
for Raman scattering delivers up to 600 mW of continuous-wave light in
the wavelength range 1540–1563 nm. Such a high pump power, however,
is wasted if no special care is taken to optimise the in-coupling of light
Figure 4.1: (a) In-scale cross section comparison between a typical input light
spot and a silicon access waveguide. (b) Schematic of an inverse taper spot-size
converter (not to scale).
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Figure 4.2: Working principle of an inverse taper spot-size converter. Light from a
polymer waveguide (a) couples evanescently to the silicon taper, and is progressively
confined within it as the taper widens (b-k). The taper width varies here from a
50 nm tip (b) to a 500 nm wire (k), as indicated in each figure. When the polymer
waveguide is terminated (l), all the light is confined within the silicon. In this
simulation, the polymer waveguide has width 3 µm, height 2 µm and refractive
index 1.575. The refractive indices of the silicon taper, the silica bottom layer and
the air cladding are 3.48, 1.44 and 1, respectively. The simulation is performed here
for TE polarisation.
inside the fabricated devices. Figure 4.1a shows an in-scale schematic of
the cross-section difference between the 9 µm mode field size typical of an
optical fibre or of the focal point of an objective, and the standard 3 µm-
wide silicon strip waveguide that we normally use to feed light into photonic
crystals: the mode-size mismatch affecting coupling efficiency is clear. In
addition, the high refractive index of silicon (∼3.48) results in significant
reflection at the interface with air, and in the presence of strong Fabry-
Perot fringes in the transmission spectrum of any silicon waveguide. As
a consequence, the coupling loss to our strip access waveguide is typically
around 8–10 dB per facet, and can be as high as 20 dB per facet in single
mode nanowires [177,178].
A possible solution for improving coupling is the integration of inverse
taper spot-size converters [177–181]. In such structures, a silicon nanowire
is tapered at its input facet to a width much smaller than that required to
support a propagating mode (Fig. 4.1b). The taper is then overlaid with
a large polymer waveguide, which can by itself support guided modes as
its refractive index, lower than silicon, is higher than the underlying silica
(nSiO2 = 1.44). The input light is initially fed into the polymer waveguide
with high coupling efficiency, due to both its large cross section and low
refractive index. Then, as the high-index taper adiabatically widens, light
is progressively and evanescently confined within the silicon (Fig. 4.2). The
same structure is then repeated at the output facet to improve out-coupling
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Figure 4.3: (a) The coupling efficiency of light is simulated by dividing the spot-
size converter into three sections: i) interface 1 between sections A and B, ii)
interface 2 between sections C and D, iii) the taper between sections B and C.
(b-d) Coupling efficiency for the fundamental TE (blue) and TM (red) modes at
wavelength 1550 nm, and for the fundamental TE mode at 1686 nm (cyan), at (b)
interface 1, (c) interface 2, and (d) along the taper. In (d) the taper tip width
is 50 nm and the final nanowire width is 500 nm. In all simulations the polymer
waveguide is 3 µm wide and 2 µm high.
of the weak Raman signal.
As we shall describe in more detail in Chapter 5, in our study of stimu-
lated Raman scattering the pump and the Raman signal will have two dif-
ferent polarisations and wavelength separation of more than 130 nm. Given
such requirements, inverse tapers converters are probably the best choice for
efficient coupling, for example when compared to grating couplers [182,183],
as they can perform over a very broad bandwidth and they work reasonably
well for both polarisations at the same time [181].
The taper tip must be small and the taper long enough to ensure the
adiabatic transition of light from the fundamental mode of the polymer
waveguide to that of the silicon nanowire, avoiding coupling to non-guided
or higher-order modes which would disperse the optical power. To gain
a better understanding of the role of the various geometric parameters in
the coupling mechanism, we performed three-dimensional simulations of the
mode converters using FIMMPROP, a commercial simulation tool based on
an eigenmode expansion algorithm for analysis of two- and three-dimensional
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Figure 4.4: Intensity profiles of the fundamental TE (a-b, same as in Figs. 4.2k-l)
and TM (c-d) modes in sections C (a,c) and D (b,d), for a 500 nm-wide silicon
nanowire. The TM mode exhibits a mode mismatch in the vertical direction which
may be responsible for the lower coupling efficiency at interface 2 (Fig. 4.3c).
propagation phenomena in waveguides. In the simulations, the mode con-
verter system was divided into three sub-systems, as illustrated in Fig. 4.3a:
i) a first interface between the polymer waveguide (section A) and the taper
tip (section B), ii) a second interface where the polymer waveguide is ter-
minated (between sections C and D), iii) the taper itself (between sections
B and C). The polymer and silicon refractive indices were set to 1.575 (the
refractive index of SU-8 [180,184]) and 3.48, respectively.
Figure 4.3b shows the coupling efficiency between the fundamental modes
on the two sides of interface 1 as a function of the taper tip width, for both
TE and TM polarisations at the Raman pump wavelength 1550 nm, and
for TE polarisation at the Raman signal wavelength 1686 nm. The two
polarisations have similar levels of coupling efficiency, consistently with the
results reported in Ref. [181] for our silicon thickness. Provided that the tip
width is around 100 nm or less, the coupling is better than 97% and 95% for
TE and TM polarisations respectively. The polymer waveguide is here 3 µm
wide and 2 µm high, and only a very weak dependence on its dimensions
was found at this interface.
At interface 2, TE and TM polarisations behave differently (Fig. 4.3c):
the TE mode is transferred with a coupling efficiency of ∼99% as soon as the
nanowire is wider than 350 nm, but only 77% of the TM mode is coupled
for a 500 nm-wide nanowire. The lower TM coupling might be due to a
mode profile mismatch between sections C and D (Figs. 4.4c-d), which does
not affect the better-confined TE mode (Figs. 4.4a-b). Although not shown
here, we have verified by simulation that the TM coupling efficiency at this
interface increases for wider nanowires, and can surpass 90% for widths
larger than 800 nm. At these widths, however, there is a risk of TM-to-
TE conversion inside the taper, due to coupling of the fundamental TM
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mode to the first higher-order TE mode appearing in the waveguides, whose
dispersion crosses that of the TM mode for silicon widths around 650 nm.
Regarding the optimal taper length, between sections B and C, 50 µm
is already sufficient to respect adiabaticity for both polarisations and for
nanowire widths up to ∼600 nm. As shown in Fig. 4.3d, coupling efficiencies
of 97% and 94% are predicted for TE and TM polarisations, respectively, for
taper length 50 µm and nanowire width 500 nm. Therefore, the complete
system allows in theory for about 93% coupling efficiency (−0.3 dB) of light
from the polymer waveguide into the silicon nanowire for TE polarisation,
and at least 80% (−1 dB) for TM polarisation. Note that this estimate does
not include the coupling from air to the polymer waveguide: we will see
in section 4.2.2 that the measured transmission from air into the polymer
tends to be around 70% (−1.5±0.5 dB), thus bringing the overall in-coupling
efficiency to ∼66% (−1.8 dB) for TE polarisation and ∼56% (−2.5 dB) for
TM polarisation.
4.2 Fabrication and characterisation of improved
coupling
The fabrication of spot-size converters requires the definition of good tapers
in the silicon layer, and the addition of polymer waveguides precisely aligned
to the tapers. The silicon tapers and the trenches to host the polymer
waveguides are defined in the same e-beam writing and etch step as the
photonic crystals.
4.2.1 Silicon inverse tapers
Particular care must be taken in the design of the tapers: the proximity
error correction software (see section 2.3) divides the area to be exposed
on the sides of the taper into small polygon sections (as highlighted with
the red dashed box in Fig. 4.5a), each with its own exposure dose, resulting
in an unwanted modulation of the taper width. The initial taper design
therefore included a line 15 nm from the exposed areas (Fig. 4.5a) in order
to smooth out such modulations, which however were still visible in the final
structure, as shown in Fig. 4.5c. Results were improved by writing two lines
50 nm apart from each other (Fig. 4.5b): SEM images of smoother tapers
are shown in Figs. 4.5d-e. In the design file, the taper tip has width between
150 nm and 200 nm (between the two internal lines) to correct for electron
scattering and corresponding spot broadening inside the resist.
4.2.2 ZEP polymer waveguides
The polymer waveguides were initially realised in ZEP-520A, the same poly-
mer used as an e-beam resist to define photonic crystals, as proposed by
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Figure 4.5: (a) Initial design of an inverse taper: the areas to be written are
divided into small rectangles by the proximity correction software; a line is included
in the design in an attempt to smooth out imperfections arising from the proximity
correction. (b) Improved taper design, in which two lines are written, with spacing
50 nm; the taper tip is also wider. (c) SEM image of an inverse taper fabricated
using the initial design of (a): a modulation of the taper width is visible. (d-e) SEM
images of tapers fabricated with the improved design of (b).
Grande et al. for the demonstration of vertical directional couplers [185].
ZEP is spun on the sample at 800 rpm for 1 min and hard-baked 10 min at
180◦C. The same spin and baking steps are repeated a second time, resulting
in a ∼1.8 µm-thick double layer of ZEP. The 3 µm-wide polymer waveguides
are defined in an e-beam lithography step involving a three-point align-
ment procedure: precise alignment to the silicon inverse tapers (Fig. 4.6c),
while less critical for successful transmission of the fundamental TE mode,
is very important for the TM mode to avoid TM-to-TE conversion. After
development 45 s in Xylene at 23◦C, the ZEP waveguides have a boat-like
cross-section (Fig. 4.6a), which can be partially corrected by baking 2 to
4 min at 130◦C before cleaving (Fig. 4.6b). Both the temperature and the
baking time should be controlled precisely; in particular, if the temperature
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Figure 4.6: SEM images of fabricated ZEP waveguides. (a) Cleaved facet of a
ZEP waveguide. (b) Cleaved facet of a ZEP waveguide re-flowed by baking 4 min
at 130◦C to correct the shape of the cross-section. (c) A ZEP waveguide aligned
to an inverse taper; this waveguide was baked 2 min at 130◦C. (d) Facet of a ZEP
waveguide that broke while cleaving.
is below 120◦C, it will not be sufficient to re-flow the waveguides, but at
150◦C or higher ZEP will melt.
Such spot-size converters fabricated with ZEP waveguides result already
in very satisfactory coupling efficiencies, as shown in Fig. 4.7, where the mea-
sured total insertion loss for waveguides of a 2.6 mm-long sample is plotted
in the wavelength range of our EDFA pump source. Such loss includes both
in- and out-coupling from air, as well as some propagation loss and, in the
case of a structure comprising spot-size converters, also in- and out-coupling
between the ZEP waveguide and a short (200 µm length) 680 nm-wide silicon
nanowire through inverse tapers. For this particular sample we measured
in TE polarisation (Fig. 4.7a) a total loss of 3 dB for a blank ZEP wave-
guide, and 5.6 dB for a waveguide with spot-size converters. By dividing
these figures by 2 (and neglecting propagation losses), we roughly estimate
that the one-way coupling loss from air into the silicon nanowire is at most
2.8 dB, with ∼1.5 dB loss from air into the polymer and ∼1.3 dB loss from
the polymer into the nanowire, a significant improvement with respect to
the 7.5–8 dB loss of the blank silicon waveguide. The spot-size converters
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Figure 4.7: Measured total insertion loss for (a) TE and (b) TM polarisation,
from a 3 µm-wide blank silicon channel waveguide (black), a ∼2.8 µm-wide blank
ZEP waveguide (blue) and a structure with inverse tapers couplers on both input
and output sides (red). The total insertion loss includes both in- and out-coupling
into the waveguides from free-space, as well as propagation loss. The total sample
length is 2.6 mm. The structure with inverse tapers clearly outperforms the blank
silicon waveguide.
coupling efficiencies for TM polarisation (Fig. 4.7b) are not very different
from TE polarisation; the silicon blank waveguide, however, performs better
in TM rather than TE polarisation, reducing (but not filling) the gap with
the inverse taper structure.
The estimated coupling efficiencies are lower than the best experimental
values reported in the literature [177–181], but they fall within a good aver-
age [22] (see also Table 4.1). During the experiment we observe scattering of
light at the termination of the polymer waveguides, and therefore we believe
that good part of the loss is due to excitation of higher-order modes in the
polymer waveguides, which cannot couple to the small tapers. The litera-
ture values refer to experiments performed with use of taper-lensed fibres
for in- and out-coupling, and these may also be more effective in exciting
the fundamental mode of the polymer waveguides than the aspheric lenses
in our free-space setup, which have higher numerical aperture.
Despite the good performance of the measured spot-size converters, how-
ever, ZEP waveguides are very soft: this represents a major disadvantage
for their mechanical stability and practicality, as they can easily break in
proximity of the facet during cleaving or even just while handling the sample
(Fig. 4.6d). We therefore decided to explore a tougher solution, and opted
for SU-8.
4.2.3 SU-8 polymer waveguides
With respect to ZEP, which is a positive resist, meaning that the features
to be removed (i.e. the lateral trenches) are those to be exposed, SU-8 is a
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Figure 4.8: SEM images of fabricated SU-8 waveguides taken from the literature:
(a) from [180] (Reprinted with permission) and (b) from [186] (Reprinted from [186].
Copyright 2009, with permission from Elsevier).
negative resist, so one needs to directly expose the part that will remain,
i.e. the waveguide itself. SU-8 is often reported by other authors as the
polymer of choice for this type of structures [178, 180, 186], and results in
very sharp features when exposed with high e-beam acceleration voltages,
on the order of 100 kV (Fig. 4.8). In our e-beam system, however, the
maximum voltage that can be set is 30 kV, meaning that the electrons do
not have enough energy to penetrate deep into the silica layer underlying the
SU-8, and easily return into the polymer when backscattered. As SU-8 is
very sensitive, the backscattered electrons are sufficient to expose it outside
the region that is directly written, leaving after development a significant
amount of unwanted material on the sides of the waveguide (Fig. 4.9a).1 The
shape of the SU-8 waveguide can be improved by etching in an oxygen plasma
which, however, damages the photonic crystals by excessively smoothing the
edges (Fig. 4.9b).
As we did not have the option to increase the e-beam acceleration volt-
age, we found that a good solution was to decrease it instead, and use the
very exposure from the scattered electrons to define the waveguide shape.
As shown in Fig. 4.9c, we write directly only a width of 1 µm with an e-beam
voltage of 15 kV on a ∼2.3 µm-thick SU-8 layer, and obtain a ∼6 µm-wide
SU-8 waveguide with a rounded cross-section (Fig. 4.9d). The part swept
directly by the electron beam is visible as the flat stripe on top of the wave-
guide, whereas the rest is the result of the combined exposure from the
electrons scattered in the resist and those backscattered from the substrate.
In the design file the waveguide is defined as a set of lines along the propa-
1Note that the same effect — but the other way round — is responsible for the boat-
shaped ZEP waveguide of Fig. 4.6a: due to backscattered electrons the exposed trench is
wider on the bottom.
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Figure 4.9: SEM images of fabricated SU-8 waveguides. (a) A waveguide exposed
at 30 kV acceleration voltage; the residual polymer on the sides of the directly
exposed region is the result of the exposure from backscattered electrons. (b) An
attempt to correct the shape of the SU-8 waveguide by etching in an oxygen plasma
for 30 min; this etch compromises the quality of the photonic crystal (inset, 20 min
oxygen etch), by smoothing out the edges. (c-d) A SU-8 waveguide aligned to a
taper (c) and a cleaved SU-8 facet (d) for e-beam exposure at 15 kV; the directly
exposed portion can have width between 0.5 and 1 µm, depending on the desired
final width of the waveguide, which is determined by the backscattered electrons.
Figure 4.10: Schematic of the design file of the SU-8 waveguide (not to scale). The
waveguides are written by e-beam exposure as a set of lines along the waveguide
direction with 50 nm spacing. At the writefield boundary the lines are tilted by
90◦ to slow down the beam and improve stitching errors.
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gation direction with 50 nm spacing (Fig. 4.10), rather than a rectangular
area: due to the high sensitivity of SU-8, the exposure dose (and thus the
exposure time) needed is low, and when exposing areas the electron beam
sweeps very quickly across the pattern, generating errors at the writefield
boundaries or at points where the beam reverts its direction. The lines are
set to be perpendicular to the waveguide direction at the writefield bound-
aries to further slow down the beam and improve stitching errors.
In summary, the fabrication of SU-8 waveguides starts by spinning a
2.3 µm-thick layer of SU-8 on the sample, followed by a soft-bake 3 min at
65◦C and 3 min at 95◦C. The waveguides are defined by e-beam writing at
15 kV acceleration voltage as described above, with a three-point alignment
procedure. After exposure, the sample is baked again 3 min at 65◦C and
3 min at 95◦C, developed in EC solvent for 20 s and rinsed in IPA. The
sample is then hard-baked for at least 5 min at 180◦C, resulting in very sta-
ble waveguides, both mechanically and chemically. The large cross-section
favours in-coupling of light from free-space, but also lowers the intensity
level for a given input pump power, thus reducing the risk of burning the
polymer when pumping.
Finally, the cleaving step is always accompanied by the formation of
unwanted silicon dust particles, which are impossible to remove if they stick
to the SU-8 waveguides; these particles may act as scattering points for
light, again with the risk of burning the waveguides when operating at high
powers. Therefore, to protect the SU-8 waveguides, we spin an additional
layer of SU-8 prior to the cleaving step, and the silicon particles are simply
washed away when removing this layer with EC solvent after cleaving. The
SU-8 waveguides — already hard-baked — are not affected.
4.2.4 Polymer light absorption at the Raman wavelength
Our inverse taper spot-size converters work well in the 1550 nm wavelength
range for both TE and TM polarisations, and we achieve coupling efficien-
cies similar to those measured with ZEP waveguides (see also the summary
in Table 4.1 at the end of this chapter). When testing the coupling ef-
ficiency at the Raman wavelength around 1686 nm, however, we found a
significant drop in the transmission spectrum of blank SU-8 waveguides, as
shown in Fig. 4.11a (black curve). The same behaviour was also observed
for ZEP waveguides (blue curve). We therefore tested the transmission of
unpatterned polymer layers on glass substrate with a spectrophotometer,
and could replicate the dip in transmission not only for SU-8, but also for
S1818 and PMMA, as shown in Fig. 4.11b. In fact, it appears from the rel-
evant literature that in this wavelength range we might be exciting a C–H
vibrational mode2 (stretching first overtone) [187, 188]. If this is truly the
2Note in Fig. 4.11b also the small dip in transmission around 1435 nm: this is where
we would need to place the pump wavelength to obtain Raman emission at 1550 nm!
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Figure 4.11: (a) Transmission curves of a ∼3 mm-long SU-8 waveguide (black) and
a ∼2.6 mm-long ZEP waveguide (blue): both waveguides exhibit a drop in trans-
mission around 1680 nm due to material absorption (note that the curves should
not be compared in terms of values on the y-axis: the SU-8 data is normalised to
that of the transmission line without sample, whereas the ZEP curve is normalised
to the source). (b) Comparison of the transmission of three unpatterned polymer
layers: 135 µm-thick SU-8, 30 µm-thick S1818, and ∼75 µm-thick PMMA; material
absorption around 1680 nm is evident.
case, we are dealing with a fundamental limitation, and any polymer would
probably exhibit the same issue at this wavelength.
One possible solution would be to replace the polymer with a low-index
inorganic material such as SiON [178], but we lack in-house fabrication facil-
ities for this type of process. More simply, we can make the SU-8 waveguides
very short, between 100 to 200 µm in length past the taper tip. We still
need, however, to manually cleave the ∼750 µm-thick substrate, which be-
comes very difficult if the target sample length is 1 mm or less. Therefore,
we initially explored the possibility of adding a standard 3 µm-wide access
waveguide between the photonic crystals and the tapers (Fig. 4.12b), which
allowed us to reduce dramatically the length of SU-8 without reducing the
length of the sample. These silicon access waveguides, however, produce
Raman signal themselves and also generate free carriers (with the associ-
ated loss), masking the effect of the photonic crystals alone and making the
results more difficult to interpret.
The final solution was to thin the substrate, thus making very short
samples easier to cleave reliably (Fig. 4.12c). The thinning process involves
attaching the top side of the sample to a metal rod using dental wax, then
manually grinding ∼400 µm off the bottom side using a 5 µm alumina par-
ticles paste mixed to water. The grinding step takes place just after e-
beam writing and RIE etching, not before, as the sample surface must be as
clean as possible when defining the photonic crystal structures. Prior to the
grinding, the top side of the sample is covered with a ∼1.5 µm-thick layer
of PMMA (950K PMMA, spun at 900 rpm for 1 min and hard-baked 5 min
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Figure 4.12: Schematic of different access waveguides with integrated spot-size
converters. (a) The access waveguides are made of SU-8 and the total sample
length is a few millimetres; this configuration is affected by SU-8 absorption around
1680 nm wavelength, as shown in Fig. 4.11. (b) The photonic crystals are connected
to standard 3 µm-wide silicon access waveguides that terminate with inverse tapers
and very short SU-8 waveguides; in this configuration, Raman signal and free-
carriers are generated in the access waveguides, masking the effect of the photonic
crystal. (c) Same as (a), but the substrate is thinned by ∼400 µm to be able to
cleave very short samples, hence reducing the SU-8 waveguide length without the
need for silicon access waveguides.
at 180◦C), which here has the double function to protect the top surface
from the dirt of the wax and to absorb mechanical stress during the grind-
ing: we found that around 11% of tapers break during grinding without the
protective PMMA layer, whereas none of the tapers break when the PMMA
layer is used. After grinding, the sample is detached from the metal rod by
melting the wax, and both the wax and PMMA are removed by cleaning in
trichloroethylene, followed by acetone and IPA.
4.3 Integration with photonic crystals
The main challenge we encountered when integrating spot-size converters
with photonic crystal waveguides was related to the 15 min HF wet etch
needed for membraning. In the standard fabrication process, as described in
section 2.3, the silicon photonic crystal itself acts as a mask for membraning,
and the HF (diluted 1:10 with water) penetrates through the holes to attack
the underlying silica. The trenches defining the access waveguides, where
silica is also exposed, are protected by a 1.8 µm-thick layer of S1818 resist
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(spun at 5000 rpm for 1 min and baked 1 min at 100◦C), in which windows
are opened on top of the photonic crystals by UV lithography (30 to 40 s
UV exposure and development in MF319 for 30 s).
As can be seen from the SEM image of Fig. 4.13a, in the transverse direc-
tion the under-etch of the silicon layer is only about 1 µm. Longitudinally,
however, the only barrier to HF above the exposed access waveguide trenches
is the S1818: the acid below the photonic crystal can easily penetrate under
the resist and etch part of the silica up tens or even few hundreds of mi-
crometres away from the photonic crystal (Fig. 4.13b). Even very far away
from the photonic crystal a fraction of HF can infiltrate from top through
the resist layer and attack the silica, leaving a tiny gap visible under SEM
inspection below the edges of silicon (Fig. 4.13c). While this is not an issue
for standard access waveguides, which from the photonic crystal widen up
to 3 µm (Fig. 4.13b), it becomes a major problem for spot size converters,
where the silicon instead tapers down to 100 nm or less: even the slight-
est under-etch causes the taper to detach (Fig. 4.13d), and the waveguide
cannot be used.
We therefore needed to find a way of membraning the photonic crystal
while at the same time preventing any under-etch of the tapers. We have
explored the use of other resists as HF mask, such as ZEP and AZ 4562,
and also the use of a vapour HF technique developed by Spurny et al. [189],
without much success, as the acid would always somehow penetrate through
the resist (Figs. 4.14a-c). Nevertheless, we found that the tapers would not
detach when breaking the standard membraning process into three separate
5 min HF steps (rather than a single 15 min etch), each with the definition
of a fresh S1818 mask undergoing a post-development hard-bake for 15 min
at 100◦C to fill any gap between the resist and the silica; following this
procedure, the tapers are only partially under-etched, and still in place, as
shown in Fig. 4.14d.
A better and less time-consuming option is to switch to a buffered HF
solution by mixing the commercial dilute HF (1:1 in water) 1:6 with ammo-
nium fluoride NH4F. The mask is a thicker (∼5 µm) layer of S1818 spun
on the sample at 900 rpm and baked 1 min at 100◦C; windows are opened
on top of the photonic crystals by UV exposure for 2 min 30 s and develop-
ment 30 to 40 s in MF319. The buffered HF solution, while more aggressive
towards silica than the standard dilute HF, penetrates less under the resist
mask when this has been hard-baked for at least 15 min at 100◦C. As a
result, we can obtain much sharper silica slopes, as shown in Fig. 4.14e for
the case of a sample in which the initial part of the access waveguide trench
was not covered by resist. If the mask window is a few micrometres smaller
than the photonic crystal, the taper is not under-etched at all (Fig. 4.14f).
Nevertheless, the wet etch should not last longer than 5 to 7 min, or the
acid will penetrate from top through the resist and detach the taper tips.
With this procedure we could reach our goal of membraning the photonic
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Figure 4.13: SEM images of samples after membraning in HF. (a) The under-etch
of silicon is visible in the SEM as a lighter stripe around the photonic crystal. (b)
Despite the use of a S1818 protective layer, the silica in the trenches of the access
waveguides is partially removed by the HF penetrating under the S1818 from the
photonic crystal; as a result, the access waveguides may be partially membraned.
(c) SEM image of a taper tip in a sample of the type shown in Fig. 4.12b: the taper
is very far from the photonic crystal, but a small gap between the silica and the
silicon is clearly visible, due to some HF penetrating through the S1818 protective
layer. (d) Example of a membraned and bent inverse taper. Inset: a taper tip that
detached although no HF window was opened on the waveguide, indicating that
the HF penetrated through the S1818 mask: the original position of the taper is
still visible in the silica.
crystals without affecting the small silicon tapers, but we soon encountered
repeatability issues, mainly related to the definition of the S1818 mask. We
found that in many cases the membraning process is not uniform, which
shows under the optical microscope and under the SEM as a rough, rather
than straight, under-etch profile of the silicon in the transverse direction
to the waveguide. The results can be very variable even from waveguide
to waveguide within the same sample, and we think it might be due to
the presence of some residual S1818 on top of the photonic crystal after
development and hard bake.
In addition, the high thickness of the S1818 mask makes it difficult to
align precisely and reliably the HF windows to the edges of the photonic
crystal waveguide, and often a small portion of the access silicon nanowire
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Figure 4.14: (a) Example of a detached inverse taper after 1 hr vapour HF etch,
using S1818 as a mask; inset: close-up of the same sample. (b) An inverse taper of a
different waveguide on the same sample as (a), in which no window was opened on
top of the photonic crystal: any attack of the silica is due to HF that has penetrated
through the mask. (c) Similar to (b), but for a sample covered by a thick (∼10 µm)
layer of AZ resist. (d) Example of membrane obtained with three 5 min HF (wet)
etches, each time with a fresh and hard-baked S1818 mask: the inverse tapers do
not detach; inset: close-up of the same sample. (e) Example of membrane obtained
with a 15 min buffered HF etch, using a hard-baked S1818 mask (with window
longer than the photonic crystal), exhibiting much steeper silica slope than with
the normal HF solution. (f) Waveguide membraned with a 5 min buffered HF etch,
using a hard-baked S1818 mask few micrometres shorter than the photonic crystal.
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Figure 4.15: SEM images of burnt waveguides of the type shown in Fig. 4.12b. If
the access waveguide or taper is at any point suspended (a), it will burn even at
relatively low powers when pumping in TM polarisation, initiating a catastrophic
optical damage. The failure point travels backwards, towards the source, and in
some cases can reach the SU-8 waveguide (c, note that the nanowire before the
SU-8 is no longer smooth due to the damage) and blow it up (d). Note that in
(b) the triangular marker etched in the silicon indicates the position of the taper
tip: the SU-8 right on top of the taper is not affected at all, as the light there is
confined within the silicon.
is suspended just before the photonic crystal. These sections of suspended
nanowire act as scattering points for TM-polarised light. When pumping
in TM polarisation the silicon in these points is very likely to melt even
at relatively low pump powers (Fig. 4.15a) and initiate a catastrophic op-
tical damage: the failure point propagates backwards and can reach the
SU-8 waveguide, blowing it up (Figs. 4.15b-d), and leaving us with very pic-
turesque SEM images but a completely useless structure. On the contrary,
nanowires that were not suspended gave no problems even at much stronger
TM pumps. This issue highlights the importance of a very good and re-
peatable alignment of the HF window to the edge of the photonic crystal to
prevent any membraning of the input nanowire.
Both the problems of under-etch uniformity and alignment of the HF
windows were improved by replacing the S1818 with a ∼1.5 µm-thick layer
of PMMA, in which windows are defined through e-beam lithography in a
three-point alignment procedure, rather than through the less-precise UV
technique used for S1818. After exposure, the PMMA is developed 1 min in
a solution of water and IPA 3:7, and hard-baked 5 min at 180◦C and 1 hr at
200◦C. Through use of PMMA as an HF mask we obtained more uniform
and more reliable membraning. The PMMA is then removed by rinsing in
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acetone and IPA.
4.4 Summary: complete fabrication procedure
The overall fabrication process required for the definition of photonic crystal
waveguides with integrated spot-size converters involves three e-beam steps,
grinding, dry and wet etch, and is summarised as follows:
1. The photonic crystal pattern and inverse tapers are defined in ZEP
resist through e-beam lithography and transferred into silicon by RIE,
as described in section 2.3. The inverse tapers are designed as de-
scribed in section 4.2.1. After etching, ZEP is removed by soaking in
dimethylformamide (DMF), acetone and IPA.
2. The sample is covered with a protective 1.5 µm-thick PMMA layer and
thinned by 400 µm through manual grinding. The PMMA and the wax
used for grinding are removed by soaking in trichloroethylene, acetone
and IPA. Note that the grinding step is not a general requirement for
integration of spot-size converters: it becomes necessary only due to
absorption of SU-8 around the 1686 nm wavelength range of interest
for Raman scattering with a 1550 nm pump. There is no need to grind
the sample when operating at other wavelengths.
3. The sample is again covered with a 1.5 µm-thick PMMA layer, and
windows are opened by e-beam writing, following a three-point align-
ment procedure. After development and hard-bake of the PMMA
mask, the photonic crystals are membraned by soaking 5 to 7 min in a
buffered HF solution. The PMMA layer is then removed with acetone
and IPA.
4. The sample is cleaned in piranha solution for 5 min, before spinning a
∼2.3 µm-thick SU-8 layer, which is exposed by e-beam writing, follow-
ing a second three-point alignment procedure. After development, the
SU-8 is hard-baked for at least 5 min at 180◦C. The addition of the
SU-8 waveguides should always be left as the last step before cleav-
ing: the less fabrication steps are performed after the definition of
the SU-8 waveguides, the less likely they are to accumulate unwanted
dirt particles, which may scatter light and burn the structure when
pumping.
5. The sample is finally spun with another 2.3 µm-thick SU-8 layer, to
protect the polymer waveguides from silicon dust particles generated
while cleaving. After cleaving, this SU-8 layer is removed by soaking
in EC solvent, acetone and IPA.
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Table 4.1: Summary of spot-size converters coupling efficiencies from various works.
Spot-size Tip width (nm) Taper length (µm) Low n material Coupl. TE (dB) Coupling
converter Wire width (nm) SOI thickness (nm) Dim. w × h (µm2) Coupl. TM (dB) mode
Shoji et al. 60 200 polymer −0.8 4.3 µm diam.
[177] 300 300 3× 3 – high-index fibre
Almeida et al. 100 40 air −3 5 µm diam.
[179] 470 270 – −1.65 high-index fibre
McNab et al. 75 150 epoxy −0.5 4.2 µm diam.
[180] 450 220 2× 3 −1 tapered-lensed fibre
Tsuchizawa et al. 80 200–300 µm SiON −0.5 4.3 µm diam.
[178] 300 or 400 300 or 200 3× 3 – high-index fibre
as above as above as above as above −2.5 9 µm diam.
– conventional fibre
Foster et al. – – air −12.8 tapered-lensed
[22] – – – – fibre
Pu et al. 12 300 SU-8 −0.36 2.9 µm diam.
[181] 452 238 3.4× 3.4 −0.66 tapered fibre
This work 100 100 SU-8 −2.8 free-space
750 220 6× 2.3 −3.17
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Chapter 5
Raman scattering in slow
light waveguides
In Chapter 3 we have explored the possibility of using an engineered slow
light photonic crystal waveguide to realise a dynamic optical delay line.
One of the main limitations of our proposed structure, and of slow light
devices in general, is the increase of propagation loss with group index. The
suppression of such loss, or at least its compensation by introducing optical
gain, would allow for longer slow light devices, and thus longer (tunable)
delays, virtually lossless.
Achieving optical gain in silicon, however, is one of the greatest chal-
lenges in silicon-based photonics [10], since bulk silicon is an indirect band
gap semiconductor and therefore has a very low light emission efficiency via
carrier recombination. Due to crystal symmetry, second-order nonlinear op-
tical effects are highly suppressed [32], but third-order nonlinear phenomena
do take place, with a number of potential practical applications [190].
One important example is stimulated Raman scattering: due to the
single-crystal structure, the Raman gain coefficient in silicon is several orders
of magnitude higher than in amorphous glass fibres [191], which have already
established as a platform for Raman amplifiers and lasers; in addition, the
large index contrast and the sub-micrometre scaling possibilities offered by
SOI substrates allow for tight optical confinement and consequently high op-
tical intensities. Stimulated Raman scattering may therefore become strong
enough to be used as a means of achieving optical gain in silicon waveguides,
and in fact it has been employed to demonstrate optical amplifiers [33] and
even lasers [37,38] in silicon.
In this chapter we will start by introducing the fundamental concepts
about spontaneous and stimulated Raman scattering, and reviewing some
of the main results reported to-date regarding Raman optical amplification
and lasing in silicon waveguides. Then, starting from the existing literature
studies on slow-light enhancement of the Raman interaction, we will discuss
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Figure 5.1: Energy level diagrams describing (a) Raman Stokes scattering from
the ground state g to an excited vibrational level n and (b) Raman anti-Stokes
scattering from n to g. Here n′ indicates an intermediate virtual state.
a simple model describing the total signal gain dependence on the slowdown
factor, which we will also expand to include the effect of realistic propaga-
tion losses and mode profiles in photonic crystal waveguides. Finally, we
will present some experimental results on both spontaneous and stimulated
Raman scattering from engineered slow light waveguides.
5.1 Spontaneous vs stimulated Raman scattering
Spontaneous Raman scattering in a generic material system is the result
of the interaction of light with vibrational modes, and can be understood
through use of energy level diagrams, as shown in Fig. 5.1 [32]. The absorp-
tion of an incident pump photon at frequency ωp promotes the transition
of the system from the ground state g to an excited vibrational state n by
means of an intermediate transition to a virtual level n′ and emission of
a red-shifted photon at frequency ωs (Fig. 5.1a). Alternatively, a transi-
tion from n to g may occur, with n′ serving as the intermediate level and
with emission of a blue-shifted photon at frequency ωa (Fig. 5.1b). The two
processes are called Raman Stokes and Raman anti-Stokes scattering, re-
spectively. The former is usually much stronger than the latter because, in
thermal equilibrium, the population of level n is smaller than the population
of level g.
Equivalently, the Raman effect in crystals can be described in terms of an
interaction with optical phonons1 [191,192]: Stokes scattering corresponds to
annihilation of an incident pump photon with emission of an optical phonon
and a Stokes photon (Fig. 5.2a), whereas anti-Stokes scattering corresponds
to emission of an anti-Stokes photon by means of absorption of an optical
phonon (Fig. 5.2b). Energy conservation requires the frequency difference
between the pump and the Raman photon to be equal to the frequency of the
phonon. In addition, since the wavevector of photons at our wavelengths of
interest is 3–4 orders of magnitude smaller than that of phonons, momentum
conservation imposes that only phonons from the centre of the Brillouin zone
1Scattering from acoustical phonons is known as Brillouin scattering.
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Figure 5.2: (a-b) Schematic of Raman scattering in crystals: an optical phonon
is (a) emitted in Stokes scattering and (b) absorbed in anti-Stokes scattering. (c)
Phonon spectrum of silicon; the three optical branches are degenerate in the Bril-
louin zone centre Γ at frequency 15.6 THz, which determines the Raman shift of
silicon (from [192]. Reprinted with permission).
can participate in the scattering. In the particular case of crystalline silicon,
the phonon spectrum consists of three optical and three acoustical branches,
as shown in Fig. 5.2c [192]. The degeneracy of the three optical branches
at the zone centre means that there is only one strong channel for Raman
scattering at 15.6 THz.
The spontaneous Raman effect is a quite weak process, but under exci-
tation by an intense pump beam, efficient scattering to the Stokes frequency
can occur as a result of its stimulated version, a third-order nonlinear effect.
While the detailed classical model of stimulated Raman scattering may be
found in Ref. [32], here we will limit ourselves to a brief qualitative descrip-
tion of the process. With reference to the notation of Fig. 5.1a, the material
vibrations at frequency ωvib give rise to Raman scattering, generating Stokes
components starting from an incident pump at frequency ωp. The Stokes
field beats with the pump field, resulting in a modulation of the total in-
tensity at frequency ωp − ωs = ωvib, which coherently excites vibrations at
the resonance frequency ωvib. Therefore, the two processes reinforce each
other: the beating of the pump and Stokes signals leads to stronger vibra-
tions, which lead to a stronger Stokes field, which in turn leads to stronger
vibrations, and so on. This positive feedback results into exponential growth
of the amplitude of the Stokes wave, which may have been generated spon-
taneously in the material (resulting in amplified spontaneous emission) or
injected externally as a seed signal to be amplified.
We are particularly interested in the case of a probe signal subject to
Raman gain inside a silicon waveguide. The evolution of the signal along
the waveguide will be determined by the superimposition of a positive gain
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of three different definitions of gain in three possible
situations. The black curve indicates the signal evolution along the waveguide
propagation direction (z) subject only to the intrinsic linear propagation loss of
the system −αlin (i.e. without pump). The blue curve indicates the evolution of
an off-resonance signal in the presence of the pump: the signal is subject to both
linear and nonlinear losses −αlin − αnlin. The red curve indicates the evolution
of an on-resonance signal in the presence of the pump: the signal is subject to
Raman gain in addition to linear and nonlinear losses −αlin + g − αnlin. The
on/off-resonance gain compares the red curve output with the blue curve output.
The On-Off gain compares the red and the black outputs. The net gain compares
the red curve output to the input. (a) The pump introduces more loss than gain:
the on/off-resonance gain is positive, but both On-Off and net gains are negative.
(b) The pump introduces more gain than loss: the output with pump is greater
than without pump, but still lower than the input; the On-Off gain is positive, but
the net gain is negative. (c) The Raman gain also compensates for propagation loss
and the system performs as an amplifier: the net gain is positive.
term g arising from the Raman effect with the negative contributions due
to the linear propagation loss αlin intrinsic to the system and the nonlinear
loss αnlin induced by the presence of the pump: −αlin + g − αnlin. It is
important to identify these terms here in order to better understand the
different definitions of gain reported by different authors in the literature
(Fig. 5.3).
Some works report the on/off-resonance gain, that is, a gain calcu-
lated as the ratio between the on-resonance and off-resonance output probe
(i.e. the probe wavelength matches or not the correct spacing from the
pump wavelength, as dictated by the 15.6 THz Raman shift), with the
pump present in both cases: this definition compares the Raman output
(−αlin + g − αnlin) to a signal undergoing both linear and nonlinear losses
but no gain (−αlin − αnlin), and therefore will always result in positive val-
ues2 (Fig. 5.3a). Such gain differs from the On-Off gain, which is instead
the ratio between the output probe power while the pump is on and the
output probe power while the pump is off, with the probe being always on-
resonance: this second definition compares the Raman output to a signal
2Red- or blue-shifts of a waveguide’s dispersion due to thermal heating and carrier
injection, respectively, may complicate further this simple picture.
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undergoing only the intrinsic propagation loss (−αlin), and gives a better
indication on whether the system performs well when pumped. For example,
if the pump introduces −5 dB of nonlinear loss and +1 dB of Raman gain
(Fig. 5.3a), the on/off-resonance gain is +1 dB: this definition is useful to
isolate the positive Raman contribution, and coincides with the Raman gain
itself. In our example, however, the On-Off gain will be −4 dB, meaning
that the pump brings more harm that benefit. If instead the On-Off gain is
positive, it is indeed convenient to pump the system (Fig. 5.3b). As the On-
Off gain measures the balance between the positive and negative nonlinear
contributions, it is sometimes referred to as net nonlinear gain [193] or net
internal gain [194].
An even better measure of the system’s performance is ultimately given
by the net gain, i.e. the ratio between the Raman output signal to the input
probe signal, which takes into account also the linear loss: if the On-Off gain
is +4 dB but the propagation loss amounts to −6 dB, the net gain will be
−2 dB (Fig. 5.3b). A positive net gain (Fig. 5.3c) is therefore the indication
that the system performs as an optical amplifier. Even better, if the net
gain is reported as fibre-to-fibre, then the Raman gain overcomes not only
the linear and nonlinear losses, but also the in- and out-coupling losses.
If we want to achieve loss compensation in a silicon waveguide, we need
to aim at least to the situation illustrated in Fig. 5.3b.
5.2 Ten years of Raman in silicon waveguides
The first experimental observation of spontaneous Raman scattering in SOI
waveguides was reported in 2002 by Claps et al. [195]: the authors measured
a few picowatts Stokes signal at 1542 nm generated from a 5×5 µm2 rib wave-
guide, with continuous-wave coupled pump powers between 63 and 588 mW
at 1430 nm (Fig. 5.4a). The following year the same authors reported the
first observation of stimulated Raman scattering from a 1.8 cm-long SOI
waveguide in a pump-probe experiment [196], recording a 0.25 dB On-Off
signal gain at 975 mW continuous-wave coupled pump power. Their exper-
iment was then followed by measurement of a 2.3 dB on/off-resonance gain
by Rong et al. of Intel Corporation [197] from a smaller (1.52 × 1.45 µm2)
rib waveguide of length 4.8 cm, at lower input pump power (270 mW in-
coupled).
Raman conversion at even lower pump powers was observed by further
shrinking the size of the silicon waveguide to a 220×445 nm2 nanowire, as the
smaller cross-section provides stronger optical confinement and enhances the
pump intensity. Dadap et al. reported measurements of spontaneous Raman
scattering from silicon nanowires for coupled pump powers between 5 and
35 mW [198], as well as a 0.7 dB On-Off gain at 29 mW coupled pump power
over only 4.2 mm length [199]. An On-Off gain of 3.1 dB from a 7 mm-long
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Figure 5.4: (a) First observation of spontaneous Raman scattering in silicon wave-
guides: measured Raman spectra for different pump powers; the pump power values
are measured before the coupling optics (from [195]. Reprinted with permission).
(b) First demonstration of a continuous-wave silicon Raman laser: laser output
power (1686 nm) as a function of input pump power (1550 nm) at reverse bias of
5 and 25 V (from [38]. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd:
Nature [38], copyright 2005).
nanowire was also observed by Xu et al. in pulsed operation, with 2.8 W
coupled peak power [194], which was then increased to 6 dB at the expense
of 20.7 W peak pump power [193].
It soon became clear, however, that the amount of achievable net gain
in silicon channel waveguides via Raman scattering is limited by the nonlin-
ear loss associated with two-photon absorption (TPA). Even though linear
optical absorption at telecom wavelengths is small in silicon, due to the en-
ergy band gap being higher than the energy of a single photon, two-photon
absorption may take place, resulting in pump depletion. This effect, if con-
sidered alone, is relatively weak [200], but due to the long carrier recombi-
nation lifetime (of the order of tens of nanoseconds [197, 201]) a noticeable
free-carrier population builds up under high power pumping conditions, and
the resulting free-carrier absorption (FCA) can largely surpass the Raman
gain [197,201–207]. Therefore, reduction of the free-carrier lifetime is crucial
to achieve net optical gain in silicon [207].
Net optical gain due to stimulated Raman scattering in a SOI waveguide
was first reported in 2004 by Liu et al. of Intel Corporation [33]. The authors
used a pulsed pump with a pulse-width narrower than the carrier lifetime,
which significantly reduced the free-carrier generation due to TPA, resulting
in a net gain of 2 dB from a 4.8 cm-long waveguide with a 470 mW coupled
peak pump power. Soon after, Liang and Tsang reported a 7.8 dB net
Raman gain, corresponding to 6.8 dB net fibre-to-fibre gain for 55 W coupled
peak power [34], followed just a week later by 11.4 dB net fibre-to-fibre gain
for 40 W coupled peak power reported by Boyraz and Jalali [35].
In less than a year Intel Corporation also achieved the first demonstration
of net optical gain for continuous-wave pumping [208]. In this case, nonlinear
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optical loss was successfully reduced by introducing a 25 V reverse-biased
p-i-n diode across the waveguide to sweep carriers out, thus reducing their
effective lifetime to 1 ns and generating a net gain of more than 3 dB in a
4.8 cm-long waveguide at 700 mW coupled pump power.
Demonstrations of silicon lasers soon followed the observation of net
optical gain: the very first Raman laser emission from silicon was reported
in late 2004 by Boyraz and Jalali [36], through use of a pulsed pump, with
a silicon waveguide being the gain medium in a 8 m-long optical fibre ring
cavity. Early in 2005 Rong et al. demonstrated pulsed Raman lasing in
a single silicon waveguide acting as a Fabry-Perot cavity [37], establishing
the viability of integrated silicon active elements; their structure included a
reverse-biased p-i-n junction to reduce carrier lifetime. Only a month later,
the same authors also demonstrated continuous-wave lasing operation in a
similar device [38] (Fig. 5.4b).
All these pioneering experiments — with only two years from the first
observation of spontaneous Raman scattering to the demonstration of las-
ing — show that Raman scattering gives the possibility to use silicon as an
ultracompact on-chip gain medium at the desired telecommunications fre-
quencies: since the Raman shift depends only on the frequency of the optical
phonons, light emission may be tuned over all wavelength ranges of interest,
as long as the corresponding pump wavelength is available and silicon is still
transparent.
In the following years, the most important experimental results on Ra-
man scattering as a means of achieving amplification and lasing in sili-
con were again dominated by Rong et al., with the demonstration of ring-
resonator Raman lasers with thresholds as low as 20 mW [209,210], as well as
a cascaded Raman laser [211] and a 2.3 dB On-Off gain at 40 Gb/s [212]. A
silicon Raman amplifier at mid-infrared wavelengths was also demonstrated
by Raghunathan et al. [213]. At the same time, a number of theoretical and
numerical studies have been presented which provide a better understand-
ing of the role of the many different parameters involved in determining the
performance of silicon Raman lasers [214, 215], pulsed [207, 216–218] and
continuous-wave [206, 219–222] Raman amplifiers, and third-order optical
phenomena in SOI waveguides in general [223].
Despite the initial rapid advance, however, the development of silicon Ra-
man amplifiers and lasers has seen no major improvement since 2007 [210]
and various authors have moved their efforts away from amplification and
lasing, with Raman scattering being investigated as a means of achiev-
ing other functionalities, most notably all-optical isolation [224–228] and
Raman-induced slow light [132, 229], but also all-optical logic gates [230],
switches [231] and polarisers [232].
One critical issue is that the potential advantage of Raman amplifica-
tion being an all-optical effect turns into a disadvantage when it requires
high pump powers to be achieved: the initial estimates of the Raman gain
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coefficient gR in silicon were excitingly promising, with reported values up
to 76 cm/GW [195], but various experimental results suggest lower values,
in the range 4.2–57 cm/GW [198,225,233].3 The need for high pump power
lasers accompanying the lower-than-expected values of gR, together with the
issue of free-carrier absorption, mean that silicon Raman sources and ampli-
fiers still cannot find a practical use, at least in the framework of integrated
photonic chips, unless the required pump powers and operating lengths can
be significantly reduced. Such a challenge has motivated researchers to in-
vestigate ways to enhance the Raman interaction, in particular through use
of photonic crystal slow light waveguides and photonic crystal nanocavities
(we will briefly discuss cavities in Chapter 6).
5.2.1 Slow light enhancement of the Raman interaction
As already mentioned in section 2.2, slow modes in photonic crystal wave-
guides may be used to access the nonlinear optical properties of the material
at lower input pump powers: when light enters a slow mode, the small group
velocity increases the light-matter interaction time [39], resulting in a higher
probability of a Raman scattering event.
Enhancement of the Raman nonlinearity at the band-edge of generic pho-
tonic crystal structures was reported in some early theoretical and numerical
studies for both spontaneous [234,235] and stimulated scattering [236,237],
but the effect of slow light on stimulated Raman scattering for the specific
case of SOI photonic crystal slab waveguides was first theoretically investi-
gated by McMillan et al. [40]. In their important contribution, the authors
explicitly demonstrate an inverse dependence of the Stokes mode gain on
the group velocities of both the pump and the Stokes modes and predict an
enhancement of the Raman interaction by a factor on the order of 104. This
prediction, however, corresponds to using group indices of around 6 × 103:
group indices of almost 103 have indeed been demonstrated [53], but values
in excess of 100 are usually already too high to be useful from a practical
point of view, mainly due to the associated large propagation loss (see sec-
tion 2.2). In addition, the study by McMillan et al. considers the Raman
interaction alone, but not the competing processes of TPA and FCA, which
are also enhanced due to slow light.
A simple model to evaluate the scaling of the total signal gain with slow-
down factor by taking into account both losses and Raman gain was pro-
posed by Krause et al. [238] and further developed by Rukhlenko et al. [239].
Both works indicate that, ultimately, the highest gains are achievable when
slowing down the signal while the keeping the pump in a relatively fast mode,
due to the fact that slowing down the pump incurs into higher free-carrier
density and thus higher associated loss. Krause et al. predict signal gains
3The reason for such a large variation in reported values is not clear.
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Figure 5.5: Band structure configurations adopted for the demonstration of en-
hanced spontaneous Raman scattering in the experiments by (a) McMillan et al.
(slow pump, fast signal) (from [41]. Reprinted with permission from [41]. Copy-
right 2008, American Institute of Physics.) and (b) Checoury et al. (fast pump,
slow signal) (from [42]. Reprinted with permission).
up to 13 dB for 200 mW continuous-wave pump power, whereas Rukhlenko
et al. estimate gains higher than 100 dB for much stronger pump intensities,
on the order of 1 GW/cm2 (corresponding to 5 W for a 0.5 µm2 effec-
tive area). As we will see in sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2, however, the model
developed in Refs. [238, 239] does not account for realistic linear propaga-
tion losses and mode areas in photonic crystal waveguides: while useful to
understand the interplay of the different loss and gain terms with varying
slowdown factor, it cannot be directly applied for quantitative estimates of
the achievable Raman gains in this particular type of slow light structures.
From an experimental point of view, band-edge slow light enhancement
of the spontaneous Raman scattering in photonic crystal waveguides was
demonstrated in 2008 by Inoue et al. [240] in an AlGaAs W1 waveguide
with a fast pump and slow signal configuration and by McMillan et al. [41]
in a silicon W1 with slow pump and fast signal (Fig. 5.5a). In both cases
the waveguides were 1 mm long. The following year Checoury et al. [42]
reported similar results in a non-membraned 50 µm-long SOI W1 waveguide,
despite extremely high pump propagation loss (∼700 dB/cm) due to the
pump mode being above the silica light line (Fig. 5.5b). The same authors
reported in 2010 observation of stimulated Raman scattering in the form of
amplified spontaneous emission from a membraned W0.66 silicon photonic
crystal waveguide [241]: the waveguide, only 50 µm long, acted as a Fabry-
Perot cavity doubly resonant at the pump and signal wavelengths. Their
work, however, did not report any study of slow light enhancement and to-
date there has been no record of stimulated Raman scattering in the form
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of a pump-probe experiment in slow light waveguides.
Our aim is to complement the theoretical understanding of stimulated
Raman scattering in slow light photonic crystal waveguides in order to es-
tablish the level of performance that can realistically be achieved by these
structures, in particular in terms of loss compensation of a slow mode, and
then to demonstrate loss compensation in a pump-probe experiment.
5.3 Raman gain in slow light photonic crystals
Understanding the interplay of the various quantities involved in stimulated
Raman scattering is the first step to establish the viability of Raman gain as
a loss compensation effect in slow light waveguides. In this section we will
discuss the scaling of the total signal gain with the slowdown factor of both
the pump and the Stokes waves. We will begin in section 5.3.1 by considering
the simplified model proposed in Ref. [238], which we will analyse from a
new angle, as it will help us to better appreciate the properties of realistic
photonic crystals discussed in section 5.3.2.
5.3.1 Simplified model
Consider the case of a continuous-wave signal at frequency ωs co-propagating
in a silicon waveguide with a continuous-wave pump at frequency ωp (Fig.
5.6), where the frequency difference between the pump and the signal exactly
corresponds to the Raman shift of silicon ωp − ωs = ΩR = 2pi × 15.6 THz.
The evolution of the pump and signal powers Pp(z) and Ps(z), respectively,
along the waveguide propagation direction z obeys the following equations
[207,238]:
∂Pp
∂z
= −αpPp −
βTPA
Aeff,p
P 2p −
σpβTPAτc
2}ωpA
2
eff,p
P 3p , (5.1)
∂Ps
∂z
= −αsPs +
gR − 2βTPA
Aeff,p
PpPs −
σsβTPAτc
2}ωpA2eff,p
P 2pPs, (5.2)
where the first term on the right-hand side describes linear propagation loss
αp,s; the second term accounts for TPA of two pump photons in Eq. (5.1)
through the TPA coefficient βTPA and, in Eq. (5.2), crossed-TPA of a signal
and a pump photon and stimulated Raman scattering through the Raman
gain coefficient gR, with Aeff,p the effective area of the pump mode; the
third term describes FCA induced by free carriers generated through TPA
of the pump, with σp,s the FCA coefficients for pump and signal and τc the
free-carrier lifetime. Equations (5.1) and (5.2) are written under the strong
pump assumption Pp  Ps: in this approximation, pump depletion through
the Raman process is negligible, as well as the effect of signal-generated free
carriers [206,207,238].
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Figure 5.6: Schematic of the model for stimulated Raman scattering: a signal
beam is amplified by co-propagating with a pump in a silicon slow light waveguide.
When considering propagation in a slow light waveguide, we need to
modify Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) to include the slowdown factors Sp and Ss of the
pump and signal, respectively. While the slowdown factor is often defined
as the ratio of the group index ng over the phase index [39], we will use here
the definition adopted by Monat et al. [62], S = ng/nSi, with nSi = 3.48 the
refractive index of silicon; this definition is more appropriate in our case,
as we aim to scale quantities that are defined for bulk silicon [239]. This
will become clearer in section 5.3.2. The effect of slow light in our case
can be accounted for with simple scaling rules [62,238]. If the linear loss is
dominated by out-of-plane scattering, we can assume the first term on the
right-hand side of Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) to scale linearly with the slowdown
factor [31], αp,s = κp,sSp,s, with κ the loss per unit slowdown factor. Such
a linear scaling has been recently demonstrated for group indices up 60
[76]. TPA and the Raman interaction scale quadratically with the slowdown
factor [40, 238], whereas FCA scales with its third power. Therefore, in a
slow light waveguide, Eqs. (5.1) and (5.2) are modified as follows:
∂Pp
∂z
= −κpSpPp −
βTPA
Aeff,p
S2pP
2
p −
σpβTPAτc
2}ωpA
2
eff,p
S3pP
3
p , (5.3)
∂Ps
∂z
= −κsSsPs +
gR − 2βTPA
Aeff,p
SpSsPpPs −
σsβTPAτc
2}ωpA2eff,p
S2pSsP
2
pPs. (5.4)
The strong pump assumption in this case is valid as long as SpPp  SsPs
[239].
For convenience, we shall express Eq. (5.4) in terms of a local signal gain
function Gs:
∂Ps
∂z
= SsGs(SpPp)Ps, (5.5)
where
Gs(SpPp) = −κs +
gR − 2βTPA
Aeff,p
SpPp −
σsβTPAτc
2}ωpA2eff,p
(SpPp)
2 (5.6)
is a quadratic function of the product SpPp. Figure 5.7 shows how the overall
local gain SsGs varies as a function of Pp for different values of Ss and Sp.
Other parameters are summarised in Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Values of the parameters used in the calculations of signal gain.
Parameter name Symbol Value Reference
Stokes wavelength λs 1550 nm –
Input pump power Pp0 250 mW –
Loss per unit S κs,p 4 dB/cm/S [31]
= 1.15 dB/cm/ng
Effective area Aeff,p 0.4 µm
2 [59]
Raman gain gR 20 cm/GW [195,196,199]
TPA coefficient βTPA 0.5 cm/GW [207,242,243]
Carrier lifetime τc 200 ps [169,244]
FCA coefficient σs,p 1.45 × 10
17 [206]
×(λs,p/1550nm)
2cm2
It is easy to see from Eqs. (5.4–5.6) that while Sp and Ss have the same
impact on the Raman gain term alone [40], they play very different roles
on the total signal evolution when also loss scaling is taken into account:
whether the signal experiences gain or loss is determined by the sign of Gs,
which is only a function of SpPp, and does not depend on Ss. The signal
slowdown factor Ss is an overall multiplying factor to the local gain, and
therefore only enhances the already experienced gain or loss: this is shown
in Fig. 5.7a as a scaling along the y-axis, and it also implies that Ss has no
influence on the two zeros of the parabola, which represent the transparency
pump threshold Pth (lowest zero) and the optimal pump power Popt (highest
zero) [238]:
Pth,opt
Aeff,p
=
gR − 2βTPA
Sp
}ωp
σsβTPAτc
[
1±
√
1−
2κs
(gR − 2βTPA)
2
σsβTPAτc
}ωp
]
.
(5.7)
Slowing down the pump by a factor Sp, on the other hand, corresponds
to scaling the local gain function Gs along the x-axis, as shown in Fig. 5.7b.
The transparency threshold Pth and optimal pump power Popt scale as 1/Sp
(Eq. (5.7)), and therefore the pump slowdown factor determines for which
pump powers the local gain is positive.
Let us now consider how the shape of Gs translates into the evolution of
the signal power Ps(z) along the waveguide. Figure 5.8b shows the case for
fast pump and signal, Sp = Ss = 1. We assume that the input pump power
Pp0 ≡ Pp(0) is such that the initial local gain Gs(Pp0) is positive (Fig. 5.8a),
and therefore the signal starts by being amplified. As we proceed along
z, Pp(z) decreases due to losses (Eq. (5.3)), progressively lowering also the
local gain Gs. When the pump falls at the transparency threshold Pth, the
local gain vanishes and the signal reaches its peak value Ps,max. After this
point, Gs is negative and the signal decreases.
As already highlighted, slowing down the signal simply increases the
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Figure 5.7: Local signal gain function SsGs(Pp) computed using the parameters
given in Table 5.1 for different values of (a) Ss and (b) Sp. The transparency
threshold Pth and optimal pump power Popt are indicated in (a).
Figure 5.8: (a) Close-up of the local gain SsGs from Figs. 5.7(a-b) for Pp up to
300 mW; the vertical dotted line indicates the input pump power Pp0 = 250 mW
used for the plots in (b-d). (b-d) Evolution of the signal power along the waveguide
(z direction) for (b) Sp = Ss = 1, and for the same values of (c) Ss and (d) Sp as
in Fig. 5.7.
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Figure 5.9: Variations of (a-c) the local gain SsGs and of (d-f) the signal power for
different values of (a,d) the signal linear loss per unit slowdown factor κs, (b,e) the
Raman gain coefficient gR (note that in (e) the y-axis is displayed in logarithmic
scale) and (c,f) the free-carrier lifetime τc, within the range of typically reported
values. Slowdown factors are set to Sp = 1 and Ss = 5. The black curves in each
plot are the same as those for Ss = 5 in Figs. 5.7a and 5.8a,c. If not specified, other
parameters are as in Table 5.1.
local gain or loss, and this is reflected directly on the signal evolution (Fig.
5.8c). The effect of slowing down the pump, however, is more complicated:
on one hand the transparency threshold is reduced and the local gain is
higher for the same pump power (Fig. 5.8a), but on the other hand the
pump power itself decays faster along the waveguide due to increased pump
linear and nonlinear losses (Eq. (5.3)). This results in the existence of an
optimum pump slowdown factor Sp for a given input pump power Pp0 (Fig.
5.8d), after which further increasing Sp worsen the performance, as the signal
peak Ps,max is lowered. Nevertheless, an increase of Sp above the optimum
may be advantageous over short lengths.
If the aim is to achieve the best signal amplification, the waveguide
length L should be chosen so that the output signal corresponds to the peak
signal, Ps(Lopt) = Ps,max, and therefore Pp(Lopt) = Pth. The best possible
amplification would be obtained for waveguide length and input pump power
chosen so that Pp0 = Popt and Pp(Lopt) = Pth, in order to cover the full range
of pump powers for which Gs is positive. Details of this type of optimisation
may be found in Ref. [239].
Note from Fig. 5.9 that the shape of the local gain function Gs is very
sensitive to the values of the many parameters involved. Linear propagation
loss (Fig. 5.9a) depends on the technology and on the waveguide design, but
typically ranges around 1–2 dB/cm/ng [31,76]. The range of reported values
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Figure 5.10: Peak signal gain Ps,max/Ps(0) (in dB) as a function of the pump
and signal slowdown factors Sp and Ss, respectively. All other parameters are as
indicated in Table 5.1.
for the Raman gain coefficient gR (Fig. 5.9b) is very large, 4.2–76 cm/GW
[198, 225, 233], and we have chosen here a conservative value (Table 5.1),
as adopted also by other authors [239]. Also the free-carrier lifetime τc
(Fig. 5.9c) can largely vary depending on technology; the value of 200 ps
adopted here is based on the measurements on our samples performed by
our collaborators from the NanoOptics group of the FOM Institute AMOLF,
Amsterdam, for the purpose of tunable delay (see section 3.4 and Ref. [244]),
but even lower values have been reported [169]. The resulting final signal
power profile Ps(z) heavily depends on the combination of these parameters
(Figs. 5.9d-f).
In general, it is even possible for the local gain function Gs never to reach
positive values. From inspection of Eq. (5.7) it is straightforward to see that
in order to allow for positive values of Gs, the linear loss and free-carrier life-
time must satisfy the condition τcκs < (gR − 2βTPA)
2
}ωp/ (2σsβTPA) [238],
or τcκs < 15 dB/cm · ns for our choice of parameters (Table 5.1). For κs as
in Table 5.1, we obtain a condition on the free-carrier lifetime, τc < 3.75 ns.
Note that for the pump powers and free-carrier lifetime considered here,
the main limitation that the Raman gain gR must overcome to result into
signal amplification is not FCA, but the linear propagation loss of the signal:
αs = Ssκs is the y-intercept in Fig. 5.8a, and the gain must compensate for
it before reaching the transparency threshold Pth.
Finally, if the structure could be designed to slow down both the pump
and the signal at the same time, it would be possible to combine the benefits
of i) gain enhancement with Ss and ii) lowering of the transparency threshold
with Sp, with much higher signal gains achievable. This is shown in Fig.
5.10, where the peak signal gain Ps,max/Ps(0) is plotted as a function of Sp
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and Ss. Once more we stress that the final figures have a strong dependence
on the combination of parameters used, and lower [238] or higher [239] gains
may be simulated with a different choice. The authors of both Refs. [238]
and [239] however conclude that ultimately, if there are no restrictions on
the available input pump power Pp0, the highest signal amplification should
be achieved for fast to moderately slow pump modes, due to the increase of
pump nonlinear losses with Sp as described above.
5.3.2 Influence of realistic linear loss and mode profiles
The model described in section 5.3.1 is useful to understand the fundamental
difference in the roles played by the slowdown factors of pump and signal,
but cannot be directly applied to the study of photonic crystal devices to gain
insight into the gain or loss compensation achievable with real-life structures.
First of all, the propagation loss α does not necessarily scale linearly with
S, and the exact dependence varies with the waveguide design [31]; we have
already highlighted in Figs. 5.9a,d how the exact value of the linear loss can
have a strong effect on the final signal evolution.
Secondly, and more importantly, we have so far assumed the effective
area Aeff,p appearing in Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) to be constant with S (see
Table 5.1), as also assumed in Ref. [238]. However, we have already shown
in Fig. 2.4 that this is not the case, and we have discussed in section 2.2
the importance of the role played by the mode profile in our method for
slow light dispersion engineering [28], and in the accurate determination
of propagation loss [31], coupling efficiency [81] and the enhancement of
nonlinear effects such as four-wave mixing [61]. Note that in Eqs. (5.3) and
(5.4) only the effective area Aeff,p of the pump mode appears, and there is
no dependence on the mode profile of the signal: in reality we must account
for both mode profiles, because the overlap between pump and Stokes fields
changes the strength of the Raman interaction,4 as already indicated by
McMillan et al. [40].
In summary, our aim in this section is to improve the simplified model
of section 5.3.1 by i) including a realistic dependence of the propagation
loss α on the slowdown factor S, ii) applying mode profile effects to the
correct scaling of the Raman interaction in photonic crystals (as defined by
McMillan et al. [40]), and iii) extending such scaling of the Raman gain term
also to the TPA and FCA terms. We will then apply the more complete
model to investigate some specific photonic crystal designs in section 5.3.3.
The expression of the Raman gain term in photonic crystal waveguides
can be obtained through coupled-mode analysis, by following the derivation
detailed by Panoiu et al. in Ref. [245] up their Eq. (14), and then proceeding
4This also means that the mode profiles cannot be ignored even when expressing Eqs.
(5.3) and (5.4) in terms of intensities Ip,s rather than powers Pp,s [40,239].
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along the guidelines indicated by McMillan et al. in Ref. [40] for continuous-
wave operation. Without re-stating the derivation, the main result of Ref.
[40] can be expressed as
∂Ps
∂z
= −
3ωsa
vg,pvg,sε0
χR
<
[∫
VSi
E∗s(r) ξˆ
R
...Ep(r)E
∗
p(r)Es(r) dV
]
[∫
Vtot
n2p(r) |Ep(r)|
2dV
] [∫
Vtot
n2s(r) |Es(r)|
2dV
]PpPs,
(5.8)
where a is the length of the photonic crystal unit cell in the direction of
propagation (and in our case is equal to the photonic crystal period), vg,p
and vg,s are the group velocities of the pump and signal modes, respectively,
ε0 is the vacuum permittivity and Ep,s(r) are the pump and signal mode
profiles. In addition, Vtot is the volume of one photonic crystal unit cell and
VSi is the silicon volume in the unit cell. Regarding the Raman susceptibility
χˆR, we have here used the fact that in silicon all its non-zero components
have the same magnitude χR = =
(
χR1221
)
[246]; following the same notation
as in Ref. [241], we have extracted χR and defined a normalised susceptibility
ξˆR to keep track of the anisotropy of the Raman effect. The components
of ξˆR equal 0 when the corresponding components of χˆR are zero, and 1
otherwise. In particular, in the coordinate system of the silicon crystal
principal axes we have [246]:
ξRijji = ξ
R
ijij = 1, i, j = 1, 2, 3, i 6= j. (5.9)
If we now compare Eq. (5.8) to the expression for the evolution of the
Stokes wave in bulk silicon [40,43,247]
∂Is
∂z
= gRIpIs = −
3ωsχ
R
ε0c2np,Sins,Si
IpIs, (5.10)
we can re-write Eq. (5.8) as
∂Ps
∂z
=
gR
AR
SpSsPpPs, (5.11)
where we have used vg,i = c/ng,i and Si = ng,i/ni,Si, i = p, s (justifying
our choice for the definition of the slowdown factor in terms of the silicon
refractive index), and we have defined the Raman interaction effective area
AR as
AR =
[∫
Vtot
n2p(r) |Ep(r)|
2dV
] [∫
Vtot
n2s(r) |Es(r)|
2dV
]
an2p,Sin
2
s,Si<
[∫
VSi
E∗s(r) ξˆ
R
...Ep(r)E∗p(r)Es(r) dV
] . (5.12)
This definition of AR is equivalent to VR/a, with VR the Raman volume
defined by Checoury et al. [241].5
5Yang andWong use a similar definition of VR for photonic crystal cavities, but without
ξˆR [43].
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Equation (5.11) therefore appears in the same form as the Raman gain
term of Eq. (5.4), with Aeff,p simply replaced by AR. This alteration,
however, is of great importance, as AR is conceptually very different from
Aeff,p: the Raman effective area AR takes into account the overlap of the
pump and signal modes with each other and with the silicon fraction of the
total volume (as the Raman interaction occurs only in silicon, not in air),
and accounts for the Raman selection rules (see Ref. [233]) through ξˆR. As
a consequence, for the same photonic crystal design and the same mode
profiles, AR may vary with the waveguide orientation with respect to the
silicon crystal principal axes, as we will discuss in section 5.3.4.
Now that we have defined the correct scaling factor for the Raman gain
term in a photonic crystal waveguide, we can extend the result also to the
TPA and FCA terms. The TPA nonlinearity is of the same order as the
Raman scattering and scales in the same way. Therefore, we can define a
TPA effective area ATPA in the same form as AR:
ATPA,pi =
[∫
Vtot
n2p(r) |Ep(r)|
2dV
] [∫
Vtot
n2i (r) |Ei(r)|
2dV
]
an2p,Sin
2
i,Si<
[∫
VSi
E∗i (r) ξˆ
TPA
...Ep(r)E∗p(r)Ei(r) dV
] , i = s, p
(5.13)
where ATPA,pp is to be used for the TPA term appearing in the pump rate
equation, Eq. (5.3), and ATPA,ps is to be used in the crossed-TPA term of
the signal equation, Eq. (5.4). Equivalent integrals were also defined by
Osgood et al. in the study of nonlinear effects in silicon nanowires [248]. In
the coordinate system of the silicon crystal principal axes, the normalised
TPA susceptibility ξˆTPA is defined as [223]
ξTPAijkl =
2
1 + ρ
[ρ
3
(δijδkl + δikδjl + δilδjk) + (1− ρ) δijkl
]
, i, j, k, l = 1, 2, 3
with ρ = 1.27.
Finally, for the terms describing FCA due to carriers generated by TPA
of the pump beam, we can define an effective FCA area AFCA:
A2FCA,pi =
1
a2n4p,Sin
2
i,Si
×
[∫
Vtot
n2p(r) |Ep(r)|
2dV
]2 [∫
Vtot
n2i (r) |Ei(r)|
2dV
]
<
[∫
VSi
|Ei(r)|
2
E∗p(r) ξˆ
TPA
...Ep(r)E∗p(r)Ep(r) dV
] , i = s, p. (5.14)
A similar definition is also adopted in Ref. [241], but without the normalised
TPA susceptibility ξˆTPA.
In summary, the evolution of the pump and signal beams in a slow light
photonic crystal waveguide in the presence of the Raman interaction and
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nonlinear losses can be expressed by re-writing Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) as
∂Pp
∂z
= −αp(Sp)Pp −
βTPA
ATPA,pp
S2pP
2
p −
σpβTPAτc
2}ωpA2FCA,pp
S3pP
3
p , (5.15)
∂Ps
∂z
= −αs(Ss)Ps +
(
gR
AR
−
2βTPA
ATPA,ps
)
SpSsPpPs −
σsβTPAτc
2}ωpA
2
FCA,ps
S2pSsP
2
p Ps,
(5.16)
where the nonlinear interaction effective areas AR, ATPA,pi and AFCA,pi are
defined in Eqs. (5.12), (5.13) and (5.14), respectively.
5.3.3 Design comparison
We will now apply the model described in section 5.3.2 to evaluate the Ra-
man gains realistically achievable in a few specific photonic crystal designs.
In particular, we will compare a W1 waveguide to four structures engineered
for slow light, as described in section 2.2 [28].
All the dispersion curves and complex field amplitudes E(r) are calcu-
lated using MPB [49], whereas the propagation loss α(S) is estimated with
a model based on the loss engineering code developed by O’Faolain et al.
in Ref. [31] (see also section 2.2), as summarised in Fig. 5.11. Figure 5.11a
shows the experimental loss data (circles and crosses) and corresponding
code prediction (solid blue and black lines) for two designs of engineered
slow light waveguides, as reported in Ref. [31]. The model clearly fits well
the experimental data, but it underestimates the loss for group indices below
10–15, as can also be seen from the close-up of Fig. 5.11c (see also Ref. [76]).
Therefore, when we estimate the propagation loss for a third, different de-
sign (red curve in Figs. 5.11a-c), we better represent reality if we correct
the curve at low ng with a polynomial fit to the experimental data (green
curve in Figs. 5.11b-c). Such procedure is justified by the fact that the code
predicts that all the designs under consideration have almost equal losses
for ng < 15 (and we have verified this also for the other engineered designs
considered in this chapter), and this is also confirmed by the available exper-
imental data (circles and crosses in Fig. 5.11c). Therefore, in the following,
the propagation loss for the engineered designs will always be estimated by
merging the result of the loss code for ng > 20 with a polynomial fit to the
experimental data of Fig. 5.11a for ng < 10. Finally, Fig. 5.11d shows that
for W1 waveguides the prediction from the loss code (black curve) is not as
accurate as for engineered waveguides, and for our purposes we found that
a polynomial fit (red curve) would better represent the experimental data
from Ref. [31] (black circles). As such, we will assume that the loss curve
for W1 waveguides is given by the red fit of Fig. 5.11d.
Figure 5.12a shows the band structure of a silicon W1 waveguide, as an
example to illustrate the type of modes configuration that we will adopt
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Figure 5.11: Propagation loss α as a function of the group index ng for different
waveguide designs. (a-b) Comparison of the experimental data (circles and crosses)
with the loss code prediction (black and blue curves) for two designs reported by
O’Faolain et al. (data from Ref. [31]). To better represent reality, the loss code
prediction for a third design (red curve) is corrected with a polynomial fit to the
available experimental data at low group indices (green curve), where the code tends
to underestimate propagation loss. (c) Close-up of (b) for ng ≤ 25. (d) Comparison
of the experimental data (circles) with the code prediction (black curve) for the
W1 waveguide reported by O’Faolain et al. (data from Ref. [31]); the red curve is
a polynomial fit to the experimental data.
in our study. The dispersion diagram is calculated by assuming a photonic
crystal structure defined in a membraned slab of thickness h = 220 nm, with
period a = 412 nm and radius r = 0.286a, chosen so that the fundamental
TE mode lies in the ∼1550 nm range (middle shaded band). We have consid-
ered the possibility of placing the pump onto this mode and slowing it down,
but the only guided mode available at the corresponding Stokes wavelength
∼1686 nm (bottom shaded band) is the fundamental TM mode (see also the
TM band diagram in Fig. 5.14a): at these frequencies the TM mode has
too large effective area to result in any useful gain (Fig. 5.14b). The second
option is to place the signal onto the fundamental TE mode and use the fast
TM mode to host the pump at ∼1435 nm (top shaded band) — the odd TE
mode is also available at these frequencies, but it would be more difficult to
excite experimentally.
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Figure 5.12: (a) TE band diagram of a membraned W1 waveguide with period
a = 412 nm and hole radius r = 0.286a (3D calculation). The fundamental index-
guided TM mode is also shown in red (see also the full TM band structure in Fig.
5.14a). The middle shaded band indicates the ∼1550 nm wavelength range; the top
and bottom shaded bands are, respectively, blue- and red-shifted from the middle
band by the silicon Raman shift ΩR. (b) Group index ng and (c) propagation loss
α of the W1 waveguide and engineered designs A, B, C, and D. (d) Raman effective
areas AR calculated for waveguides aligned along the standard [110] direction of
crystalline silicon (Fig. 5.14d).
Figures 5.12b-c show the group index ng,s and propagation loss αs cal-
culated for the W1 waveguide of Fig. 5.12a, together with the curves of
four engineered slow light waveguides, which we will indicate as A, B, C,
and D. The period of the engineered waveguides is set to a = 404 nm, so
that the slow light falls around the same wavelengths as for the W1. The
cross-sectional view of the different types of designs is also represented in
Fig. 5.13. With respect to the W1 waveguide (Fig. 5.13, top), waveguides
A and B (Fig. 5.13, middle) have been modified simply by shifting the first
row of holes outwards (s1 negative) and the second row of holes inwards (s2
positive), following the rules for dispersion engineering as explained in sec-
tion 2.2. In particular, the dispersion of waveguide A has been engineered
to exhibit a ∼7 nm bandwidth of constant group index around ng = 30, by
setting r = 0.282a, s1 = −0.12a, and s2 = 0: including this design in our
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Figure 5.13: Cross-sectional view schematic of the different types of design anal-
ysed for stimulated Raman scattering in this study. Top: a standard W1 photonic
crystal waveguide. Middle: engineered photonic crystal waveguides of the type dis-
cussed in section 2.2, with s1 and s2 the lateral shifts of the first and second rows of
holes adjacent the waveguide, respectively; shifts are defined positive towards the
waveguide centre. Designs A and B are of this type. Bottom: engineered photonic
crystal waveguides in which not only the first two rows of holes are shifted, but the
second row of holes is also reduced in radius. Designs C and D are of this type.
analysis is a natural choice, as this type of structure has already been used in
various works to demonstrate enhancement of nonlinear effects [61,62,249].
Waveguide B (r = 0.286a, s1 = −0.1a, s2 = 0.05a), on the other hand, has
been selected because is exhibits an almost linear dependence of the loss
up to relatively high group indices ng ∼ 60 (see also section 2.2), as has
also been very recently confirmed by experiment [76]; this very design was
originally suggested in Ref. [31] as a possible good candidate for nonlinear
applications. Finally, in structures C and D, in addition to the usual shifts
s1 and s2 of the first two rows of holes, we also reduce the radius of the
second row of holes, r2 < r (Fig. 5.13, bottom): as we have described in sec-
tions 2.1 and 2.2, the mode profile in the slow light regime partially extends
inside the crystal cladding, and is strongly influenced by the geometry of
the second row of holes; by reducing the radius r2 we would expect the field
to be less affected by the corresponding side-wall roughness, and therefore
the loss to be improved. We include structure C (r = 0.286a, s1 = −0.1a,
s2 = 0.08a, r2 = 0.26a) in our analysis because, having an almost linear loss
curve αs(Ss), it comes very close to the simplified model of section 5.3.1.
Structure D (same as C, but r2 = 0.24a) appears in this study because its
loss is almost constant with Ss; in fact it has been highlighted elsewhere [89]
that, as the purpose of slow light is indeed to increase the delay or light-
matter interaction time over a fixed length, the loss per unit length is not a
suitable measure for this type of devices: in other words, as we increase ng,
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Figure 5.14: (a) TM band diagram of the W1 waveguide; the fundamental index-
guided mode is indicated in red (3D calculation) (b) Cross-sectional view of the
W1 waveguide (left), together with the corresponding intensity profiles (arbitrary
units) of the TM mode at wavelengths ∼1686 nm (middle) and ∼1435 nm (right).
(c) Group index of the fast TM mode in the pump wavelength range for the same
designs considered in Fig. 5.12. (d) Crystal axes in a cubic unit cell as used to
describe waveguide orientation in the diamond cubic crystal structure of silicon: in
practical devices, waveguides are typically aligned along the [110] direction (blue),
due to favourable cleaving properties; the corresponding TE and TM mode polari-
sation directions are also indicated.
not only the unwanted loss increases, but also the desired time delay. As
a consequence, the loss per unit time has been proposed as a better mea-
sure [89], and design D was highlighted in Ref. [55] as one where such loss
is particularly low. Our aim with this analysis is to compare the Raman
gains that we may expect to achieve with established realistic devices (W1,
A, B), as well as with more advanced, novel designs (C, D).
The effective Raman area AR calculated with Eq. (5.12) is plotted in
Fig. 5.12d for each of the considered designs. Here we have assumed that
the waveguide is oriented along the [110] direction of crystalline silicon (Fig.
5.14d), as is standard practice in real fabricated devices due to favourable
cleaving properties in this direction: in the calculation of the denominator
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Figure 5.15: (a) Local signal gain Gs as a function of pump power Pp for design B,
calculated for different values of slowdown factor Ss; the signal slowdown factor Ss
affects the shape of Gs through the linear loss κs by translating the curve to lower
values, and through the Raman area AR by lowering the slope. (b) Transparency
pump threshold Pth for all the designs considered in this section: the transparency
threshold has in general a dependence on Ss, which cannot be accounted for by the
simplified model.
of AR we take ξˆR as defined in Eq. (5.9) and we express the mode profiles Ep
and Es in the coordinate system of the silicon crystal principal axes, rotated
in the plane by 45◦ with respect to the coordinate system of the waveguide.
For each design we change the signal slowdown factor Ss by sweeping the
wavelength along the ng curves of Fig. 5.12b, and we also take into account
the dependence of the Raman gain coefficient on wavelength as gR(λs) =
gR(λs0)× (λs0/λs) (see Eq. (5.10) and Ref. [223]), with λs0 = 1550 nm and
gR(λs0) = 20 cm/GW (Table 5.1). The group index of the pump TM mode
takes values between 5 and 5.5 (Fig. 5.14c), and we assume the corresponding
propagation loss αp to be 5 dB/cm, comparable to that of a good fast TE
mode [124]. The pump loss αp can indeed be considered constant, since
the group index ng,p does not vary significantly in the wavelength range of
interest. Parameters βTPA, σp,s and τc are as defined in Table 5.1.
To illustrate the effect of realistic loss αs and Raman area AR, we plot in
Fig. 5.15a the local signal gain Gs for design B (which allows for the highest
slowdown factors Ss). The local gain Gs is defined here as a variation of Eq.
(5.6):
Gs(Ss, SpPp) = −κs(Ss) +
(
gR
AR(Ss)
−
2βTPA
ATPA,ps(Ss)
)
SpPp
−
σsβTPAτc
2}ωpA2FCA,ps(Ss)
(SpPp)
2, (5.17)
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Figure 5.16: (a) Peak net signal gain Gmax and (b) optimal waveguide length Lopt
for waveguide B as a function of signal slowdown factor Ss for various input pump
powers Pp0; the optimal signal slowdown factor depends on the input pump power
and the optimal length is not constant with Ss.
with κs(Ss) = αs(Ss) /Ss, so that Eq. (5.16) can be re-written as
∂Ps
∂z
= SsGs(Ss, SpPp)Ps,
in the same way as described in section 5.3.1. In the simplified model of
section 5.3.1, since κs and Aeff,p were constant with Ss, the local gain Gs
had no dependence on Ss neither: if we would have plotted Gs alone, we
would have always obtained the black curves of Figs. 5.7a and 5.8a (i.e. the
case Ss = 1), for any value of Ss. In real photonic crystals, however, κs and
the nonlinear areas, specifically AR, depend on Ss, affecting the shape of
Gs: for design B, Fig. 5.15a shows that the increase of κs with Ss (i.e. the
loss αs increases more than linearly with Ss) results in a rigid translation of
Gs towards lower values, whereas the increase of AR lowers the slope. The
immediate result is a raise of the transparency pump threshold Pth with
Ss (Fig. 5.15b, purple curve), which instead was constant in the simplified
model (Fig. 5.8a). Mathematically, if to first approximation we neglect the
TPA and FCA terms in Eq. (5.17), we obtain
Pth(Ss) =
κs(Ss)AR(Ss)
gRSp
.
Therefore, in real-life structures, the signal slowdown factor Ss does influence
for which pump powers the waveguide can exhibit positive gain.
The consequence on the signal evolution is the existence of an optimal
signal slowdown factor, which is a function of the input pump power Pp0.
One of the main results of the simplified model was that, provided the
product SpPp enabled an initial positive gain condition, slowing down the
signal could only make things better (Fig. 5.8c). Now this is not the case:
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Figure 5.17: (a-b) Peak net signal gain Gmax and (c-d) optimal waveguide length
Lopt as a function of the signal slowdown factor Ss for all the waveguide designs
under consideration, at input pump power Pp0 = 160 mW (a,c) and 200 mW (b,d).
The best performance is that of design D at Ss ∼ 8, with a gain of 1.66 dB and
3.8 dB at pump powers 160 and 200 mW, respectively. The thin green curves
are obtained for design D by increasing the TM pump propagation loss from 5 to
10 dB/cm.
from the plot in Fig. 5.16a of the peak net signal gain Gmax = Ps,max/Ps(0)
as a function of Ss, we see that for design B whether it is better to slow the
signal depends on the input pump power Pp0. Therefore, just as there exists
a threshold for achieving positive gain, there is also a threshold for slow light
to become advantageous with respect to the fast regime of the same design.
Note also from Fig. 5.16b the dependence of the optimal length Lopt (such
that Ps(Lopt) = Ps,max) on Ss for each input pump power, whereas Lopt did
not depend on Ss in the simplified model (Fig. 5.8c).
Figure 5.15b displays the transparency threshold Pth also for the other
designs under consideration, and Fig. 5.17 compares the peak net signal
gain6 Gmax (Figs. 5.17a-b) and corresponding optimal length Lopt (Figs.
6Note that the net signal gain Gmax curve should be read in conjunction with the
corresponding optimal length Lopt curve. If Gmax = 0 dB and Lopt = 0, the maximum
net signal gain occurs at the input point z = 0: the waveguide exhibiths net loss.
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5.17c-d) for all waveguides at low input pump powers, Pp0 = 160 mW and
200 mW. The W1 waveguide exhibits the highest loss, but its AR is the
lowest (Figs. 5.12c-d), allowing for a small gain to be achieved at moderate
ng. Waveguide A has lower loss than the W1 over the entire slow light region,
but the much higher Raman area AR prevents it from showing appreciable
net gain: with reference to the Gs curve of Fig. 5.15a, a lower αs for design
A means there is less loss needing compensation than for the W1, but a
greater AR means that the rate (slope) of the compensation is lower. With
similar losses but smaller Raman area AR, design B overall performs better
than design A. As for waveguide C, its loss curve αs(Ss) is very close to
linear (Fig. 5.12c), but the Raman area increases with Ss: as a result, the
moderate net gain Gmax remains fairly constant within the slow light region,
rather than increasing with Ss as we would expect from the simplified model.
Finally, in design D, the increase in AR is counteracted by a loss curve αs(Ss)
that is almost constant with Ss, and slowing down the signal brings a clear
advantage already at low pump powers: the best Gmax appears here for
Ss ∼ 8 (ng ∼ 28), and is estimated as 1.66 dB and 3.8 dB for pump power
160 and 200 mW, respectively, over lengths Lopt = 3.7 mm and 5.1 mm.
Doubling the pump propagation loss αp from 5 to 10 dB/cm in design D
almost halves the net gain Gmax and the waveguide length Lopt for both the
pump powers considered, as shown by the thin green curves in Fig. 5.17.
If higher pump powers can be used, slowing down the signal eventually
becomes advantageous for all of the considered designs.
5.3.4 Gain dependence on waveguide orientation
We will now conduct the same analysis of section 5.3.3 but for waveguides
oriented along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon, i.e. 45◦ to the cleaving
plane — with reference to the notation of Fig. 5.14d, θ = 0◦. To better
understand the motivation behind this additional investigation, we need to
briefly introduce the selection rules dictated by the anisotropy of the Raman
effect in silicon.
The definition of the silicon Raman susceptibility tensor given by Eq.
(5.9) implies that the efficiency of the Raman scattering depends on the
polarisation direction of the pump and Stokes signals relative to the crys-
tallographic axis. Details on how to determine the selection rules may be
found in Refs. [191,233], and here we will limit ourselves to the final result
for light propagating in the (001) plane of bulk crystalline silicon. Following
a notation similar to that of Ref. [233], if we assume purely TE and TM
modes, the bulk Raman gain gR is to be multiplied by a factor C equal to
CTE−TE = 4 sin2 θ cos2 θ, (5.18)
CTE−TM = 1, (5.19)
CTM−TE = 1, (5.20)
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CTM−TM = 0. (5.21)
Here, the first and second superscripts describe the pump and Stokes polar-
isations, respectively. For TE-TE configuration (Eq. (5.18)), the efficiency
of the Raman scattering varies from zero for θ = 0◦ or 90◦ to its max-
imum value for θ = 45◦ (standard waveguide orientation in SOI wafers).
TE-TM and TM-TE configurations (Eqs. (5.19–5.20)) always correspond to
the maximum scattering efficiency, regardless of the propagation direction
in the plane. TM-TM is not an allowed configuration (Eq. (5.21)). In the
analysis of section 5.3.2, these selection rules are included in the integral at
the denominator of the Raman area AR in Eq. (5.12), where the components
of the pump and signal electric fields are differently mixed by the normalised
Raman susceptibility ξˆR depending on the waveguide orientation.
In narrow and highly confined waveguides, however, the selection rules
can change, as the modes are no longer purely TE or TM: in the case of the
W1 waveguide analysed in section 5.3.3, Figs. 5.18 and 5.19 show that both
the TE signal and TM pump modes exhibit strong longitudinal components
along the propagation direction z. Checoury et al. [241] drew the atten-
tion to this effect by showing that in a W0.66 photonic crystal waveguide,
and for the TE-TE configuration, orienting the waveguide along the [100]
direction (θ = 0◦ in Fig. 5.14d) results in a more efficient scattering than
in the standard [110] direction (θ = 45◦); this is indeed due to the presence
of a strong longitudinal component in the TE(-like) modes, as in weakly
confined waveguides the Raman interaction between a TE pump and a TE
signal is forbidden in the [100] direction (Eq. (5.18)). In the formalism of
section 5.3.2, this translates into a smaller Raman area.
We now extend the study from Checoury et al. by showing that changing
the waveguide orientation to the [100] direction of crystalline silicon increases
the Raman scattering efficiency also in our configuration, where pump and
signal are TM- and TE-polarised, respectively. Figure 5.20a shows that the
effective Raman area AR calculated in the [100] direction (solid curves) is
considerably reduced with respect to the standard [110] direction (dashed
curves), for all the designs considered in our analysis. It is worth stressing
that the photonic crystal properties (such as dispersion, loss and mode pro-
files) are exactly the same as before, and the only difference lies in the way
the electric field components are selected and combined by the Raman sus-
ceptibility tensor ξˆR. In particular, the reduction in AR is to be attributed
to the longitudinal component of the TM-like pump mode: the longitudinal
component of the TE-like mode simply changes the orientation of the signal
electric field in the plane, but we see from Eq. (5.20) that, for a purely TM
pump, the scattering efficiency should be always the same, regardless of the
orientation of the TE mode in the plane.
Figure 5.20b shows that the reduction of the Raman effective area results
in higher peak signal gains than in the standard orientation for the same
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Figure 5.18: Cross-sectional cuts in the (a) x-, (b) y- and (c) z-directions of the
W1 photonic crystal waveguide and of the electric field components Ex, Ey and
Ez (arbitrary units) for the signal TE mode at wavelength λs ∼ 1545 nm (with
reference to the band structure of Fig. 5.12a). The cross-sections are always taken
in the middle of the photonic crystal unit cell. The longitudinal component Ez is
comparable to the transversal component Ey.
input pump power, and that a small gain already appears at even lower pump
powers (Fig. 5.20c). Note that as the reduction in AR is more pronounced
for low group indices, the performance of the W1 waveguide in the fast light
regime becomes comparable to that of design D in the slow light regime. At
input pump power Pp0 = 160 mW we estimate Gmax = 3.56 dB at length
Lopt = 7.16 mm for the fast W1 waveguide (Ss ∼ 2) and Gmax = 3.33 dB
at length Lopt = 5.26 mm for design D in the slow light regime (Ss ∼
7.4). These figures well summarise the performance comparison between a
low-loss and low-AR waveguide on one side, and a slow waveguide on the
other side. Still, our estimate identifies a window where slow light can be
useful for signal amplification through stimulated Raman scattering at low
pump powers, which looks even more encouraging when compared to the
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Figure 5.19: Cross-sectional cuts in the (a) x-, (b) y- and (c) z-directions of the
W1 photonic crystal waveguide and of the electric field components Ex, Ey and
Ez (arbitrary units) for the pump TM mode at wavelength λp ∼ 1435 nm (with
reference to the band structure of Fig. 5.12a). The cross-sections are always taken
in the middle of the photonic crystal unit cell. The longitudinal component Ez is
comparable to the transversal component Ex.
current record for continuous-wave stimulated Raman gain, which is 3.7 dB
for 724 mW input pump power, over a 4.8 cm-long rib waveguide and with
a 25 V reverse-biased p-i-n junction to reduce free-carrier lifetime [233].
In conclusion, we started from the promise in the literature of slow light
being a very powerful tool enabling extremely high Raman gains in sili-
con [40,238,239]. Throughout our study we have reconsidered such promise
and we have shown that, even when accounting for realistic loss and mode
profile effects, slow light has indeed the potential for achieving similar signal
gains to those already reported, but at lower pump power and shorter device
length, and without the need of special measures for carrier lifetime reduc-
tion. We would expect even higher gains (or similar gains at lower pump
powers) to be possible if both pump and signal beams could be slowed down
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Figure 5.20: (a) Raman effective areas AR for all the designs under consideration,
calculated for waveguides aligned along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon
(solid curves) and along the standard [110] direction (dashed curves); see also Fig.
5.14d. (b-c) Peak net signal gain Gmax and (d) optimal waveguide length Lopt as
a function of the signal slowdown factor Ss, at input pump power Pp0 = 160 mW
(b,d) and 110 mW (c); dashed curves in (b) are for waveguides aligned along the
standard [110] direction, for comparison. At 160 mW, design D reaches 3.33 dB
gain in the slow-light regime at length 5.26 mm; the W1 waveguide reaches 3.56 dB
gain at length 7.16 mm.
at the same time, thus truly enabling useful operation of silicon Raman
amplifiers at low pump powers, but the design and realisation of photonic
crystal structures supporting two slow modes at the correct frequency spac-
ing is extremely challenging [41,241].
5.3.5 Prospects for loss compensation at 1686 nm
In the previous sections we have found that, if suitably designed, engi-
neered slow light photonic crystal waveguides can achieve signal amplifica-
tion through stimulated Raman scattering at reasonably low pump powers
even when realistic detrimental effects are taken into account. Before being
interested in signal amplification, however, we simply aim at compensation
of the linear propagation loss in the slow light regime, and therefore our
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Figure 5.21: (a) Group index ng for engineered designs B and D scaled at a larger
period, a = 448 nm. (b) Effective Raman area AR for the same designs (solid
curves) calculated for waveguides oriented along the [100] direction of crystalline
silicon (θ = 0◦ in the notation of Fig. 5.14d); the effective Raman areas for same
waveguide orientation but period a = 404 nm are repeated here for comparison
(dashed curves).
estimate is even more encouraging.
All calculations in the previous sections were performed for pump beam
in the 1435 nm wavelength range and Stokes signal in the 1550 nm range.
As already mentioned in Chapter 4, however, in the actual experiment our
best pump source is a continuous-wave tunable laser amplified by an EDFA,
and the available pump wavelengths span in the range 1540–1563 nm, thus
placing the Stokes signal at 1674–1701 nm. We must therefore scale the
designs analysed so far to larger periods in order to shift the modes to longer
wavelengths. In particular, from now onwards (and also in the experiment)
we will only consider the engineered designs B and D: we choose design D
because in principle it allows for the best Raman performance in the slow
light regime, but since we have no experimental data available to confirm
the peculiar behaviour of the linear loss predicted by the loss code (Fig.
5.12c), we will still consider also design B, for which the loss prediction has
already been confirmed [76].
Figure 5.21a shows the group index curves of designs B and D scaled to
period a = 448 nm. Figure 5.21b shows the effective Raman area calculated
along the [100] direction (θ = 0◦) for the new, enlarged structures (solid
curves), as compared to the effective Raman area in the same waveguide
orientation but for period a = 404 nm (dashed curves), which is repeated
here for comparison. The effective Raman area is now much larger due to
the bigger period, and as such we will expect a reduction in the scattering
efficiency.
This is indeed confirmed by Fig. 5.22a, where we plot the peak signal
gain Gmax (solid curves) calculated in the same conditions and with the same
input pump power Pp0 as in Fig. 5.20b: the gain is now very small. We note
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Figure 5.22: (a-b) Peak net signal gain Gmax and (c-d) optimal waveguide length
Lopt as a function of the signal slowdown factor Ss; the input pump power Pp0 is
fixed at 160 mW in (a,c) and varied up to 250 mW in (b,d). Dashed curves in (a,c)
are calculated by neglecting the inverse dependence of the Raman gain coefficient
gR on the signal wavelength (see Eq. (5.10)). In all cases the waveguides are aligned
along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon.
that there are in fact two contributions to the reduction of the overall signal
gain: i) the larger Raman area and ii) the inverse dependence of the bulk
Raman gain on wavelength gR(λs) = gR(λs0)× (λs0/λs) (see Eq. (5.10) and
Ref. [223]), with λs0 = 1550 nm and gR(λs0) = 20 cm/GW (Table 5.1).
This second effect, however, plays only a minor role in the reduction of the
total signal gain, as we can see from the dashed curves in Fig. 5.22a, where
Gmax is plotted with the same bulk gain coefficient as at 1550 nm. Thus
the main cause to the total gain reduction is indeed the increase in AR due
to the bigger period, and to achieve similar gains as before we would have
to increase the input pump power (Fig. 5.22b).
However, by considering the gain Gmax curve (Fig. 5.22a) in conjunction
with the optimal length Lopt curve
7 (Fig. 5.22c), we see that even at these
7Note again that the net signal gain Gmax curve should be read in conjunction with
the corresponding optimal length Lopt curve. If Gmax = 0 dB and Lopt = 0, the maximum
net signal gain occurs at the input point z = 0: the waveguide exhibits net loss.
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wavelengths it should be possible to achieve a tiny gain in the slow light
region for waveguide lengths around 500 µm (design D) or, in other words,
a lossless 500 µm slow light photonic crystal waveguide.
5.4 Raman scattering measurement
In this section we will describe the work conducted for the experimental
observation of Raman scattering in silicon slow light photonic crystal wave-
guides. After a few comments regarding chip layout in section 5.4.1, we
will proceed by describing the experimental setup in section 5.4.2. We will
then discuss experimental results on spontaneous and stimulated Raman
scattering in sections 5.4.3 and 5.4.4, respectively.
5.4.1 Sample layout considerations
The samples for measuring Raman scattering in silicon photonic crystals
were fabricated following the recipe detailed in Chapter 4. We realised
chips for both the waveguide orientations analysed in section 5.3, and we
fabricated waveguides of length 96, 296, 496 and 696 µm (Fig. 5.23) for both
designs B and D, using a writefield size of 100 µm during the e-beam writing
step. Waveguides longer than the writefield size comprise fast-light coupling
sections at the writefield boundaries to minimise the effect of stitching errors
on the optical loss, as we have already described in Fig. 3.9 [76]. The actual
slow light length is thus shorter than the total waveguide length.
Waveguides of different lengths on the same chip are aligned on the
input side, as shown in the SEM images of Fig. 5.23: this way, we would
expect the input pump power and input signal power to be similar from
waveguide to waveguide, within fabrication tolerances. On the output side,
the SU-8 waveguides have different lengths, which may have an effect on the
detected signal at ∼1680 nm due to material absorption at these wavelengths
(section 4.2.4).
The definition of photonic crystal waveguides oriented along the standard
[110] direction (Fig. 5.24a) is quite straightforward: the pattern is defined in
a virtual (u, v) coordinate system (red), which determines the orientation of
the writefield boundaries (red dashed lines), but shifts from one writefield
to the other occur by translating the sample stage in its own real (x, y)
coordinate system (black). The movements in (x, y) are precisely aligned
to (u, v) during the setup procedure of the e-beam machine, but the initial
orientation of (u, v) is normally imposed by aligning to the bottom edge of
the chip.
When writing a long photonic crystal waveguide 45◦ to the cleaving plane
(θ = 0◦ in Fig. 5.14d), we cannot simply tilt the structure in the layout (Fig.
5.24b), or the writefield boundaries will intersect the photonic crystal along
many lines and there will be no obvious fast-light coupler to minimise the
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Figure 5.23: SEM images of the fabricated samples for Raman scattering mea-
surement. The photonic crystal waveguides have lengths 96, 296, 496 and 696 µm
and are oriented (a-b) along the standard [110] direction of crystalline silicon and
(c-d) along the [100] direction. All waveguides are aligned on the input side (left).
effect of stitching errors. Since the photonic crystal waveguide is the feature
most sensitive to stitching errors, it is best to write it along the normal
orientation to the writefield boundaries.
This leaves us with two options. We can manually tilt the sample at
45◦ to the stage, as shown in Fig. 5.24c, maintaining the coordinate systems
(u, v) and (x, y) aligned to each other; however, as we should make sure
that the waveguide orientation is as close as possible to the [100] direction
of crystalline silicon, this approach may not be reliable enough, especially if
the sample has rectangular (rather than square) shape, which would make
it difficult to define the initial orientation of (u, v) relative to the sample.
The alternative is to tilt the (u, v) coordinate system by 45◦ instead, as
illustrated in Fig. 5.24d: this method is more reliable than the previous one,
as we can initially align the (u, v) system to the straight bottom edge of the
sample and then impose a fixed 45◦ rotation. A drawback is represented by
the alignment procedure between the (x, y) and (u, v) coordinate systems
during setup, which takes much longer to converge.
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Figure 5.24: Schematic of the layout adopted during the definition of long photonic
crystal waveguides during e-beam writing, for structures oriented along (a) the
standard [110] direction dictated by the cleaving plane of silicon (θ = 45◦ in Fig.
5.14d) and (b-d) the [100] direction, 45◦ to the cleaving plane (θ = 0◦ in Fig. 5.14d).
(a) The sample, the virtual (u, v) coordinates and the real stage (x, y) coordinates
are all oriented in the same direction; the writefield boundaries (red dashed lines)
are normal to the photonic crystal waveguide, and simple fast-light couplers can be
defined to reduce the impact of stitching errors (see Fig. 3.9 and Ref. [76]). (b) The
sample and coordinate systems are as in (a), but the photonic crystal pattern is
tilted by 45◦: the position of the writefield boundaries with respect to the photonic
crystal is not trivial. (c) The sample is tilted by 45◦, while the two coordinate
systems are aligned to each other and the photonic crystal waveguide is normal to
the writefield boundaries. (d) The sample is aligned to the stage (x, y) coordinates,
but the virtual (u, v) coordinates are tilted by 45◦; the photonic crystal waveguide
is normal to the writefield boundaries.
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Figure 5.25: Schematic of the experimental setup used to perform Raman mea-
surements in silicon photonic crystal waveguides.
5.4.2 Optical setup for Raman measurements
The high-power Raman scattering measurements were performed using a
variation of a free-space transmission setup, as schematically shown in Fig.
5.25. Light is coupled in and out of the sample and the optical fibres through
use of aspheric lenses (L1–5), each mounted on a xyz-precision stage. The
pump source is a continuous-wave tunable laser with output wavelengths
spanning in the range 1520–1630 nm. The laser output, set at 4 mW power,
is amplified up to 600 mW by an EDFA operating in the wavelength range
1540–1563 nm. It is therefore the EDFA that limits the pump wavelength
range. The pump polarisation is set to TM with a quarter- and a half-
waveplates, and the pump beam (blue) is combined with the signal beam
(red) through a polarisation beam splitter (PBS1).
The signal in the Raman wavelength range 1674–1701 nm is provided by
a broadband source, which can be either a continuous-wave low-power LED
or a pulsed super-continuum white light source. A bandpass filter (BP) in
the signal arm cuts any light below 1600 nm and the signal polarisation is set
to TE through PBS1. Light is in- and out-coupled to and from the sample
through lenses L3–4, and then on the output side a second polarisation beam
splitter (PBS2) filters out the transmitted pump power in TM polarisation.
The Stokes signal is collected into a fibre through lens L5 and fed into an
optical spectrum analyser (OSA).
During the alignment phase, the output fibre is connected to an infrared
photo-detector rather than to the OSA; the detector is then connected to an
oscilloscope and used to maximise the collected light. We manually switch
the output fibre between the detector (during the alignment) and the OSA
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Figure 5.26: Input pump power Pin measured between PBS1 and L3 (see Fig. 5.25)
as a function of the power Pset set on the EDFA for five different wavelengths. The
black solid line indicates the average power. The black dashed line indicates the
function Pin = Pset. Inset: Pin expressed in percentage of Pset.
(during the measurement), instead of using a 3 dB fibre splitter as in Fig.
2.13, because the Raman signal is very weak and we need to collect as much
light as possible.
The alignment procedure is defined as follows:
1. signal ON, pump OFF: the signal arm (L1, L3–5) is optimised for
maximum light coupling at the Stokes wavelength;
2. signal OFF, pump ON: PBS2 is removed, and in-coupling of the pump
is optimised by adjusting lenses L2 and L3, but without moving L4
and L5;
3. signal ON, pump OFF: with PBS2 back in place, L1 only is adjusted
to increase the in-coupled signal; L4 and L5 can also be re-adjusted at
this stage, but L2 and L3 are kept fixed.
In this way, we ensure that the input is optimised for in-coupling of the
pump beam, whereas the output is optimised for collection of the Raman
signal. During these steps, when either the pump or the signal needs to
be OFF, we block the corresponding beam path before PBS1 with beam
blockers (not shown in Fig. 5.25).
Note that the two waveplates in the pump arm must be manually rotated
to maximise the amount of light in TM polarisation every time the laser
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wavelength is changed, and often also when varying the EDFA power at a
fixed wavelength. We achieve this by placing an IR sensor card after PBS1,
as indicated in Fig. 5.25, and rotating the waveplates until the spot on the
card is at its minimum. This may seem a very rough way of proceeding, but
in fact it is very reliable, as for a certain set power Pset on the EDFA, we
always measure the same power in the line after PBS1, even when varying
the wavelength. This is shown in Fig. 5.26, where the power Pin measured
with a power meter between PBS1 and L3 is plotted as a function of Pset for
five different wavelengths. The dashed line indicates Pin = Pset and we see
from the inset of Fig. 5.26 that, for Pset > 100 mW, the overall loss induced
by L2, the two waveplates and PBS1 is around 10–13%.
5.4.3 Measurement of spontaneous Raman scattering
Figure 5.27a shows an example of the spontaneous Raman spectrum (pump
on, signal off) collected from a 496 µm-long silicon nanowire at wavelength
1680 nm. The pump wavelength is 1545 nm and the pump power is set to
200 mW (black) and 300 mW (red) on the EDFA, corresponding to around
175 and 263 mW input power before lens L3 (Fig. 5.26). The measurement
was taken with a resolution of 1 nm in the OSA.
To confirm that what we see is indeed Raman scattering, we have re-
corded various spectra while changing the pump wavelength (Figs. 5.27c-d,
each spectrum normalised to its own peak value), and we have found that
the detected signal lies exactly 15.6 THz below the pump. This is shown in
Fig. 5.27b, where the black line represents the expected Raman wavelength
dependence and the red dots indicate the recorded Raman peak wavelength
from many different measurements on various waveguides and on different
samples. In Fig. 5.27d the Raman spectra become more distorted and noisy
towards 1700 nm, as we approach the detection limit of the OSA, even at
the high sensitivity settings used for these measurements.
Figure 5.28a shows spontaneous Raman spectra measured from a 496 µm-
long photonic crystal waveguide of type B, oriented along the standard [110]
direction of crystalline silicon, at a fixed input power Pin ∼ 175 mW. The
length of the slow light region, obtained by subtracting the length of all the
fast light couplers, is 430 µm. Each data point in the Raman spectra is av-
eraged four times by the OSA during acquisition. Overlapped to the Raman
spectra is the group index curve of the waveguide (black solid curve), mea-
sured with the interferometric technique described in section 2.4. The group
index curve is interrupted around ng ∼ 50 because the waveguide was too
long to resolve the interference fringes: the black dotted line represents the
group index measured on a shorter neighbouring waveguide with the same
design, and it is reported here to show the full dispersion. Different colours
in the Raman spectra correspond to separate scans of the pump wavelength:
once the setup has been aligned as described in section 5.4.2, we measure
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Figure 5.27: (a) Spontaneous Raman spectra measured from a 496 µm-long silicon
nanowire at two different input pump powers Pin; the pump wavelength is 1545 nm
and the measurements are taken with 1 nm resolution. (b) Peak Raman wavelength
as a function of the corresponding pump wavelength: expected dependence (black
line) and measured data (red dots). (c) Normalised pump spectra for different wave-
lengths (resolution 0.01 nm); what measured here is residual pump light passing
through PBS2 and coupling into the output lens L5. (d) Normalised spontaneous
Raman spectra (resolution 1 nm) corresponding to the pump wavelengths in (c).
the spontaneous spectra by changing the laser wavelength in steps (and
by manually adjusting the two waveplates at each step), but the precision
stages on which lenses L1–5 are mounted may start misaligning in the time
it takes to acquire a few spectra at this high sensitivity. We must therefore
re-align the system every 5–6 measurements before continuing with a new
scan of the pump wavelength. Figure 5.28a shows that the measurement
is fairly repeatable across different scans and, interestingly, the waveguide
overall generates more Raman signal at longer wavelengths, corresponding
to higher ng.
To ensure that what we see is a slow light effect, and not due to non-
idealities of the system, we have taken into account other possible causes
that may lead us to see more Raman power at some wavelengths. We have
already verified that we obtain the same input pump power Pin in front of
lens L3 for different wavelengths, even by manually adjusting of the pump
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Figure 5.28: (a-b) Measured spontaneous Raman spectra (coloured curves) and
group index (black solid) for two waveguides of type B and length 496 µm on the
same chip (the waveguides were written with two different e-beam doses and thus
have slightly different hole size and ng curve). The dotted curves are the ng spectra
of shorter neighbouring waveguides of same design (slightly shifted in wavelength
to match the solid curves). Both waveguides generate more Raman signal in the
slow light regime than in the fast light regime. (c-d) Total insertion loss of the
two waveguides in (a-b) for both the TE signal mode (black) and the TM pump
mode (blue). The average TM insertion loss is 8.17 dB for (a,c) in the range 1540–
1563 nm and 6.6 dB for (b,d) in the range 1540–1554 nm. By dividing these figures
by 2 and neglecting propagation loss, the in-coupled pump power in the photonic
crystal is at least 68 mW for (a) and 82 mW for (b).
polarisation with the waveplates. One possible issue might be the alignment:
during the alignment phase (section 5.4.2) the pump is set to low power
(∼30–50 mW) and its wavelength is fixed, so that effectively the alignment
is optimised for that particular wavelength, which is then changed during
the scan. In Fig. 5.28a, however, black, red and green curves are obtained
by initially aligning at λp = 1550 nm (λs ∼ 1686 nm), whereas purple and
cyan curves are obtained by aligning at λp = 1542 nm (λs ∼ 1676.5 nm) and
λp = 1558 nm (λs ∼ 1695.5 nm), respectively: the result is the same. A third
possibility is that the sample itself favours some wavelengths by coupling
more pump light, but this is also ruled out by the total TM insertion loss
measured for this waveguide which, as shown in Fig. 5.28c (blue curve), is
quite constant in the wavelength range tested and varies only within 1 dB.
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Figure 5.29: (a-b) Measured spontaneous Raman spectra (coloured curves) and
group index (black solid) for waveguides of type B (a) and D (b) on the same chip
as those of Fig. 5.28. Both waveguides have total length 696 µm, with effective
slow light length 602 µm (a) and 607 µm (b). The inset of (a) shows the collected
Raman signal when the pump wavelength λp corresponds to a Stokes wavelength
λs inside the TE band gap. (c-d) Total insertion loss of the two waveguides in (a-b)
for both the TE signal mode (black) and the TM pump mode (blue). The average
TM insertion loss is 7.29 dB for (a,c) and 9 dB for (b,d) in the range 1540–1556 nm.
By dividing these figures by 2 and neglecting propagation loss, the in-coupled pump
power in the photonic crystal is at least 75 mW for (a) and 62 mW for (b).
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Figure 5.30: (a-b) Measured spontaneous Raman spectra for nanowires of length
696 µm (a) and 496 µm (b) on the same chip as the waveguides of Figs. 5.28 and
5.29. (c-d) Total insertion loss of the two nanowires in (a-b) for both the TE signal
mode (black) and the TM pump mode (blue). The average TM insertion loss is
5.64 dB for (a,c) and 5.93 dB for (b,d) in the range 1540–1563 nm. By dividing
these figures by 2 and neglecting propagation loss, the in-coupled pump power in
the nanowire is at least 91 mW for (a) and 88 mW for (b).
The enhancement of the generated Raman power at slow wavelengths
is also confirmed by measurements on different photonic crystal waveguides
on the same sample (Fig. 5.28b and Figs. 5.29a-b), whereas for the case of
nanowires there is no obvious increase of Raman signal at longer wavelengths
(Figs. 5.30a-b).8 In addition, we have also verified that the Raman contri-
bution from the silicon inverse tapers is negligible. Figures 5.29a-b show
examples for which the photonic crystal waveguides are pumped in such
way that the Stokes wavelength falls inside the TE band gap: any Raman
signal generated by the input taper is filtered out by the photonic crystal,
and no scattering can occur inside the photonic crystal itself because there
is no guided mode allowed. Any light that we collect at these wavelengths
must therefore originate from the output taper, which is still pumped as
the TM pump transmission is unrelated to the band gap: the Raman signal
8Note that in Figs. 5.29a-b and 5.30b the Raman spectra span over only 1 nm around
the peak, in order to reduce the acquisition time and thus reduce the effect of misalignment
of the precision stages over time.
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Figure 5.31: Measured spontaneous Raman spectra for (a) a nanowire of length
496 µm and (b) an engineered photonic crystal waveguide of type B of same length
(this is the same waveguide as in Figs. 5.28b,d), for different input pump wave-
lengths and powers. The photonic crystal exhibits stronger Raman scattering at
slow wavelengths at all the tested input pump powers.
generated at these wavelengths is barely detectable (Fig. 5.29a, inset), and
thus the tapers contribution is negligible.
We can therefore conclude that the stronger spontaneous Raman signal
detected at longer wavelengths is indeed due to a slow light effect, with
no influence from issues such as alignment, coupling or Raman scattering
from the access tapers. Our results are consistent with those reported by
McMillan et al., who reported spontaneous Raman enhancement due to
slow pump [41], and with those reported by Checoury et al., who reported
enhancement due to slow signal, with a fast TE pump [42].
The fact that we collect a greater Raman signal from the slow light
region is even more significant when we take into account the total insertion
loss of the TE mode: we see from Figs. 5.28c-d and 5.29c-d that between
the fast and slow light regimes there is a difference in transmission of up
to 12–18 dB. If the Raman emission would depend only on loss, we would
expect the spontaneous signal to decrease as we proceed towards the cut-
off, as the propagation loss also increases. Instead, the Raman scattering
at slow wavelengths is not only comparable to that at fast wavelengths, but
actually increases, and this is a clear sign of group index dependence.
For an engineered waveguide of type D, shown in Fig. 5.29b, the increase
of Raman signal at longer wavelengths is less pronounced than for type B
(Figs. 5.28a-b and 5.29a), following the softer increase in group index.
In addition, in Fig. 5.31 we compare the Raman emission from a 496 µm-
long nanowire to that of a photonic crystal waveguide of type B of same
length, for different wavelengths and different input pump powers Pin. In
the case of the photonic crystal (Fig. 5.31b), the generated Raman signal
at slow wavelengths is better than that at fast wavelengths already at low
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pump powers, whereas in the case of the nanowire (Fig. 5.31a) there is no
obvious difference between wavelengths.
It is also interesting to notice that the nanowires generate Raman levels
comparable to that of the fast light of the engineered waveguides, despite
the total insertion loss for both TE and TM polarisations being better than
for photonic crystals (the insertion loss graphs of Figs. 5.28c-d, 5.29c-d and
5.30c-d are plotted on the same scale).9 We should also point out that
from these measurements it is difficult to extract quantitative estimates
on, for instance, the Raman scattering efficiency, mainly because it is not
straightforward to estimate the actual loss on the collection side and we
cannot fully trust the absolute powers measured by the OSA — with a
different OSA we measure different powers (but of the same order) with the
same resolution settings.
We can, nevertheless, spend a few more words on the qualitative de-
pendence of the generated Raman output on the group index of the signal.
When considering the model for stimulated Raman scattering we found that,
at these long wavelengths and at low pump powers, slowing down the sig-
nal brings no advantage with respect to the fast light of the same design
(section 5.3.5), and especially for waveguides of type B. Now, in contrast,
we clearly see an increase of the generated Raman due to slow light. This
suggests that the dependence of the spontaneous Raman scattering on group
index is different than that of the stimulated scattering, which in fact can
be predicted theoretically.
The evolution of a Stokes signal spontaneously generated through Raman
scattering in a slow light photonic crystal waveguide can be described by the
following equation:
∂Ps
∂z
= −αs(Ss)Ps + γSpSsPp0e
−αp(Sp)z, (5.22)
where we have simply included the slowdown factor dependence to the stan-
dard expression for spontaneous Raman scattering [195]. Here, γ indicates
the spontaneous Raman coefficient, which is directly proportional to the
gain coefficient gR used in the equations for stimulated scattering [195], and
therefore, just as gR, will scale as the product SpSs. In Eq. (5.22) we have
omitted for simplicity the TPA and FCA terms, so that the evolution of Ps
along the waveguide can be expressed analytically by
Ps(z) = −γSpSsPp0
e−αp(Sp)z − e−αs(Ss)z
αp(Sp)− αs(Ss)
, (5.23)
where we have imposed Ps0 = Ps(0) = 0.
9However, the detected Raman powers in the various plots should not all be compared
one-to-one as, for instance, the Raman spectra of Figs. 5.29a-b and 5.30b were collected at
a later stage than those of Figs. 5.28a-b, 5.30a and 5.31a-b: a replacement of the output
fibres in the setup resulted in generally lower collected powers in the later measurements.
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Figure 5.32: (a) Evolution of the spontaneous Raman signal in the waveguide
design B, calculated using Eq. (5.23) for input pump power Pp0 = 100 mW. (b-c)
Spontaneous Raman signal at waveguide length L = 700 µm for designs B (purple)
and D (green) for different input pump powers. (d) Net signal gain Gmax due to
stimulated Raman scattering calculated analytically from Eq. (5.24). (b-c) and (d)
show that spontaneous and stimulated Raman scattering have different dependence
on signal group index. All calculations are performed here for the standard [110]
waveguide orientation.
Correspondingly, if TPA and FCA are neglected, the expression for stim-
ulated Raman scattering Eq. (5.16) becomes
∂Ps
∂z
= −αs(Ss)Ps +
gR
AR
SpSsPp0e
−αp(Sp)zPs,
whose analytical solution is
Ps(z) = Ps0e
−αs(Ss)z+
gR
AR
SpSsPp0Leff , (5.24)
with
Leff =
1− e−αp(Sp)z
αp(Sp)
.
The evolution of a Stokes signal spontaneously generated inside a slow
light photonic crystal waveguide of type B is shown in Fig. 5.32a for in-
coupled pump power Pp0 = 100 mW for different values of the signal group
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index, and it is calculated using Eq. (5.23). In the calculation we have used
γ = γ0 × (AR0/AR), with γ0 = 3.5 × 10
−9cm−1 as used in Ref. [41] in the
fast light region, and AR0 is the effective Raman area for fast light in the
standard [110] direction. Other parameters are as in section 5.3.5.
Figure 5.32b shows the spontaneous Raman output at a fixed waveguide
length L = 700 µm, for both designs B (purple) and D (green), for the
same in-coupled pump powers Pp0 as in Fig. 5.22b. Slowing down the signal
increases the generated Raman output for both designs, and already for
very low pump powers (Fig. 5.32c), in agreement with the experimental
observation of Fig. 5.31b. In addition, the two designs generate the same
amount of spontaneous Raman signal for the same group index. Figure 5.32d
shows the maximum signal gain Gmax due to stimulated Raman scattering
in the standard [110] direction, which is reported here for comparison of the
group index dependence with the spontaneous effect. The net signal gain
is calculated using Eq. (5.24). The same quantities calculated for the [100]
direction are plotted in Fig. 5.33. The net signal gain due to stimulated
scattering (Fig. 5.33b) has slightly higher values than in Fig. 5.22b, as we
have now neglected the nonlinear loss terms.
Our experimental results for the generation on spontaneous Raman scat-
tering in slow light photonic crystals are therefore in agreement with the
theoretical dependence on signal group index, and the dependence of stim-
ulated Raman scattering would need to be tested separately.
In addition, Fig. 5.34a shows the measured spontaneous Raman peak
power as a function of the input pump power Pin for the same photonic
crystal waveguide as in Figs. 5.28b,d, whereas Fig. 5.34b shows the pump
power outputting another waveguide (the same as in Fig. 5.28a,c), measured
with a power meter between L4 and PBS2 (see Fig. 5.25). At the operat-
ing pump powers of the previous figures (green dashed line) we clearly see
a deviation from the linear dependence (black dotted line), which might
be indicating that the free-carrier lifetime for these samples is higher than
the 200 ps estimated from measurements on the samples for tunable delay
(section 3.4).
Finally, we show in Fig. 5.35 the same type of spontaneous Raman mea-
surements for waveguides oriented along the [100] direction of crystalline
silicon. The total insertion loss for both TE and TM polarisations (Fig.
5.33c-d) is higher in these waveguides than in those oriented along the stan-
dard [110] direction (Figs. 5.28c-d and 5.29c-d). However, as we have verified
on separate test samples that the 45◦ bends of 20 µm radius (Fig. 5.23d)
should not introduce significant loss, the reason for the lower transmission is
not clear and would require further investigation. From the measurements of
spontaneous Raman scattering we cannot distinguish any obvious increase
of the detected signal in the slow light region, which is also unexpected,
especially given the good results obtained for the standard orientation; un-
fortunately, not many waveguides were available on this particular chip for
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Figure 5.33: (a) Spontaneous Raman signal at waveguide length L = 700 µm for
designs B (purple) and D (green) for different input pump powers, for waveguides
oriented along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon. (b) Net signal gain Gmax
due to stimulated Raman scattering calculated analytically from Eq. (5.24).
Figure 5.34: (a) Collected spontaneous Raman peak power as a function of the
input pump power before lens L3, measured for the same 496 µm-long photonic
crystal waveguide as in Figs. 5.28b,d and 5.31b. The black dotted line is a linear
fit to the data below 80 mW pump power. (b) Output pump power measured with
a power meter between L4 and PBS2 for the same 496 µm-long photonic crystal
waveguide as in Figs. 5.28a,c, as a function of the input pump power before lens L3.
The black dotted line is a linear fit to the first three data points. In both graphs,
the green dashed line indicates the operating point of previous figures.
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Figure 5.35: (a-b) Measured spontaneous Raman spectra (red and blue curves)
and group index (black solid) for two waveguides of type B and length 696 µm on
the same chip, oriented along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon, i.e. 45◦ to
the cleaving plane. (c-d) Total insertion loss of the two waveguides in (a-b) for
both the TE signal mode (black) and the TM pump mode (blue). The average TM
insertion loss is 9.74 dB for (a,c) in the range 1540–1554 nm and 10 dB for (b,d) in
the range 1540–1556 nm. By dividing these figures by 2 and neglecting propagation
loss, the in-coupled pump power in the photonic crystal is at least 72 mW (blue)
and 142 mW (red) for (a) and 70 mW (blue) and 124 mW (red) for (b).
testing. Nevertheless we notice that, at least in the fast light region, the
Raman signal levels are comparable to those in the fast light region of the
samples aligned along the standard [110] direction (Figs. 5.29a-b), despite
the total TE insertion loss being now 5 dB worse. This might be indeed the
indication of a higher Raman scattering efficiency in this orientation, and
further investigation would be needed to fully understand if this is the case,
but due to time restrictions it was was not possible to conclude this study.
5.4.4 Pump-probe experiment
With this section we conclude the experimental study of this chapter by
showing some preliminary results for the experiment on stimulated Raman
scattering. We tested some slow light photonic crystal waveguides by record-
ing a broadband probe signal spectrum with and without the pump, and
Fig. 5.36 shows the outcome of the measurements in three different wave-
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Figure 5.36: Spectra measured in pump-probe experiments for three different
waveguides (data in (c-d) are for the same waveguide) aligned along the standard
[110] direction of crystalline silicon (a-b) and along the [100] direction (c-d). The
pump is a broadband white light source in (a-c) and a low-power LED in (d).
Grey dashed curves are measured in the unpumped condition. Solid curves are re-
corded in the pumped condition for varying pump wavelength, and the correspond-
ing Stokes wavelength is indicated by the arrows. The coloured dashed spectra are
obtained by subtracting the spontaneous signal at the same wavelength, and indi-
cate the occurring of stimulated scattering. In the case of (d), the blue and black
spectra do not overlap when they are both off-resonance, due to misalignment of
the precision stages during the measurement.
guides (the spectra in Figs. 5.36c-d are taken from the same waveguide).
In these graphs, the solid curves indicate the measured spectra in the
presence of the pump for a few different pump wavelengths, and the Stokes
position is indicated by the corresponding arrows. Let us consider Fig.
5.36a as an example (the waveguide is the same as for Figs. 5.28b,d). In
the wavelength range indicated by the red arrow, the red solid curve has
higher values than the blue and black spectra: at these wavelengths the blue
and black curves are off-resonance with the pump, whereas the red curve is
on-resonance, and the difference between spectra is due to a small Raman
contribution appearing in the red curve. Furthermore, the red dashed curve
is obtained by subtracting the corresponding spontaneous signal (measured
by blocking the signal arm before PBS1): the red dashed curve is still higher
than the solid blue and black spectra, which means that by pumping in the
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Figure 5.37: Raman output generated with (solid thin curves) and without (i.e.
spontaneous, solid thick curves) probe signal, for the same waveguides as in Fig.
5.36. The solid thin curves are derived from the data of Fig. 5.36 by subtracting
the off-resonance signal from the on-resonance signal, and demonstrate that in the
presence of a probe the waveguides generate more Raman output than without the
probe, a manifestation of stimulated scattering. The dashed curves are the differ-
ence between the on-resonance dashed curves from Fig. 5.36 and the off-resonance
spectra, and therefore indicate the amount of Raman signal due only to the stim-
ulated effect. Numbers next to each curve indicate the ratio between the peaks of
the thin and thick solid curves (top) and the on/off-resonance gain in dB (bottom,
in brackets). The group index is overlapped in grey. For each graph, the estimated
in-coupled pump power is given by Pp0.
presence of the seed signal we generate more Raman output than without
the signal. This is a clear indication of stimulated Raman scattering.
The fact that the waveguides generate more Raman signal with the
broadband probe than without is more evident from Fig. 5.37, where the
data from Fig. 5.36 are further elaborated. The thick curves indicate the
spontaneous signal (i.e. the total Raman output generated without input
probe), whereas the thin solid curves are the difference between the on-
resonance and off-resonance spectra from Fig. 5.36, and therefore indicate
the total Raman output generated with the input probe; the dashed curves
are the difference between the two previous curves and, as such, they rep-
resent the amount of Raman signal due only to the stimulated scattering.
The overlapped grey curves indicate the group index. Finally, the numbers
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next to each curve identify the ratio between the peak Raman signal gen-
erated with and without probe (top number) and the on/off-resonance gain
expressed in dB (bottom number, in brackets). So for the red curves in
Fig. 5.37a, for example, in the presence of the probe the waveguide gener-
ates ∼2.8 times more Raman signal than in the spontaneous case, and the
on/off-resonance gain is ∼0.5 dB.
In general, the on/off-resonance gain seems to increase with slowdown
factor, but it is difficult from these data to identify any obvious trend. Note
that the data of Fig. 5.37d are for the same waveguide and same pumping
conditions as the fast light data of Fig. 5.37c, and the only difference is
in the source used as a broadband probe: a low-power LED (Fig. 5.37d)
rather than a more powerful white light source (which is pulsed, so that
the recorded spectrum is the time-average detected by the OSA). The total
amount of Raman signal is higher when the test is performed with a more
powerful probe, as we would expect for stimulated scattering.
The Raman signal generated through stimulated scattering, however, is
clearly not sufficient to compensate for the linear propagation loss intrinsic
to the waveguide. The grey dashed curves in Fig. 5.36 are the probe spectra
recorded when the pump is off, and we see that when pumping the curves
are generally attenuated by up to 0.7–1 dB, most likely due to the effect of
free carriers (as already mentioned in section 5.4.3, see Fig. 5.34), and also
red-shifted by up to ∼0.7 nm, which indicates that the sample is heating up,
despite the pump propagating in a fast mode.
It seems that we are still far from loss compensation even if the estimated
in-coupled pump powers (see Fig. 5.37) are not much smaller than those used
for the calculations of Fig. 5.22. However, note that the best results at low
pump powers in Fig. 5.22 were for a waveguide of type D oriented 45◦ to
the cleaving plane, which we are not reporting experimentally here: we did
test few of such designs in the chip with waveguides oriented at 45◦, but we
could not obtain any conclusive result, partially also due to instabilities of
the translation stages in the optical setup.
In all the measured waveguides in general, the nonlinear loss is more
significant than originally thought, and it tends to be equal to, or higher
than, the introduced Raman gain (Fig. 5.36). We have already highlighted
in section 5.4.3 that the free-carrier lifetime in these samples may be higher
than that measured for the tunable delay samples, but it is also possible that
the Raman gain coefficient is lower than the already conservative 20 cm/GW
value used for the calculations in section 5.3. In addition, the pump itself is
likely to be subject to higher propagation loss (both linear and nonlinear)
than those assumed in the calculations, which also has a noticeable effect on
the final signal gain (see Fig. 5.17b). Note, however, from Fig. 5.36, that the
Raman gain appears to be compensating better for the pump-induced losses
in the slow light region of the waveguide oriented along the [100] direction,
which may be another indication of stronger scattering efficiency in this
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Figure 5.38: SEM images of waveguides burnt due to failure of the inverse tapers.
(a) Burnt SU-8 waveguides. (b) Close-up of (a). (c) Access nanowire of the same
waveguide as in (b): the nanowire, not suspended, is not the prime cause of failure
of the waveguide, which was instead the case for Fig. 4.15.
direction.
We have also tried to pump at higher powers than those reported here,
but then the waveguides burn due to catastrophic optical damage, as shown
in Fig. 5.38. The failure point, however, does not correspond to a suspended
nanowire, which was the case discussed in Chapter 4 (Fig. 4.15): now the
access nanowires are not under-etched (Fig. 5.38c) and remain intact —
we can in fact couple higher powers than in samples where the nanowire
is suspended — but it seems that the inverse tapers burn at some point
under the SU-8 (which we have verified by inspection under the optical
microscope).
Overall, from these measurements performed on only few samples it does
not appear that stimulated Raman scattering is a viable solution for loss
compensation in the standard waveguide orientation, as the pump introduces
more gain than loss already at these relatively low powers; the unsuitability
of this waveguide orientation for the long wavelengths tested (∼1686 nm)
was already suggested by the numerical analysis of section 5.3.5, where even
along the better 45◦ orientation the simulated gains were not high. The
case for waveguides oriented at 45◦ to the cleaving plane is not as clear: on
one hand, the nonlinear loss terms play a significant role, and at the pump
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powers coupled inside the waveguide we would have expected to achieve a
more significant gain contribution; on the other hand, it appears that in this
orientation the Raman gain can compensate at least for FCA at these long
wavelengths. We believe it would be worth to investigate whether improve-
ments in the transmission of these structures are possible, and then test these
designs scaled for operation with a 1435 nm pump and a 1550 nm Stokes
signal, as analysed in section 5.3.4, where the model predicted achievement
of significant positive net gain: given the importance of nonlinear losses,
we do not expect positive net gain to be possible unless steps are taken
to reduce the free-carrier lifetime, but nevertheless the smaller waveguide
cross-section will correspond to a stronger Raman interaction, and it may
indeed be possible to observe some loss compensation for this orientation.
5.5 Summary
The Raman scattering is a well-known optical effect resulting from the in-
teraction of light with the vibrational modes of a material system and, in its
stimulated form, has been widely demonstrated in the past decade as a pos-
sible solution to achieving optical gain in silicon photonic chips. An initially
very intense research activity has allowed to overcome detrimental effects
such as absorption from free carriers, and to progress in very few years from
the first observation of spontaneous Raman scattering from SOI waveguides
to many demonstrations of net optical gain and silicon Raman lasers. The
need to further reduce the required pump powers has subsequently pushed
research into looking for alternative ways of enhancing the nonlinearity; as
slow light photonic crystal waveguides had already been investigated, with
success, for increasing the efficiency of other nonlinear optical effects, some
authors have started studying the possibility of enhancing also the Raman
effect, with very promising and exciting estimates [40]. These estimates,
however, were obtained by neglecting the influence of losses and by assuming
group index values that are not realistically achievable in practical devices.
When slowing down light, other detrimental effects compete with the en-
hancement of the positive Raman gain, and the need to better understand
what performance can be obtained in real-life structures has motivated the
study presented in the first part of this chapter.
We have approached the Raman effect from a new angle: our focus was
not only on how to use slow light as a means of enhancing the Raman
nonlinearity, but also on how to employ the latter as a way of introducing
optical gain in lossy slow light photonic crystal waveguides, with the prospect
of improving the performance of slow light devices such as the tunable delay
line investigated in Chapter 3.
First of all, we needed to understand how stimulated Raman scattering
depends on the slowdown factor of both the pump and the Stokes beams: in
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this chapter we have discussed and extended a simple and intuitive model
previously introduced by other authors. This simplified model, however,
fails to describe the full picture of the behaviour of real-life photonic crystal
waveguides. In particular, we have discussed how the realistic dependence of
linear propagation losses and mode profiles on the slowdown factor strongly
influence the final result on the net signal gain. We have also shown how,
by appropriately orienting the waveguide in the (001) plane of crystalline
silicon, we can take advantage of the anisotropy of the Raman effect in silicon
to achieve higher scattering efficiencies, and consequently higher signal gains,
without the need of changing the photonic crystal design.
We have also found that not all slow light devices are the same, and that
one must pay careful attention to these realistic effects in order to choose
the most appropriate design, and especially if the aim is to achieve signal
amplification. After reconsidering the exceptionally high gains proposed
by previous authors, we have estimated that slow light photonic crystal
waveguides may still have a potential to achieve similar continuous-wave
gains to those already demonstrated, but over shorter lengths and at lower
pump powers. Our estimates were therefore also reasonably promising for
our purpose of achieving loss compensation.
We have then discussed the experimental work conducted in fabricated
silicon slow light waveguides to study both spontaneous and stimulated Ra-
man scattering. We were able to establish a clear group index dependence of
the strength of the observed spontaneous Raman scattering in waveguides
oriented along the standard [110] direction of crystalline silicon, in agree-
ment with the theoretical expectations — where again we have taken into
account realistic losses and mode profile effects — and we collected some
preliminary results on a possible increase of the Raman interaction between
a TM pump and a TE signal for waveguides oriented 45◦ to the cleaving
plane.
In addition, we have also shown preliminary experimental results on
stimulated Raman scattering through a pump-probe experiment: we have
verified that the Raman output generated in the presence of the probe is
stronger than without the probe and, to our knowledge, this is the first
time that stimulated Raman scattering from a pump-probe experiment is
reported from a silicon photonic crystal waveguide. We have found, however,
that at the power levels coupled into the photonic crystals, the detrimental
effects from FCA are higher than originally estimated, whereas the Raman
gain is not always sufficiently strong to compensate for such nonlinear loss,
especially in the standard [110] direction. In terms of compensation of the
pump-induced loss, however, the data from Fig. 5.36 appear to be more
promising for the slow light region of waveguides aligned along the [100]
direction than for the [110] direction. We did attempt to pump at even
higher pump powers, but while very significant improvement in terms of both
coupling efficiency and sustainable pump powers has been achieved with the
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inverse taper couplers with respect to the first attempts (Chapter 4), this
is still not enough, as we have found that the inverse tapers burn above a
certain threshold.
Overall, these measurements do tell us that detrimental effects may be
playing a more significant role than what estimated in the model, while the
Raman gain may be even lower than that used in the calculations, possi-
bly due to the combination of a low Raman gain coefficient gR and pump
losses higher than the those estimated. Our preliminary tests on only a very
few samples, however, are not sufficient to draw hard conclusions on the
possibility of achieving compensation of the linear loss, especially for the
45◦ orientation and if measures are taken to reduce the free-carrier lifetime.
Amongst the features needing improvement, we can identify the 45◦ de-
sign, which currently transmits significantly less power than in the standard
orientation: it is possible that tilting the virtual (u, v) coordinate system
during e-beam writing (Fig. 5.24d) introduces additional disorder and non-
idealities in both the photonic crystals and inverse tapers, thus increasing
loss; it would be worth testing whether adopting a configuration of the type
of Fig. 5.24c corrects this issue, as having the (u, v) coordinates aligned to
the real (x, y) coordinates of the sample stage is the most natural oper-
ating condition of the e-beam machine. The issue of aligning reliably the
(u, v) coordinates to the [100] direction of crystalline silicon, discussed in
section 5.4.1, could possibly be solved by first aligning the (u, v) system
to the tilted bottom edge of the sample and then imposing a 45◦ rotation.
Improvement should also be achievable for the coupling structure: it may
be possible that reducing the side-wall roughness of the tapers will also in-
crease the pump threshold for them to fail, but alternative structures such
as grating couplers should also be considered.
Finally, it would be also very interesting to explore ways of slowing down
the pump at the same time as the Stokes signal, as this would reduce the
pump thresholds for achieving positive gains. Although not shown here,
we have started investigating a few possibilities, such as W0.x waveguides,
coupled photonic crystal waveguides and the use of the odd TE mode as a
pump. We did identify a few promising designs, but due to time restrictions
we could not optimise these structures and investigate good couplers to
achieve useful transmission, as we needed to concentrate the efforts on the
more straightforward mode configuration presented here, which was more
likely to produce an experimental result in shorter time scales.
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Photonic crystal cavities for
Raman scattering
In Chapter 5 we have studied the enhancement of stimulated Raman scatter-
ing due to slowing down the light in engineered photonic crystal waveguides.
Optical cavities, and in particular photonic crystal cavities, are other struc-
tures where the optical intensity is enhanced, due to light making multiple
round-trips [50]. This intensity enhancement may also be used to increase
nonlinear effects, and for the particular case of stimulated Raman scatter-
ing such possibility was proposed in a detailed numerical study by Yang
and Wong [43]. In order to achieve a useful device, operating at low pump
powers, the first important challenge to address is the definition of a pho-
tonic crystal cavity design supporting two modes at the correct spacing for
Raman scattering in silicon.
In this chapter we will initially introduce some basic notions about pho-
tonic crystal cavities design, in particular the concepts of Q-factor, gentle
confinement and far-field optimisation. We will also discuss the progress
to-date in the study of Raman scattering in photonic crystal cavities and
then we will explore both numerically and experimentally the possibility of
achieving a design supporting resonances for both the Raman pump and the
Stokes signal.
6.1 Light confinement in photonic crystal cavities
In section 2.1 we have discussed how the creation of defects in an other-
wise perfectly periodic photonic crystal introduces confined modes inside
the photonic band gap: light in these modes decays evanescently inside the
perfect crystal and is therefore pinned to the defect. Throughout our study
we have mainly focussed on line defects obtained by removing an entire row
of holes, thus forming an optical waveguide, but if only one or few holes are
removed, the defect mode is surrounded by reflective walls, and therefore an
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Figure 6.1: (a) Cross-sectional view of an L3 photonic crystal cavity, obtained by
removing three rows of holes along the ΓK direction of a triangular lattice of air holes
in silicon; the period is a = 465 nm and the hole radius is r = 0.286a. (b) Resonant
frequencies of the six cavity modes, calculated through a three-dimensional MPB
simulation. (c) Intensity profiles of the six cavity modes.
optical cavity is formed.
The removal of n holes along the ΓK direction of a triangular lattice
results in what is called an Ln cavity. The cross-sectional view of an L3
cavity is shown in Fig. 6.1a. This type of cavity supports six modes, whose
resonant frequencies and spatial intensity profiles are shown in Figs. 6.1b-c.
The ability of an optical cavity to store light is summarised by a dimen-
sionless figure of merit called quality factor Q. Assuming no absorption from
the cavity material, the stored field decays in time due to reflection losses at
the interfaces of the cavity. The field decay in time can be described by a si-
nusoidal function modulated by an exponential [45], as exp [−i (ω0 − i/τ) t],
where ω0 is the central frequency of the mode and τ a time decay constant.
This time-varying field corresponds to a Lorentzian intensity distribution in
the frequency domain, proportional to 1/
[
(ω − ω0)
2 + (1/τ)2
]
, so that the
distribution’s full width at half maximum (FWHM) is given by ∆ω = 2/τ .
The longer the time decay or lifetime τ , the narrower the peak in the fre-
quency domain. Normalisation to the central frequency ω0 leads to the
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definition of the Q-factor:
Q ,
ω0
∆ω
=
τω0
2
.
In addition, 1/Q describes a dimensionless energy decay rate and is equiva-
lent to [45]
1
Q
=
P
ω0U
, (6.1)
with P the radiated power and U the electromagnetic energy inside the
cavity.
If the cavity is characterised by more than one loss mechanism, the
total radiated power P is given by the sum of the power lost through each
mechanism. In the case of an ideal photonic crystal cavity defined in a
suspended silicon slab, the only two ways light can escape the cavity are
in-plane (‖) and out-of-plane (⊥) leakages, so that P = P‖ + P⊥ and thus
from Eq. (6.1) follows
1
Qtheor
=
1
Q‖
+
1
Q⊥
.
In a real device, loss is also originated from the imperfections of the structure
due to fabrication, and therefore we will have:
1
Qreal
=
1
Qtheor
+
1
Qfab
=
1
Q‖
+
1
Q⊥
+
1
Qfab
.
In-plane confinement is due to the photonic band gap, and so Q‖ can be
made arbitrarily high simply by adding more rows of holes to the photonic
crystal [250]. The total theoretical Q is therefore usually limited by the
vertical, out-of-plane confinement Q⊥, which is determined by the total
internal reflection at the interface between the silicon slab and air.
The vertical confinement of a cavity mode is usually studied by Fourier-
transforming its spatial electric field profile into the k-space, as shown in Fig.
6.2 for the fundamental mode of the L3 cavity of Fig. 6.1. Those components
whose in-plane k-vector k‖ = kx+ky is smaller (in modulus) than 2pi/λ0 (λ0
being the wavelength of light in air) fail to satisfy the total internal reflection
condition, and are therefore leaky components [251], directly related to the
Q-factor [252]. The leaky region is indicated in Fig. 6.2b by a white circle
of radius 2pi/λ0, which is simply a cut of the light cone at frequency ω0.
In an L3 cavity, the fundamental mode is usually the one with the highest
Q-factor [253].
As the L3 cavity is a quite basic structure, different types of designs
have been explored to improve the Q-factor. Most notably, two waveguide-
based designs, the hetero-structure cavity [26] and the width-modulated
cavity [27], achieve the best performances in terms of light confinement,
with experimentally demonstrated Q-factors up to few millions [254,255].
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Figure 6.2: (a) Electric field profile Ey of the fundamental cavity mode shown in
Fig. 6.1. (b) Two-dimensional Fourier transform of (a). The light cone is marked
by a white circle: the area inside the light cone is the leaky region.
Nevertheless, the simpler L3 cavity is widely used, especially as the Q-
factors of the basic structure can be improved up to values on the order
of 105 [256, 257] by applying the simple yet powerful principle of gentle
confinement [251]. Briefly, the spatial profile of the electric field inside a
cavity can be expressed as a sinusoidal function of wavelength λ modulated
by an envelope function whose shape depends on the type of cavity. In the
reciprocal k-space, the sinusoidal corresponds to peaks at k = ±2pi/λ, but
the spectrum is then modified by the envelope function. If the envelope is
abrupt or, in general, deviates from a smooth Gaussian curve, as in Fig.
6.3a, the k-spectrum will exhibit strong components inside the leaky region
(Fig. 6.3c), even if the main peaks due to the sinusoidal are outside of this
region. If the cavity structure can be modified to correspond to a Gaussian
envelope, i.e. to a more gentle confinement (Fig. 6.3b), the leaky components
can be highly suppressed (Fig. 6.3d). In L3 cavities this can be achieved
simply by fine-tuning the position and/or size of the first holes adjacent the
cavity in the x-direction (see Fig. 6.4a, purple holes, for the case of an L5),
in order to increase the Q-factor while maintaining a small modal volume
V , as ultimately it is the Q/V ratio that determines the strength of the
light-matter interaction.
One important issue of high-Q cavities, however, is that their radiation
pattern lacks directionality, making it difficult from a practical point of view
to in- and out-couple light from the vertical direction. Such issue is, again,
directly related to the cavity’s electric field intensity profile, as its Fourier
transform determines the far-field emission pattern. The verticality of the
emission pattern can be improved by superimposing on the photonic crystal
a second periodicity with double the period [258], as shown in Fig. 6.4d, so
that the k components at pi/a are folded back at k = 0 (Fig. 6.4b). As this
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Figure 6.3: Electric field profile (a-b) and corresponding spatial Fourier spectra
(c-d), for the case of an abrupt envelope (a,c) and a gentle Gaussian envelope (b,d).
In the case of gentle confinement the leaky components inside the light cone (blue
shaded region) are suppressed (from [251]. Reprinted by permission fromMacmillan
Publishers Ltd: Nature [251], copyright 2003).
Figure 6.4: Principle of band folding for far-field optimisation: (a) schematic
of the near field distribution in the reciprocal space for a cavity optimised for
gentle confinement; (b) band-folded distribution. (c-d) Designs implementing the
principle of band folding: (c) L5 cavity and (d) modified L5 (emphasized) (from
[258]. Copyright 2009 by The American Physical Society).
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corresponds to re-introducing components inside the light cone, the Q-factor
will decrease, but the amount of leakage can be controlled by appropriately
tuning the strength of the perturbation, and an optimum can be reached
with useful coupling efficiencies while maintaining Q-factors on the order of
104 [259]. This type of far-field optimised structures has been in fact em-
ployed to experimentally demonstrate nonlinear effects such as continuous-
wave second- and third-harmonic generation from silicon photonic crystal
cavities [260].
6.2 Towards Raman scattering in photonic crystal
cavities
The enhancement of stimulated Raman scattering from high-Q/V photonic
crystal cavities, with prospects for Raman lasing, was first suggested by
Yang and Wong in 2005 [44], who predicted scaling of the lasing threshold as
V/ (QpQs). This dependence closely resembles that of Raman scattering in
slow light waveguides, Eq. (5.16), with the Q-factors replacing the slowdown
factors S. The authors proposed using a simple L5 cavity modified for gentle
confinement, designed in such way that the fundamental mode, hosting the
Stokes signal, has spacing 15.6 THz with one of the higher-order modes,
which would host the pump. They reported fabrication of such a cavity, but
no measurements, suggesting that matching of the Raman spacing between
the two modes could not be achieved in practice. From calculations, they
estimated that with a QS on the order of 10
4 and Qp of around 1000, the
coupled pump power lasing threshold should be on the order of 300 µW.
We note, however, that this calculation is based on the use of a Raman gain
coefficient gR = 70 cm/GW; with more realistic values of 10–20 cm/GW,
the coupled pump power needed for lasing increases to around 1–3 mW.
The same authors then developed a detailed coupled mode theory frame-
work to study Raman lasing in silicon photonic crystal cavities [43], account-
ing also for the detrimental effects of TPA, FCA and refractive index shifts
from the Kerr effect, FCA and thermal dispersion. Importantly, they note
that the cavity design must reach a minimum Qs for the signal to allow
for lasing, and that the required value increases for increasing free-carrier
lifetime. This suggests that when designing structures for lasing it is more
important to achieve high Q for the signal rather than for the pump: a
higher Qp allows to reach the (in-coupled) lasing threshold for lower input
pump powers, but the signal mode determines whether lasing is possible in
the first place.
So far, however, the only progress on Raman scattering in photonic
crystal cavities is an experimental result reported in 2011 by Takahashi
et al. [261]: the authors pumped in the 1.5× 106-Q fundamental mode of a
hetero-structure cavity (Fig. 6.5a) and collected light emitted in the vertical
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Figure 6.5: (a) Schematic of the pumping configuration employed by Takahashi
et al. [261] to observe spontaneous Raman scattering: a photonic crystal cavity
evanescently coupled to an excitation waveguide. (b) Band diagram of the line-
defect waveguide. The high-Q cavity mode is formed just above the band edge of
the even guided mode for the L3 cavity, and just below it for the hetero-structure
cavity. The Stokes frequency corresponds to a slab mode of the two-dimensional
photonic crystal. (c) Experimental setup for Raman spectroscopy; the Raman sig-
nal is detected by a liquid-Nitrogen-cooled InGaAs detector. (d) Raman scattering
spectrum in an L3 cavity shifted for gentle confinement. Inset: resonant peak for
the fundamental mode utilised for pumping. (e) Raman spectrum in the hetero-
structure cavity with Q of 1.5 million. Inset: the fundamental resonant mode
(from [261]. Reprinted with permission).
direction with a very sensitive equipment (Fig. 6.5c), detecting 360 fW of
spontaneously generated Raman signal with an estimated coupled pump
power of only 2 µW (Fig. 6.5e). In this experiment, which is the first
demonstration of Raman scattering from silicon photonic crystal cavities,
the authors estimated that the scattering efficiency from the ultra-high-Q
hetero-structure cavity is 46 times higher than from an L3 cavity with Q on
the order of 104 (Fig. 6.5d).
Note from the band structure of Fig. 6.5b, however, that by pumping
in the fundamental mode of the cavity, the Stokes signal is not supported
by another cavity mode, and in fact is not even inside the band gap. The
numerical predictions by Yang and Wong [43] of operation of a photonic
crystal cavity laser for Q ∼ 104 assume that such Q is achieved for the
signal, which is the most important for achieving lasing. Therefore, the
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first step to proceed along the direction indicated by Yang and Wong is to
design the cavity in such way that one of the higher-order modes matches the
Raman shift of silicon with the fundamental mode. While this was proposed
numerically by Yang and Wong with an L5 cavity [44], to our knowledge
there has been no experimental demonstration of a photonic crystal cavity
supporting two matching modes with the correct frequency spacing,1 which
is a challenge that we will investigate in the remaining of this chapter.
6.3 Matching the cavity resonances to the Raman
shift
If we rely only on the basic Ln cavity, it may be difficult already in the
design phase to obtain a suitable mode matching in the correct operating
wavelength range. In addition, even if a design could be numerically simu-
lated, in practice there are always fabrication tolerances that must be taken
into account, such as variations of the refractive index, slab height and hole
radius and position, which in the end result in the cavity peaks being shifted
from the design. We see these effects also in waveguides, where fluctuations
of the fabrication conditions may cause waveguides with the same design to
have dispersion curves shifted in wavelength not only from sample to sample,
but also on different parts of the same chip.
Therefore, we must introduce a tuning parameter, an additional degree
of freedom to ease the design in the first place, but which can also be used in
practice to tune the fabricated devices and account for fabrication tolerances.
One powerful tool to alter the modes spacing is tuning of the position of the
holes, as we have already applied in the case of slow light waveguides for
dispersion engineering (see Chapters 2 and 5). When tuning the position
of specific holes we can expect, in general, that all modes will be affected,
but as different modes have different profiles (Fig. 6.1c), they will sense
differently the alteration and thus shift at different rates.
As an example, we can start by tuning the position of the first holes
adjacent the cavity in the x-direction; these holes are marked as holes 0 in
Fig. 6.6a (red). Figure 6.6b shows the result of introducing a shift s0,x of
these holes along the x-direction, where the shift is defined positive towards
the cavity centre, consistently with the notation used for slow light dispersion
engineering (section 2.2). The red circles indicate the wavelength of the
fundamental cavity mode (mode 1), whereas the yellow circles correspond to
modes 2–5 (mode 6 is too blue-shifted). The vertical dotted line, in purple,
indicates our zero condition, i.e. the basic L3 cavity of Fig. 6.1. Referring to
1Perhaps the work by Checoury et al. [241] on the first demonstration of stimulated
Raman scattering from silicon photonic crystal waveguides can be considered as an ex-
ception: the measured waveguide was so short that it acted as a Fabry-Perot cavity, with
two modes matching the 15.6 THz Raman shift.
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Figure 6.6: (a) Cross-sectional view of an L3 photonic crystal cavity. Holes 0,
in red, are used for improving the Q-factor through gentle confinement. Holes A
and B, in green and blue respectively, are used to tune the spacing between the
fundamental mode and the higher order modes. (b) Example of alteration of the
resonant wavelength of the L3 cavity modes by shifting holes 0 along the x-axis.
The red circles indicate the fundamental mode, whereas the higher-order modes are
indicated by yellow circles. The blue crosses are the projection of the fundamental
mode on the corresponding pump wavelength matching the 15.6 THz Raman shift
of silicon. The vertical dotted line indicates the unmodified L3 cavity from Fig.
6.1. Shifts are defined positive towards cavity centre.
the modes order of Fig. 6.1c, we can see from Fig. 6.6b that mode 3 is much
more sensitive to s0,x than all the other modes, which is directly related to
its intensity profile having hot spots at holes 0. The fundamental mode also
appears to be more sensitive than the remaining three modes.
Now, the blue crosses in Fig. 6.6b indicate the projection of the fun-
damental mode at the corresponding pump wavelength dictated by the
15.6 THz Raman shift of silicon. In the zero condition there is no higher-
order mode that matches the required pump wavelength. Since different
modes are tuned differently with s0,x, however, matches are possible with
mode 3 for positive s0,x and with mode 5 for negative s0,x.
Once ensured that it is possible to obtain wavelength matches, we need
to establish whether some high-order modes are better than others in terms
of Raman overlap with the fundamental mode. Such overlap is expressed by
the effective Raman volume:
VR =
[∫
Vtot
n2p(r) |Ep(r)|
2dV
] [∫
Vtot
n2s(r) |Es(r)|
2dV
]
n2p,Sin
2
s,Si<
[∫
VSi
E∗s(r) ξˆ
R
...Ep(r)E∗p(r)Es(r) dV
] , (6.2)
which is equivalent to aAR, with AR the effective Raman area defined by
Eq. (5.12). This definition is also consistent with those used by McMillan
et al. [41] and Checoury et al. [241]. Figure 6.7 shows the Raman volume
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Figure 6.7: Raman volume VR calculated between the fundamental mode and each
of the higher-order modes for the basic L3 cavity of Fig. 6.1. Blue circles and red
squares are calculated with Eq. (6.2) in the standard [110] direction of crystalline
silicon and in the [100] direction, respectively. Green triangles are calculated ac-
cording to the definition by Yang and Wong Eq. (6.3) [43], and are reported here
for comparison.
VR calculated for overlap of the fundamental mode (mode 1) with each of
the higher-order modes (modes 2–6), where we have used the electric field
profiles from the basic L3 design (Fig. 6.1c). The blue circles indicate VR cal-
culated for cavities oriented along the standard [110] direction of crystalline
silicon, whereas the red squares are calculated for the [100] direction. Just
as for AR, the smaller VR the better, and the data from Fig. 6.7 indicate that
pump modes that correspond to high VR in one orientation, allow for small
VR in the other orientation, and vice-versa. Therefore, the requirement on
small VR is not a limiting factor on the choice of the pump mode, as we can
always achieve a small volume by orienting the cavity appropriately.
Note that in Fig. 6.7 the green triangles indicate the Raman volume
calculated according to the definition given by Yang and Wong [43]:
VR(Y ang) =
[∫
Vtot
n2p(r) |Ep(r)|
2dV
] [∫
Vtot
n2s(r) |Es(r)|
2dV
]
n2p,Sin
2
s,Si
[∫
VSi
|Ep(r)|
2|Es(r)|
2dV
] , (6.3)
which is similar to Eq. (6.2) except for the omission of the Raman suscep-
tibility tensor ξˆR. With this definition, not only the anisotropy of silicon
is neglected (and so the [110] and [100] directions are equivalent), but also
there is not much difference in VR between the various higher-order modes.
It is therefore very important to consider also the effects of ξˆR when choosing
a design, as it may account for up to a factor 3–4.
Finally, when evaluating which higher-order modes are most suitable to
act as a pump, we should also take into account how easy it will be to couple
to the mode in the experiment. For an objective lens with given numerical
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Figure 6.8: (a) Schematic of an L3 cavity designed following gentle confinement
and far-field optimisation rules: holes 0 (red) have reduced hole radius r0 < r and
are shifted outwards by s0,x; the second periodicity needed for far-field optimisation
is achieved by enlarging the blue holes to rff > r. (b) Cavity resonant wavelengths
as a function of rff ; other parameters are a = 460 nm, r = 0.286a, r0 = 0.226a and
s0,x = −74 nm. We choose rff = 0.3a (marked by the dotted curve) as the starting
point for optimisation of the modes spacing. (c) Intensity profiles of the six cavity
modes for rff = 0.3a; with respect to the basic L3 cavity of Fig. 6.1, modes 2 and
3 are interchanged, and modes 3 and 4 are anti-crossing with each other, which is
directly reflected in their shape.
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aperture NA (and thus given light cone), different modes will have different
coupling efficiency, depending on their radiation pattern. According to the
numerical and experimental analysis performed by Fujita et al. [253], for an
NA 0.4 objective lens the coupling efficiency of modes 3 and 5 of Fig. 6.1c
is one order of magnitude smaller than for the other modes. As such, it is
not advisable to work with these two modes.
In addition, as the holes 0 are those used to increase the L3 cavity
Q-factor through gentle confinement, it is best not to use these holes for
fine-tuning of the modes spacing. We will rely on shifting holes A and B
instead (see Fig. 6.6a).
In fact, our starting point is not the basic L3 cavity from Fig. 6.1, because
we need to include also gentle confinement to improve the Q-factor and far-
field optimisation to improve coupling. Following the design rules adopted in
Refs. [259, 260], we shifted holes 0 outwards by s0,x = −0.16a and reduced
their size to r0 = r − 0.06a; we therefore expect modes 2 and 3 to be
interchanged (Fig. 6.6b). We also introduce a second periodicity for far-
field optimisation by increasing the size of specific holes to rff > r, as
schematically represented in Fig. 6.8a. This increase in rff also causes a shift
in the modes wavelengths, as indicated in Fig. 6.8b, where the calculations
are performed for period a = 460 nm. We choose rff = 0.3a, so that
the increase in radius for this period is only ∼6 nm, consistently with the
optimum reported in Ref. [259]. Our new zero condition is marked in Fig.
6.8b by a dotted curve. The corresponding intensity profiles are shown in
Fig. 6.8c; note, in particular, the alteration of the shape of modes 3 and 4
(corresponding to modes 2 and 4 from Fig. 6.1c), due to anti-crossing.
Starting from this basic design, Fig. 6.9 shows that, simply by shifting
holes A (Figs. 6.9a-c) or B (Figs. 6.9d-f) by few nanometres, it is already
possible to achieve at least six matches — which from now on we will indicate
as A–F — between modes 1 and 4 (Fig. 6.9 displays only the wavelengths of
modes 3–5 and the projection of the fundamental mode). In a real sample,
the hole size will be another degree of freedom to be used for additional fine-
adjustment of the modes spacing. Figure 6.10 shows the Raman volume VR
calculated for each of these designs, with cavities oriented along the [100]
direction of crystalline silicon: the values of VR are all very close to each
other.
Note that for each cavity mode one electric field component is spatially
symmetric and the other component is anti-symmetric. The polarisation is
determined by the symmetric component, as explained in Ref. [253]. The
fundamental mode is polarised normally to the cavity axis, whereas mode 4
is polarised along the cavity axis.
Table 6.1 summarises design parameters for all the cavities A–F, in-
cluding the modes Q-factor calculated with RSoft FullWAVE, a software
implementing a finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) numerical method to
simulate arbitrary optical structures. The fundamental modeQ-factor of our
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Figure 6.9: Six possible combinations of the shifts of holes A (sA,x, sA,y) (a-c)
and B (sB,x, sB,y) (d-f) in the x- and y- directions, resulting in matching of the
fundamental mode with mode 4 from Fig. 6.8c. Here only the resonant wavelengths
of modes 3–5 are plotted.
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Figure 6.10: Raman volume VR calculated for each of the six designs A–F using
Eq. (6.2) and orientation along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon.
Table 6.1: Summary of the parameters characterising the cavity designs A–
F. All designs have period a = 460 nm, hole sizes r = 0.286a, r0 = 0.226a,
rff = 0.3a and s0,x = −74 nm. All shifts and wavelengths are expressed in
nanometres.
Design sA,x sA,y sB,x sB,y λp λs Qp Qs
A 4 4 0 0 1545.5 1680.4 302 42,864
B 0 8 0 0 1543.8 1678.2 239 33,910
C 6 2 0 0 1546.0 1681.2 326 47,534
D 0 0 8 8 1542.5 1677.3 431 13,636
E 0 0 12 4 1543.4 1678.0 496 12,487
F 0 0 6 12 1541.2 1676.2 377 13,208
starting point cavity from Fig. 6.8 was calculated as Qs = 31, 910. Shifting
holes A inwards as in designs A–C seems to be improving the initial value
for Q, whereas acting on holes B as in designs D–F has the opposite effect.
In the experiment we will test, for each set of three, those designs that
correspond to the highest QpQs product, i.e. designs C and E.
6.4 Characterisation of the mode spacing
The photonic crystal cavities were realised on SOI substrate following the
fabrication steps described in section 2.3; the fabrication of cavities is ac-
tually simplified by the absence of access ridge waveguide, as it does not
require definition of an HF mask nor cleaving. The cavities were aligned
along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon, and SEM images of the fabri-
cated structures are shown in Fig. 6.11.
The cavities resonances were characterised using a resonant scattering
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Figure 6.11: SEM images of the fabricated photonic crystal cavities. Structures
are aligned along the [100] direction of crystalline silicon.
setup (Fig. 6.12a) similar to that developed in Ref. [263] (Fig. 6.12b), and de-
scribed in detail in Ref. [262]. Briefly, light from a broadband near-infrared
(NIR) source (green path in Fig. 6.12a) is polarised along the x-direction
(see notation of Figs. 6.12b-c) by a polariser and vertically coupled to the
photonic crystal cavity through a high-NA objective lens. The sample is
mounted on a xyz-precision stage, with the cavities oriented at 45◦ in the
xy-plane normal to the propagation direction of the incoming light beam,
as schematically shown in Fig. 6.12c. Since the cavity modes are polarised
either along or normally to the cavity axis (as indicated by the red arrows in
Fig. 6.12c), part of the incident x-polarised light can couple to the cavity, if
on-resonance, thus creating a y-polarised component in the re-emitted beam
(red path in Fig. 6.12a). This y-polarised component is separated by a polar-
isation beam splitter (the exchangeable element in the setup of Fig. 6.12a),
passes through an analyser and is finally collected by an InGaAs array de-
tector connected to a monochromator. Light that is not on-resonance with
a cavity mode is simply backscattered from the sample with no polarisation
rotation, and is then filtered out by the polarisation beam splitter and the
analyser, generating a small background in the detected signal. The back-
ground, however, may increase due to polarisation intermixing generated by
the high-NA objective lens [262].
Figure 6.13 shows examples of measured cavity spectra for designs C
(Figs. 6.13a-b) and E (Figs. 6.13c-d). Five modes are clearly distinguishable
in the wavelength range tested, and they are labelled consistently with the
notation of Fig. 6.8c. The high-order modes 2 and 5 (corresponding to
modes 3 and 5 from Fig. 6.1c) have lower coupling efficiency than modes 3
and 4, in agreement with the results by Fujita et al. [253]. The broad features
around 1600 and 1630 nm are part of the background.
In the broad spectra of Figs. 6.13a,c, the fundamental mode of cavity E
is more clearly visible than that of cavity C, indicating that the Q-factor
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Figure 6.12: (a) Top-view of the multi-functional setup used to characterise the
cavity resonances (from [262]). In the case of resonant scattering measurements,
the exchangeable element is a polarisation beam splitter. The NIR source consists
of an ASE source covering the 1520–1620 nm wavelength range, and a filtered
white light source covering longer wavelengths, up to λ > 1700 nm; the two sources
are combined through fibre splitters (not shown here). The light beam from the
input arm (green) is focussed on the sample by means of a high-NA objective
lens. Alignment to the cavity centre is achieved by illuminating with a visible
light source (yellow) and visualising the cavity with a camera. Light re-emitted
from the cavity (red) can be directed to a free-space spectrometer (monochromator
+ InGaAs array detector) or to a fibre-coupled detector. (b-c) Schematic of the
sample orientation relative to the polarising optics in the resonant scattering setup
(from [263]. Reprinted with permission from [263]. Copyright 2009, American
Institute of Physics): the polariser (P) sets the input beam polarisation along the
x-axis and the polarisation beam splitter (BS) reflects y-polarised light; the analyser
(A) improves the signal-to-noise ratio of y- to x-polarised light in the output arm.
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Figure 6.13: Measured cavity spectra for cavities of type C (a-b) and E (c-d).
The first five cavity modes are recognisable and indicated with arrows. (b,d) show
finer scans of the fundamental modes from (a,c), respectively. The holes shifts
(sA,x, sA,y) for C (a) and (sB,x, sB,y) for E (c) are indicated in brackets, expressed
in nanometres. The lattice period is a = 456 nm for design C and a = 464 nm for
design E.
for type E is lower, as expected from the simulations (see Table 6.1). These
spectra, however, were recorded with a resolution of ∼1 nm, and therefore
cannot be used directly to infer the exact value of the Q-factors: a better
resolution for scans with broadband source was not possible with this setup
configuration, due to limitations of the monochromator. In general, if a
mode lies in the range 1520–1630 nm, we can determine its Q-factor by
replacing the broadband NIR source with a narrow line-width tunable laser
and scanning its wavelength; light is then detected with a photodetector
(Fig. 6.12a). Since the fundamental mode of our cavity designs falls outside
the laser wavelength range, however, accurate determination of its Q-factor
was not possible with this setup.
Figure 6.14 demonstrates the tuning principle applied to cavities of type
C, where the original design (sA,x, sA,y) = (6, 2) nm (black curve) is modified
by fine-tuning the position of holes A in steps of 2 nm along the x-direction
(Fig. 6.14a) and the y-direction (Figs. 6.14b-d). Due to fabrication toler-
ances, in the original design the spacing between the fundamental mode and
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Figure 6.14: Demonstration of the tuning principle applied to design C (period a =
456 nm): (a-b) the shifts of holes A from the original design (black curves, see also
Table 6.1) are tuned in steps of 2 nm in (a) the x-direction and (b) the y-direction;
in each plot, the right dotted line indicates the position of the fundamental mode,
whereas the left dotted line indicates where the corresponding pump mode should
lie. A good match is obtained in (a) for the red curve and in (b) for the purple curve.
(c-d) Enlargements from (b) of mode 4 and the fundamental mode, respectively.
mode 4 is a few nanometres offset with respect to the Raman shift of silicon
(indicated by vertical dotted lines); nevertheless, good matches may be ob-
tained with small alterations of the holes position, as for the red spectrum
in Fig. 6.14a and the purple spectrum in Fig. 6.14b. This can be seen more
clearly in the enlargements of Figs. 6.14c-d. Note that the fundamental
mode is less sensitive than mode 4 to variations of the holes positions, and
the resonant wavelengths of the two modes are altered at different rates,
consistently with the calculations from Fig. 6.9.
Figure 6.15a shows similar spectra for other cavities of type C on the
same sample: this set of cavities differs from that of Figs. 6.14a-b only by
the radius of the holes, as the two sets were exposed with slightly different
doses in the e-beam machine. Comparison between the spectra of Figs.
6.15a and 6.14a-b therefore shows that the radius can also be used as a
degree of freedom to fine-tune the modes distance. In the case of Fig. 6.15a
a perfect match is obtained for the original design shifts (black curve), as
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Figure 6.15: (a) Tuning principle applied to design C (period a = 456 nm): the
shifts of holes A from the original design (black curve, see also Table 6.1) are tuned
in steps of 2 nm in the x-direction; the right dotted line indicates the position of the
fundamental mode, whereas the left dotted line indicates where the corresponding
pump mode should lie. In this case, the original design parameters (black) provide
a very good match. (b-c) Enlargements from (a) of mode 4 and the fundamental
mode, respectively. (d) Tuning principle applied to design E (period a = 456 nm):
the shifts of holes B from the original design (black) are tuned in steps of 2 nm in
the y-direction; a good match is achieved for the purple curve.
also shown in the enlargements of Figs. 6.15b-c. Finally, Fig. 6.15d shows
the tuning principle applied to cavities of type E: although for this radius the
distance between modes 1 and 4 does not match the Raman shift of silicon
for the original design parameters (black curve), a good match is achieved
by adjusting the position of holes B by 2 nm along the y-direction (purple
curve).
In conclusion, our work demonstrates the feasibility of using a fine tun-
ing of the holes position to adjust the spacing between resonant photonic
crystal cavity modes, in order to match the 15.6 THz Raman shift of sili-
con. While due to the setup we could not measure accurately the Q-factors
for the fundamental mode hosting the Stokes signal, the results from the
numerical simulations show that Q-factors of almost 50,000 should still be
achievable with these modifications, thus fulfilling the basic requirements
from the numerical study by Yang and Wong [43].
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6.5 Summary
While in Chapter 5 we have investigated the possibility of enhancing stimu-
lated Raman scattering in photonic crystal slow light waveguides, photonic
crystal cavities have also been explored as another type of structures in
which enhancement of the optical field intensity over very small volumes
may allow useful application of nonlinear effects. In particular, according
to the work by Yang and Wong [43], stimulated Raman scattering in pho-
tonic crystal cavities holds promise for a miniaturised low threshold silicon
laser, provided that both the pump and the Stokes signal are supported
by resonant modes. In the first and only experimental demonstration of
Raman scattering from photonic crystal cavities by Takahashi et al. [261],
however, only the pump wavelength corresponds to a cavity mode, whereas
the spontaneous Stokes signal is generated at a wavelength outside the pho-
tonic band gap. Precise matching of the modes spacing to the Raman shift
of silicon in the 1550 nm wavelength range is a challenge in real devices, due
to fabrication tolerances.
We have shown how the positions of the holes adjacent a simple L3 cavity
can be used as tuning parameters of the spacing between the fundamental
mode and the higher-order modes. The key point is that as different cav-
ity modes have different spatial intensity profiles, they sense differently the
alterations to specific holes and therefore are shifted in wavelength at differ-
ent rates. We have shown that while achievement of a low effective Raman
volume VR is not a limiting factor in the choice of the type of pump mode,
some restrictions are instead posed by the in- and out-coupling efficiency
dictated by the mode’s radiation pattern. Starting from an L3 photonic
crystal cavity, modified for gentle confinement and far-field optimisation, we
have found that small modifications of the holes position are sufficient to
obtain good matches between the fundamental mode and the fourth mode of
the cavity. We have then applied this tuning principle experimentally and
successfully demonstrated photonic crystal cavities with modes matching
the 15.6 THz Raman shift of silicon, while retaining a good Q-factor.
These results are only a first step that opens the door to further improve-
ment, and additional modifications of the cavity design may be explored, for
example to increase also the Q-factor of the high-order pump mode.
From the experimental point of view, we did attempt to observe spon-
taneous Raman scattering from some of the measured structures using the
tunable laser as a pump (NIR source in Fig. 6.12a). The only other al-
teration to the setup described in section 6.4 was orienting the cavity axis
parallel to the x-direction (Figs. 6.12b-c): this way, the in-coupling is opti-
mised for the x-polarised high-order pump mode, whereas the out-coupling
is optimised for the y-polarised fundamental signal mode. Unfortunately,
we were unable to detect any spontaneous Raman signal, most likely due
to the noise level of the InGaAs array detector, which was too high for our
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purpose. The measurement will be repeated in the near future with a more
sensitive setup.
In light of the experimental results on stimulated Raman scattering in
slow light waveguides discussed in section 5.5, suggesting that the Raman
gain coefficient may be lower than 20 cm/GW, we do not expect to be able
to go as far as lasing with this particular sample: in the numerical study
from Ref. [43], while taking into account all possible detrimental effects,
Yang and Wong assume a Raman gain coefficient gR = 29 cm/GW, and
predict that photonic crystal cavities can lase for Qs on the order of a few
tens of thousands and Qp < 1000 in pulsed operation. In continuous-wave
operation, unless the free-carrier lifetime is reduced to values on the order
of 100 ps, lasing of the Stokes signal is suppressed due to the combined
effect of free-carrier loss and thermal drifts causing shifts of the resonant
wavelengths.
The first step in our experimental study is to observe spontaneous scat-
tering, which would be already an important achievement. Noda and co-
workers observed ∼150 fW of Stokes signal by pumping in the fundamental
mode of an L3 cavity, and with the Stokes wavelength corresponding to a
leaky mode of the crystal (see Fig. 6.5), so that the 3 × 104 Q-factor of
the pump was the only mechanism of enhancement. In our case, even with
lower signal Q in the range 1.2–3×104 and with pump Q of around 300 (Ta-
ble 6.1), the product QpQs is on the order 3.6–9× 10
6. We therefore believe
it is reasonable to expect spontaneous signals on the order of hundreds of
femtowatts, if not few picowatts, in agreement also with the experimental
results by Checoury et al. [241], who studied a 50 µm-long photonic crystal
Fabry-Perot cavity and collected a Raman spontaneous signal of a few tens
of picowatts for few milliwatts pump power.
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Chapter 7
Summary and conclusions
The prospect for on-chip all-optical signal processing, with silicon photon-
ics complementing silicon electronics, has inspired in the past decade great
research effort into achieving active functionalities in silicon miniaturised
devices. In this study we have investigated two such active functionalities
based on the platform of slow light photonic crystals: tunable delay and
optical gain for loss compensation, through stimulated Raman scattering.
In Chapter 3 we have proposed a new device for tunable delay based
on a “poor man’s” version of a photonic indirect transition, consisting of a
two-step change of the frequency and wavevector of light, and equivalent to
a wavelength conversion and group velocity dispersion approach (Fig. 7.1a).
The wavelength conversion process is based on the relatively new effect of
optical adiabatic tuning, and we rely on the precise control of a waveguide’s
dispersion offered by the techniques used for slow light engineering. We
have then applied this scheme to demonstrate continuously tunable delays
of optical pulses in a 300 µm-long photonic crystal waveguide (Figs. 7.1b-c)
and we have succeeded in the manipulation of a single pulse in a train of
two pulses (Fig. 7.1d).
We have already discussed in section 3.6 the advantages of our approach
in terms of flexibility and scalability, as well as constraints posed on the bit
rate by the free-carrier lifetime, and on the maximum achievable delay by
the dispersion and propagation loss. For future development, steps could
be taken in the reduction of the carrier lifetime, for instance by integrating
a reverse-biased p-i-n junction to sweep out carriers from the short tuning
region [56] or by treating the silicon slab with ion implantation and annealing
[174]. The distortion of optical pulses due to group velocity dispersion in the
slow light regime may be addressed by introducing one or more additional
waveguide sections with opposite dispersion, designed to operate dispersion
compensation while maintaining the delay.
Propagation loss in slow light waveguides is a more immediate issue, and
the prospect for its compensation by introducing optical gain through stim-
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Figure 7.1: Selection of obtained results for tunable delay. (a) Schematic of the
working principle of the device based on a two-step indirect photonic transition.
(b) Experimental demonstration of tunable delay. (c) Demonstration of continuous
tunability. (d) Operation on a single pulse in a train of two bits.
ulated Raman scattering has motivated the work described in Chapter 5.
Here we have started by understanding the roles played by the slowdown
factors of both the pump and the Stokes beams in determining the total gain
of a signal propagating through a silicon waveguide, and we have described
a simplified model taking into account the interplay of linear and nonlin-
ear losses. We have then extended this model by including the effect of
realistic intrinsic propagation loss and mode profiles; we have also included
the anisotropy of Raman scattering in silicon, and shown that with our
pump-signal polarisation scheme, orienting the waveguide along the [100]
direction of crystalline silicon corresponds to a more efficient Raman scat-
tering than along the standard [110] direction. Our analysis has brought
us to the conclusion that, if the design properties are carefully evaluated,
stimulated Raman scattering in slow light photonic crystals may surpass the
performance of ridge waveguides, in terms of operating power and required
propagation length (Fig. 7.2a).
We have then presented the experimental work conducted for the obser-
vation of Raman scattering from silicon slow light waveguides. The fabri-
cation process of inverse taper spot-size converters was described in detail
in Chapter 4, together with the solution to the challenges arising from the
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Figure 7.2: Selection of obtained results on Raman scattering in slow light wave-
guides. (a) Calculated peak net signal gain as a function of the signal slowdown
factor for waveguide oriented along the standard [110] direction of crystalline silicon
(dashed) and along the [100] direction (solid). (b) SEM image of a fabricated pho-
tonic crystal waveguide with integrated inverse taper spot-size converters. (c) In-
crease of the spontaneous Raman signal (coloured curves) with group index (black)
in a waveguide aligned along the standard [110] direction. (d) Spectra measured
in a pump-probe experiment, demonstrating stimulated Raman scattering for a
waveguide oriented in the [100] direction.
integration of these features with photonic crystals (Fig. 7.2b). Experimen-
tal results on the slow light enhancement of spontaneous Raman scattering
were discussed in the second part of Chapter 5 (Fig. 7.2c), including some
preliminary results on the possible increase of the spontaneous Raman signal
for waveguides aligned in the [100] direction. In addition, we have reported
on the observation of stimulated Raman scattering in a pump-probe exper-
iment (Fig. 7.2d); while we could not draw conclusions about the influence
of slow light on this effect, it is to our knowledge the first time that this
type of experiment is reported from silicon photonic crystal waveguides.
It appears from our data, however, that the loss caused by TPA and
FCA is higher than estimated, possibly due to the free-carrier lifetime, and
that the Raman gain was not always sufficient to compensate for such pump-
induced loss, at least for waveguides aligned along the standard [110] direc-
tion of crystalline silicon. The measurement results appear to hint to a more
efficient loss compensation for waveguides oriented in the [100] direction, but
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Figure 7.3: Selection of obtained results on tuning of the modes spacing in silicon
L3 photonic crystal cavities by shifting the position of the holes, with a match to
the Raman shift of silicon obtained for shifts (sA,x, sA,y) = (6, 2) nm (design C).
(a) Simulation and (b) experiment.
further investigation and optimisation would be required, especially in the
fabrication of waveguides tilted at 45◦ to the cleaving plane and of the in-
verse tapers couplers, which could not sustain higher pump powers than
those reported in section 5.4.4. The side-wall roughness of the inverse ta-
pers could be improved through surface treatment in an hydrogen plasma
or by surface oxidation. It would be also worth exploring the use of grating
couplers instead, which would require two different designs for the pump
and the signal, due to their very different wavelengths and their opposite
polarisations.
If the photonic crystal design would allow at least for a moderate reduc-
tion of the group velocity of the pump, the power thresholds needed would
be reduced, lowering also the load on the inverse tapers. Some design work
towards this end was already initiated, as discussed in section 5.5, but it
would require further development before being applied in a real device.
Finally, driven by the prediction that also photonic crystal cavities have
the ability to enhance the Raman nonlinearity [43, 261], we have shown in
Chapter 6 that it is possible to control the spacing between resonant modes
in order to match the Raman shift of silicon, simply by introducing a small
shift in the position of the holes adjacent the cavity (Fig. 7.3a). We have
also demonstrated such match experimentally for the first time (Fig. 7.3b).
We attempted to observe Raman scattering from the fabricated structures,
but could not detect any spontaneously generated signal due to limitations
of the measurement setup. The measurement will be repeated in the near
future with a more sensitive setup, but further improvement is still possible
also from the design point of view, and steps can be taken to increase the
Q-factor of the pump mode. While lasing is probably still very far, we be-
lieve it should be possible to observe at least spontaneous scattering.
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During this project I have gained deeper understanding about the prop-
erties of silicon photonic crystals slow light waveguides and cavities, and
about nonlinear optical effects such as stimulated Raman scattering. I had
the opportunity of working on such structures at first hand and acquire ex-
perience in all aspects of their development: from the theory and simulations
to fabrication and characterisation.
The two most important outcomes of the project are the proposal of a
novel concept for tuning the delay of pulses in photonic crystals, with its suc-
cessful application in a proof of principle experiment, and the understanding
of the dynamics of Raman scattering in real-life slow light waveguides, taking
into account effects which have been neglected in other studies. In addition,
the experimental results on Raman scattering in both slow light waveguides
and nanocavities represent a first important step to answer questions that
are still open to further investigation.
If time would have permitted, I believe it would have been interesting
to further explore the option of the waveguides oriented at 45◦ to the cleav-
ing plane, if the transmission issues could be improved easily. Any major
revision to the structure would not be worth unless we could scale the de-
vice for operation for a 1550 nm signal with a 1435 nm pump, so that the
smaller size would allow for tighter optical confinement and thus enhance
the nonlinearity.
The choice of operating at ∼1686 nm was determined by the availability
of a very good and narrow line-width tunable pump source — the laser am-
plified by the EDFA — at 1550 nm. In fact, even without considering the
theoretical reduction of the nonlinearity due to scaling to higher period, this
operating wavelength has proven to be one of the most problematic aspects
from a practical point of view. We have already discussed in section 4.2.4
how the absorption of polymers at this wavelength complicates the fabri-
cation process with the addition of a grinding step, which is needed to be
able to cleave very short samples. Additional complications arise also in
the measurement phase, and are mainly related to the detection system, as
such wavelength falls at the edge of the detection capabilities of both the
infrared photodetectors used during the alignment and the OSA used for
acquiring the spectra. Particular care must also be paid to the available
source at this wavelength: the white light source used for both the passive
characterisation and the stimulated scattering measurements is pulsed, with
peak powers high enough to burn not only tapers, but also photonic crys-
tals and even facets of blank silicon waveguides if not properly filtered and
attenuated.
The second major practical issue turned out to be the use of a pump in
TM polarisation: the adopted configuration for Raman amplification (sec-
tion 5.3.3) was a good starting point from the point of view of the photonic
crystal properties, because the TM mode is the only available at the pump
wavelength of standard or engineered waveguides, and it is very broadband,
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meaning that we could focus only on engineering of the slow signal mode
with no need to match the modes distance in the design phase and no issues
from fabrication tolerances in the experiment. The real issue is to bring such
TM-polarised power to the photonic crystal: the TM mode is less confined
than the TE mode, meaning that bend radii and nanowire widths must
be wider, the spot-size converters are less efficient and any misalignment
of the SU-8 waveguides with the inverse tapers can result in very strong
wavelength-dependent TM-to-TE conversion. In addition, the TM mode
senses defects differently than the TE mode, and we cannot exclude the
possibility that the inverse tapers could have sustained higher pump powers
in TE polarisation.
Nevertheless, from calculations, the adopted configuration (∼1686 nm
signal and TM pump) was promising and thus worth trying. I think it is
still a promising possibility for some loss compensation at 45◦ if a suitable
pump source would allow for scaling back to 1550 nm, resolving at least the
wavelength issue. Switching to a TE pump would require more work on the
design to find a matching (and possibly slow) pump mode. My preliminary
work towards this goal indicates that such designs are not impossible to find,
but they require optimisation to experimentally achieve good coupling with
the input access waveguides.
Regarding photonic crystals in general, I believe they are fascinating
structures and extremely versatile: they offer many degrees of freedom, and
small modifications in their geometry are sufficient to study new effects and
achieve new functionalities which are not otherwise possible in standard
waveguides. It is true, however, that such positive characteristic becomes
one of the major drawbacks of photonic crystals in terms of sensitivity to
fabrication fluctuations, as small changes/disorder in any geometrical pa-
rameter can cause the spectral properties to change, making these devices
still not suitable for real-world practical applications.
As for slow light as a tool to enhance nonlinear optical effects, it is now
clear that the enhancement of the interaction by (a power of) the slowdown
factor S is only part of the full story: even without considering the compet-
ing TPA and FCA processes (which are important at least in silicon), the
compression of a signal pulse along the propagation direction is partially
counteracted by an enlargement of the mode in the transversal direction,
and the linear propagation loss remains a major issue. This does not mean
that slow light and dispersion engineering cannot find also very useful ap-
plications, as demonstrated by the realisation of compact switches [264] and
by the recent employment in the generation of correlated photon pairs [249]
with real and promising prospects for on-chip quantum computing. Slow
light is perhaps more suited for some applications than for others, but it
remains a fascinating feature of photonic crystals, opening the possibility of
exploring new and exciting concepts.
As for the use of slow light to improve Raman amplifiers, the achievement
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of gains similar to those predicted by the calculations would represent a very
important result, but pump powers of the order of 100–200 mW are still too
high to be of practical use in real integrated devices. The real limitations of
slow light were not clearly understood in the initial studies and it was worth
conducting a new analysis on the feasibility of such a device. If net positive
gains are out of reach, the question whether Raman scattering can operate
loss compensation for a 1550 nm signal is still open to further analysis.
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